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Mijn promotor Bert Holtslag wil ik bedanken voor zijn begeleiding in de afgelopen vier
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Een speciale vermelding wil ik maken voor Peter Duynkerke. Begin dit jaar overleed
hij, plotseling en onverwacht voor iedereen. In de maanden daarvoor heb ik veel met Peter
samengewerkt aan eenbepaaldedataset metvliegtuigwaarnemingenincumulus wolken, die
hij onder zijn beheer had. Het idee om die te vergelijken met ons LES model kwam mede
van hem, en de resultaten waren zoals verwacht erg veelbelovend. Deze studie vormt nu
een belangrijk onderdeel van dit proefschrift. Zijn enthousiasme voor de meteorologie was
aanstekelijk, en ik zal me Peter blijven herinneren als een hartelijk, open persoon en een
creatieve, enthousiaste wetenschapper. Ik wil hier ook Stefaan Rodts bedanken voor onze
samenwerkingaanhetartikeloverdeSCMS dataset. Peterwastevredenoverhetwerkende
resultaten,hetresulterendeartikelisnugeaccepteerdvoorpublicatieintheQuarterlyJournal
of theRoyalMeteorological Society.
Ik wil graag de grenslaagmeteorologie groep vermelden indit dankwoord, bestaande uit
Stephan de Roode, Margreet van Zanten, Peter Duynkerke, Harm Jonker, Pier Siebesma,
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Oneschemetoruleallclouds,
Oneschemetodescribe them,
Oneschemetoaverageall,
And intheirvariancebindthem.

InspiredbyJ. R.R. Tolkien's TheLordoftheRings
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Chapter1

Anintroductiontoshallow
cumulus
Eternal Clouds! Let us appear in dew and brightness, let us arisefrom the
roaringdepthsofFatherOceanandfloattowardsthewood-crownedsummitsof
loftymountains. Let usdominate the remotevalleysand the harvestsproduced
by thesacred earth, and the rushingsounds of the divine rivers,and thewaves
of the resoundingsea, while being lightened by sparkling raysfrom Aether's
unwearyeye. Come,letusshakeofftherainymistsfrom ourimmortalforms and
beholdtheearthwithfar-seeing eye.
Aristophanes, TheClouds,419b.C.

1.1 Cumuluscloudsin history
Descriptions of cloudsdateback tothe dawnof written history. Inthosetimeshumans lived
closetonature,andtheweatherwasanimportantpartofevery-daylife. Theyrecognizedthe
vital roleof clouds inbringingrain,they constructed wind-mills for processing corn and for
theirrigationoffarmlands,they sailedtheseastoexplorenewcoasts,andgazedinaweatthe
violenceof thunderstorms. Amongthefirsttextsoncloudswerewritten bytheBabylonians,
who related the weather to the movements of the heavenly bodies (Frinsinger, 1977). In
general, atmospheric phenomena were seen as the work of the Gods. The classic Greeks
were among the first to systematically observe atmospheric phenomena, in a metaphysical
attempt to understand the world around them. One of the most influential historical works
ontheearth sciences andmeteorology from thatperiod is Aristotle'sMeteorologica,written
around 340b.C.Onthe subject ofmoistureandcloudsintheatmosphereheobserves:
Theexhalationof water isvapour: air condensing intowater iscloud. Mist is
what isleftoverwhen a cloudcondenses intowater, and isthereforea rathera
signoffineweatherthanofrain:for mistcanbecalledabarrencloud.
Aristotle,Meteorologica,BookISection 9.
13
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Aristotle concluded from observations and philosophy that water evaporates into vapour,
which in turn can condensate into water again to form a cloud. As scientists would find
outmorethantwothousandyears later,theseconclusions werenotfar from the truth.
Clouds appearin many forms and many sizes, and can becategorized by many different
criteria. The name cumulus first appears in the beginning of the 19th century, and is Latin
for 'heap' or 'stack'. This is due to its appearance as a piled heap of small clouds with
round edges. The name is part of the cloud-classification by theEnglishman Luke Howard
(1772-1864)which is still used today. His work must be seen in the context of the ongoing
scientific description andcataloguing of thenatural world in thatperiod. The description of
cloudsinparticularhasbeenaninspirationfortheschoolof 19thcenturyRomantic landscape
painters, such asJoseph W.M.Turner, Caspar David Friedrich andJohn Constable (see the
front cover). Cumulus clouds continuously change shape, inspiring the human imagination
torecognizefamiliar forms. Forexample,Shakespeareprobablyhadcumuluscloudsinmind
whenhewrotethisdialoguebetweenthePrinceofDenmarkandLordPolonius:
HAMLET:

Doyou seeyondercloudthat's almost
in shapeof acamel?
LORDPOLONIUS: Bythemass,and 'tis likeacamel,indeed.
HAMLET:
Methinks itislike aweasel.
LORDPOLONIUS: Itisbacked likeaweasel.
HAMLET:
Orlikea whale?
LORDPOLONIUS: Verylikeawhale.
HAMLET:
... Theyfool metothetopof mybent.
Shakespeare, Hamlet,Act 3,Scene2
Apart from illustrating that Hamlet had a lively imagination, this quotation addresses an
important scientific problem in the last sentence. Although mankind soon learned ways to
predict meteorological phenomena from experience based on the appearance of clouds, a
realistic physicalexplanationfor thebehaviourandexistenceofcloudswaspendinguntilthe
dawnof modern science.
The 17thcenturywithitsnewphilosophyofscientific methodasformulated by Descartes
heralded the start of scientific meteorology. For the first time reliable instrumentation was
developed,suchasthebarometertomeasureatmosphericpressureasinventedbyTorricelliin
1643. Boyle, Pascal and Gay-Lussac formulated laws relatingthetemperature,pressure and
volume of air,the so-called equationsof state. A big leap forward was made when Newton
formulated his three Laws of Motion and invented calculus. Euler applied Newton's partial
differential equations to formulate equations describingfluiddynamics. In the 19th century
the First Law of Thermodynamics was formulated, which enabled a basic understanding of
why clouds form in thefirstplace. When Coriolis discovered the apparent force due to the
rotation of the earth, the formulation of models for the global atmospheric circulation was
finallypossible.
Atthebeginningofthe20thcenturyweatherforecasting wasstillofempiricalnature,primarilybasedonmapsoftheatmosphericpressureatthesurface. Inthatperiod,theworldwide
networkofmeteorological observations rapidlygrew moredense,using surface meteorological stations,radiosondesandbuoysatsea. Theavailabilityof thisdataenabledthetracingof
14
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Figure1.1 AdrawingofcloudsbyL. Howard.
largeweathersystemsinspaceandtime,andsupportedtheoreticalresearch. Bjerknes (1904)
was among the first to recognize that three-dimensional data can be used as an initial state
from which to integrate forwards in time the differential equations which govern the atmosphericflow.This basically results inaforecast of the weather. Duetothehighly non-linear
natureoftheseequations,numerical weatherprediction wasnotpractically possibleuntilthe
introduction of electronic computers (Richardson, 1922;Charney et al., 1950).
The introduction of aviation led to even more sophisticated atmospheric observations at
high altitudes, and enabled direct measurements insideclouds for the first time inhistory. It
soon became apparentthat clouds play an important but complex role in the earth's weather
and climate, and ever since clouds havebeen the subject of intensive research, starting with
the work of Stommel (1947). Inthe second half of the 20th century technological advances
such as radar and satellites gave cloud meteorology new momentum. With the appearance
of supercomputers in the last decades it has even become possible to numerically simulate
individual clouds,which greatly extendedtheresearchpossibilities.

1.2 The atmospheric boundary layer
Thisthesisisconcernedwithcloudsinthelowestfewkilometersoftheatmosphere surrounding the earth, see Fig.1.2. This is the sphere also known as the atmospheric or planetary
boundarylayer (PBL),dennedas thepart of the atmosphere which is directly influenced by
theproximityofthesurfaceoftheearth. UsuallythePBLiscappedbyastablelayerinwhich
thetemperature strongly increases withheight,calledtheinversion.Abovetheinversionlies
thefree troposphere,which is the domain of the strongjet-stream winds associated with the
baroclinic waves which form the low- andhigh-pressure systems. Inturn thetroposphere is
capped by another inversion called the tropopause, which forms the boundary between the
stratosphereandthe troposphere.
Basically the boundary layer is formed and maintained by vertical motions of air. The
radiation from the sun warms the earth's surface, which subsequently warms the adjacent
15
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Figure1.2 Schematicillustrationofthedifferent layersoftheearth'satmosphere.Thetypicaldaytimetemperatureprofile(T)isplottedasasolidblackline,whilethedashedlineshowsthatofthestable
boundarylayeratnight.
atmosphere. At some places the air heats faster than at other places, partially caused by
the heterogeneous thermal properties of the material forming the surface. For example, a
rock lying in the sun heats faster than water does. The relatively warm air is lighter than its
surroundings,andsubsequently startstorise. Theverticalmotionsbringairfrom closetothe
groundtohigherlevelsandviceversa,andhencedeterminetheverticalextentoftheimpact
oftheearth's surface onthe atmosphere.
Thedeepest convectiveboundary layersonearthoccurinthe sub-tropical desert-regions,
due to the combination of intense surface heating, extremely dry air and relatively high atmospheric pressure. Their depths are known to exceed 4 kilometers. In contrast, during
night-timeoverland theboundarylayercanbecomevery shallow,duetotheradiativecooling of the earth's surface. This process cools the air closest to the surface which stabilizes
the boundary layer, as cold and heavy air is then situated below warm and light air (see the
dashedlineinFig.1.2). This stability suppressesupwardverticalmotions,andhencetheimpact of theearth onthe atmosphere. This is thereason why commonly inrelatively fair and
stable weatherthe winds subside atthe end of the day, as the air withhigh horizontal wind
speeds athighaltitudes isnolongermixed downwardstowardstheearth's surface.
Cumuluscloudsintheboundarylayer areformed bythefollowing process. Water stored
attheearth's surface evaporates intothe adjacent air as avapour. What appears tobe cloudfree air often contains sub microscopic drops,but as evaporation exceeds condensation, the
drops do not survive long after an initial chance clumping of molecules. As air is cooled,
the evaporation rate decreases more rapidly than does the condensation rate with the result
that at a certain temperature (the dew-point) the evaporation is less than the condensation,
and a droplet can grow into a cloud drop. The release of heat associated with this phase-
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change of water in clouds influences the atmospheric motions and significantly affects the
characteristics of theboundary layer.

1.3 Classification of cumulus
The classification of cloud-morphology as presented in the "Essay on modifications of
clouds"byHoward (1802)generally distinguishes four categories:
Cumulus
Stratus
Nimbus
Cirrus

Piled cloudswith aflatbase andtopsintheshapeof a cauliflower
Layered cloudsmuchwider thantheyare thick
Precipitating cloud systems
Thinfibre-likeclouds,sometimes curly

This is a general classification of cloud-types,in reality many clouds occur which show the
characteristics of more than one category. This thesis is limited to cloudy processes in the
planetary boundary layer, and accordingly all clouds which occur at higher altitudes are left
out of consideration. Further narrowing the subject of research to cumuliform clouds then
results inthefollowing sub-categories of interest.
Stratocumulus.
These arelayeredclouds atlow altitudes,typically atheights of about 1 km. They aremuch
wider than they are deep, forming large cloudy decks often covering the sky completely,
except for some occasional small openings. Despite their passive appearance the air inside
these cloudsis actually turbulent,which stands for thepresence of seemingly chaotic,undirectedmotions occuringatmany scaleswithvaryingintensities. Turbulencetypically occurs
in any cumuliform cloud: thecauliflower appearance is actually theresult of these turbulent
motions of air. When flying above a stratocumulus cloud deck their turbulent character
shows intheform of acumuliform, sometimes 'wave-like' cloud top. Stratocumulus occurs
persistently incertainregions overtheoceans in sub-tropical areas,immediately west of the
large continents of North-America, South-America and Africa. This is dueto the relatively
low sea-surface temperatures intheseregions,caused bycold ocean-currents
Shallow cumulus.
These are the clouds most people associate with the name 'cumulus'. They occur as a
population of separated small clouds, all with a flat, relatively darkbase located at the same
height (at 500m—1.5km)combined with white, cauliflower shaped tops. The largest clouds
may reach depths of up to 2km. The aspect ratio of a single cumulus cloud (defined as the
ratioofthewidthtoits depth)may vary,buttypically thedistance totheneighboring clouds
is much larger than the width of the cloud. The clouds generally cover about 10 to 30%
of the sky (measured as the ratio of the vertically projected area covered by clouds to the
total area). The relatively large section of cloudless blue sky explains the other frequently
used name offair-weather cumulus. Typically the turbulence in shallow cumulus fields is
moreintense comparedto stratocumulus, withlargervertical velocities. Themore organized
vertical motions in a turbulent field are referred to as convection. The name shallow is
17
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a)

Figure 1.3 a) Stratocumulus clouds over the Atlantic Ocean, b) Shallow cumulus clouds observed
from theBallon des Vosges,France.
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c)

Figure1.3continued:c)DeepcumulusovertheKiparissianGulfinGreece.Thedark-greyarea
belowthecloudsinthecenterindicatesthepresenceofprecipitation.
inspired bytherelatively small depth of theclouds,and is sometimes used asa synonym for
'non-precipitating'. Thediameterofthewaterdropletsinsideshallowcumuluscloudsvaries,
from smaller than l/jm up to 40 fim (Squires, 1958c; Warner, 1969a). The cloud droplets
can occur inboth liquid andice phase, the former situation alsobeing referred to as 'warm'
cumulus.
Deep cumulus
Cumulus clouds which are deep enough to form precipitation. This category therefore
covers a wide range of cloud formations, from single cumuli with a relatively large depth
up to tropical monsoon cloud-towers with depths of sometimes 10km, reaching up to the
tropopause. Largeverticalvelocities occur insidethesecloudsindicating intense turbulence,
which is the reason why air-traffic tends to avoid these clouds. The cloud droplets are
mostly in ice phase. The formation, fall-out and evaporation of precipitation related to
deep cumulus play an important role in creating the strong vertical motions of air, which
makes their dynamics different from shallow cumulus. The complex dynamics of deep
cumulus sometimes causes the ice particles to grow to excessive dimensions,forming hail.
Theelectricalchargeoftheice-particlesplaysanimportantroleintheformation oflightning.
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1.4 Climatology
The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) was established in 1982 as
part of the World Climate Research Program (WCRP) to collect weather satellite measurementsandtoanalyzethemtostudytheglobaldistributionofclouds,theirproperties,andtheir
diurnal, seasonal and inter-annual variations (Rossow et al., 1991). The resulting data-sets
and analysis productsarebeingused forresearchontheroleofcloudsintheearth's climate,
focusing onboththeireffects onradiativeenergyexchangesandtheirroleintheglobalwater
cycle.
Figure 1.4a shows from the ISCCP archive the global cloud amount of low (boundary
layer) cloudsinJune,averagedover 17years.Low cloudspersistently occurovertheoceans
in the so-called Trade-wind regions, situated between about 40°S and 40°N. These winds
blow allyear roundtowardsthe equator,from the north-east inthe northernhemisphere and
from the south-eastinthesouthernhemisphere.Thetwoflows meet attheIntertropicalconvergencezone(ITCZ),whichisclearlyvisibleonsatelliteimagesasachainofdeepcumulus
systemsorientedeast-west, seeFig.1.5.Thislineofconvergenceforms theupwellingbranch
of a large tropical atmospheric circulation called the Hadley cycle, named after the famous
British meteorologist GeorgeHadley (1685-1768).Already in 1686apartialexplanation for
the Trade-winds was given by Edmund Halley, pointing out that heated equatorial air will
rise and thus cause colder air to move in from the subtropics. He could not explain though
why the winds blow from the northeast in the northern hemisphere and from the southeast
in the southern hemisphere. Hadley (1735) offered the explanation, arguing that the airflow
towardstheequatorisdeflected bytheEarth's rotation.
A schematic vertical cross-section through this cycle is shown in Fig.1.6. The Tradewinds startintheregionsinwhichpersistently stratocumulus occurswith afrequency sometimes up to 90%, see Fig.1.4. At some point a transition takes place from stratocumulus to
shallow cumulus, which then dominates the flow all the way to the ITCZ, see Fig.1.4b. At
the ITCZ strong ascent occurs accompanied by deep convective clouds. At high altitudes
nearthetropopausetheairflowsaway from theequator,andfinallydescends againathigher
latitudes inthe sub-tropics.
The role and impact of shallow cumulus cloud fields in this cycle is complex but significant. They distribute heat and moisture from close to the surface over the depth of the
boundarylayer andinthatwaysupplythefuel for thedeepconvectionattheITCZ,of which
the strong vertical motions are considered to be the engine of the whole Hadley circulation.
Model studieshaveshown thatthepresence ofcumulus convection seriously affects thedistributionofprecipitationandvariabilityinthetropics(e.g.Slingoetal.,1994;Gregory,1997).
The vertical transport of moisture tends todry the boundary layer, limiting the formation of
extensive regions of stratiform clouds. The cumulus clouds also transport air of slow momentumclosetothesurface upwardsintoregionswherethewind speeds aregenerally much
larger, in that way acting as a drag on the large scale winds. Meteorological and oceanographic experimental field campaigns have been organized in the past in order to increase
ourunderstanding of theexactrole of low boundary layerclouds in theTrade-wind regions.
Nevertheless,duetothegreateffort andcostsinvolved inorganizing such field-experiments,
relatively few haveyetbeenrealized. Becauseofthis,muchisstillunknownaboutthenature
ofTrade-windcumulus anditsinteraction with theplanetary boundary layer.
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Figure1.4 Theobservedcloudamount(frequency ofoccurrence)oflowclouds,averagedoverallJune
monthsfrom 1984to1999.Thedataisobtainedfrom theISCCPD2archive.Thecloudamountis
calculatedongridcellareasof2802km2. Lowcloudsaredefined asthosecloudswithacloud-top
pressurelargerthanorequalto680mb. Panela)showsthecloudamountofalllowclouds. Panel
b)showsthecloudamountofshallowcumulus.
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Figure 1.5 GOES 10infra-red satellite image of the intra tropical convergence zone (ITCZ)above
thePacific OceanonOctober 121998,14:00MESZ.Inthetopleft liestheHawaiian islandchain.
Inthefar rightthecoast-linesoftheNorthandSouthAmericancontinentscanbeseen. Thecolor
intensityinanIRimageisproportionaltothecloudtopheight.Theoceansareblack.Thedark-grey
homogeneousareanorthoftheITCZandwestofNorthAmericamarkslowstratocumulusclouds
whichpersistently occurinthisarea,withacloudcoverofalmost 100%.Furthertothewestinthe
Hawaiianareathelowcloudfieldisbroken. ThisistheregionwhereTrade-wind shallowcumulus
mostfrequently occurs.
Apart from the important Trade-wind regions, other situations exist in which shallow
cumulus occurs. Cumulus-topped boundary layers over land typically follow a 24-hour or
diurnal cycle,induced by the strong variation in the surface fluxes of heat and moisture due
to the solar cycle between dawn and dusk. The day starts with a cloudless sky, but one or
twohoursafter sunrisethefirst smallcumuliappear,whichsubsequentlydeepenintime.Just
before sunsetthecloudsoccurlessfrequently andfinallydisappear. Thereareseveralreasons
whyshallowcumulusconvectionoverlandisimportant. Firstly,asmanygasesandpollutants
found in the higher atmosphere are produced on the continents, the convective boundary
layers over land play an important role in vertically dispersing these gases. For a better
understandingof thechangingglobalclimate inwhich exhaust gasesplay animportantrole,
knowledge about these mixing processes is essential. Secondly, deepconvection frequently
occurs over land in equatorial regions as explained earlier. It is strongly suspected that the
initiation or triggering of deep convective systems in these regions depends on the state of
the developing planetary boundary layer. These deep convective events are associated with
intense precipitation and significantly affect the large scale circulation. The exact role of
shallowcumulusconvectionintriggeringdeepconvectionisanoutstandingissueofresearch.
Clouds in general play an important role in the global radiative energy budget. Clouds
reflect, absorbandemitradiationatarangeofwave-lengthsfrom ultra-violet (solar)to infrared(thermal),dependingontheirnature. Irregularandbrokencloudslikecumulushavetheir
own characteristic radiative properties (e.g. Marchuk et al., 1980; Ackerman et al., 1981;
Marshak et al., 1995, 1997). The radiative properties of clouds haveproven to be the cause
for largeuncertaintiesinclimatepredictions(Fouquartetal., 1990;Ramanathan etal., 1995).
High thin cirrus clouds tend to have a warming effect: incoming shortwave solar radiation
passes through these clouds but upgoing longwave radiation emitted by the earth and by
lower clouds is absorbed. As a consequence thin cirrus traps solar radiative energy in the
22
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Figure 1.6 Schematicmeridional cross-section of thetropical Hadleycirculation. Thethickarrows
showtheprevailingwinds.SHandLHstandfortheheatingoftheatmosphereandtheevaporation
of water attheearth's surface respectively. Scindicates stratocumulus, Cushallow cumulus,Cb
deepcumulonimbus,andCicirrus-anvilclouds.
atmosphere. In contrast, low clouds have a net cooling effect: due to their relatively high
reflectivity compared the surface of the earth, more solar radiation is reflected in theirpresence. The relative importance of low clouds in the global climate can be shown by budget
calculations with a convection-radiation model for a vertical atmospheric column containing low clouds (e.g Manabe and Wetherald, 1967). Although it is important to realize that
eventualtendenciesdepend onthe exactclimatologicalsituationaswell as various feedback
mechanisms, these studies do indicate that a 1%increase inlow cloud covercan potentially
result inenough extracoolingto compensate for a25%increase of theCO2greenhouse gas
(seee.g.VanDorland, 1999).

1.5 Atmospheric modeling
The increasing knowledge about shallow cumulus has led to a general awareness of its important role in weather forecasting. This insight has only increased since thebirth of atmo23
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Figure1.7 Classification ofatmosphericprocessesbasedontheirtypicaltime-andlength-scales.The
blackboxinthetop-rightcoverstherangeofatmosphericscalesresolvedbyageneralcirculation
model (GCM).The other box covers the scales resolved by large-eddy simulation (LES).From
Holtslag(2002),basedonOrlanski(1975).
spheric modeling and its subsequent development inthethetwentieth century. Basically, an
atmospheric model is a collection of governing physical conservation laws for atmospheric
momentum, heat, moisture and atmospheric pressure/density in a certain three-dimensional
domain. The dimensions of themodelled domain canbe chosen, from very small uptovery
large covering the whole globe. The latter, called generalcirculationmodels (GCMs), have
to account for all relevant atmospheric processes in the domain, ranging from small (micro)
tolarge(macro) spatial andtemporal scales.
Nowadays atmospheric models are widely used in weather forecasting and climate studies. Numerical weatherprediction (NWP) stands for the forward integration in time of the
discretized governing equations from an initialization state based on observations (e.g. see
Haltiner andWilliams, 1980). Thesenumerical GCMs resolvethe atmospheric processes on
synoptic time and length scales and larger, such asjet-streams, low and high pressure systems, fronts, and planetary waves. The pioneering project in numerical weather prediction
was performed by Richardson (1922) during World War I. It was a heroic attempt to manually calculate the numerical integrations. However, some flaws concerning the geostrophic
balance (the balance between the pressure gradient and Coriolis forces) in his model led to
hugedifferences between theprediction andobservations. Also,it soonbecameclearthatan
enormous computing time was required for aprediction of only a few days ahead. Accord24
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Figure 1.8 Schematic visualization of resolved motions (grey arrow) and unresolved, subgrid-scale
motions(blackarrow)comparedtothegridofthenumericalmodelonwhichthegoverningequationsarediscretized.
ingly,theconditionsfortheeffective operationalapplicationofNWPonlybecame favourable
after thedramaticincreaseincalculation speed andmemorycapacityofcomputers.The first
successful numerical forecasts wereperformed byCharney etal.(1950)atPrinceton Universityjustafter WorldWarII,usingthebarotropicvorticity modeldevelopedbyRossby(1938,
1939,1940).
Present-day numericalGCMshaveprogressedconsiderably sincetheseearlydays. NWP
models now produce more or less realistic forecasts for the global weather for one or two
weeks ahead. GCMs can also be used to model the global atmosphere on much longer
timescales, and in that case are called climate models. Nevertheless the use of GCMs is
still hampered by some significant problems. One major difficulty is the influence of small
scale processes on the general circulation. Figure 1.7 shows a classification of atmospheric
processes based ontheir typical time- and length-scale. Processes onall scales smaller than
the mesh on which the governing equations are solved can not be generated by the model
itself: they remain unresolved, see Fig.1.8. These are alsoknown as subgridprocesses. The
typical grid-size of present-day GCMs ranges from 30 to 100km, which obviously means
that cumulus clouds are unresolved. To account for the impact of such relevant small scale
processesonthelargescalevariablesinthemodelthetechniqueofparameterization isdeveloped: thecontributionofthesubgrid scalesinthegoverningequationsisformulated interms
of the resolved, grid-box average model variables. In case of shallow cumulus this means
that whole populations of clouds have to be parameterized. Especially on climatological
timescales, smallerrorsinsuchparameterizationscanaccumulatetosignificant deviationsof
theresolved statefrom reality.
Thenecessity for theparameterizationof subgridprocesses andthelackof observational
data on these small scales has inspired the formulation of models for smaller atmospheric
domains. The three-dimensional fields resulting from these models can be used as a virtual
laboratory for meteorologicalresearch. Arangeof models havebeenformulated inthepast.
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Regional models areused in weather prediction for limited areas of theglobe,includingdetailed orographyand surface-atmosphere interactions.Meso-scalemodels coveradomainof
severalhundredsofkilometers,coveringatmosphericphenomena such asthunderstorms and
sea-breezes. Large-eddysimulation (LES) stands for the numerical simulation of theplanetary boundary layer (Lilly, 1967;Deardorff, 1970b;Sommeria, 1976). The domain of LES
has dimensions of about 10x10x5km3, and the grid-spacing is much smaller than the dominating length-scales associated with organized cumulus convection. As a result the model
partially reproduces the micro-scale turbulence in the planetary boundary layer, including
wholepopulationsof shallowcumulusclouds (seeFig.1.7).

1.6 Shallow cumulus research
Theneedfor parameterizations of shallow cumulusfor useingeneralcirculation models has
been animportant motivation for scientific research onthis meteorologicalphenomenon and
itsroleinthegeneral atmosphericcirculation. Certain aspectsoftheseboundarylayerclouds
maketheirparameterization achallengingproblem. Forexample,boundarylayerconvection
covers a whole range of atmospheric scales. Shallow cumulus cloud populations consist of
many clouds of different sizes. In turn, the cumuli themselves are irregular and broken in
structure. When focusing on such a singlecloud, it may seemtotheeyethatits contents are

inversion
."*»,..

Figure1.9 Ashallowcumuluscloudpopulation,consistingofmanyinhomogeneous,turbulentclouds
ofdifferent sizes. Theverticalspacingbetweenthesolidhorizontal linesisinverselyproportional
tothestabilityoftheairsurroundingtheclouds.
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homogeneous,thecloudbeingalargeassemblyofverysmallliquidwaterdroplets. However,
in-cloud observations by aircraft have clearly shown that the air inside the clouds is in fact
veryturbulent,characterizedbystrongfluctuations intemperature,moistureandvelocity,see
Fig.1.9. To summarize, the representation of shallow cumulus in NWP requires a detailed
knowledge on the complete spectrum of turbulent scales, from single eddies and clouds to
the size statistics ofthewholepopulationof clouds. Togetherthesecharacteristics determine
thebehaviourof theaverageproperties of ashallow cumuluscloudfield.
Seriousobservationalresearchof shallowcumulusconvection startedafter WorldWar II.
Several intensive experiments were organizedinthe oceanic Trade-wind regionsto examine
thelocallarge-scaleatmospheric conditions.Examples aretheBarbados Oceanographic and
Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) (Holland andRasmusson, 1973;Nitta and Esbensen,
1974)andtheAtlanticTrade-wind Experiment (ATEX)(Augsteinet al., 1973,1974). These
campaigns were set up around a fleet of ships, each carrying a variety of meteorological
instruments. Radiosondes and wind-profilers measured the vertical profiles of temperature,
moisture,pressure, wind-speed and wind-direction intheatmosphere. Other meteorological
measurementsweremadeatthesurface, suchastheinputofheatandmoisturefrom theearth
into the atmosphere. These experiments have revealed much of the general structure of the
atmosphericboundarylayersinwhich shallowcumulusoccurs.
The data-sets on the large-scale conditions have been gradually supplemented with detailed observations of the small-scale processes associated with single clouds. Laboratory
experimentshavebeenperformed inwhichthemixingofbuoyant,risingplumesin neutrally
or slightly stablefluids was studied (Turner, 1962,1973;Simpson, 1965).Aircraft havebeen
used extensively since the 1950s to take measurements of thermodynamics and turbulence
inside cumulus clouds (e.g.Squires, 1958a,b,c;Warner, 1955, 1969a,b, 1970a, 1977). Radar
technology has provided remotely sensed data on the micro-physical structure of clouds,
such as the size and distribution of cloud droplets (e.g.Lehrmitte, 1987;Knight and Miller,
1998; Kollias et al., 2001). Furthermore, the typical resolution of satellite imagery has become largeenoughtoreveal thepopulation statistics of wholecloudfields(e.g.Cahalan and
Joseph, 1989;Wielicki and Welch, 1986). Finally, LES has contributed considerably to the
knowledge onthephysics and dynamics ofboundary layerclouds. The spatial and temporal
resolutions ofLES aresuchthatit simulates wholepopulationsofcumulus cloudswhich are
realistic enough for scientific study. Theinstantaneous three-dimensional fields as produced
byLES areyettobeprovidedbyexperimental studies of naturalcloudfields.
Research of boundary layer clouds has concentrated on their role in the vertical transport of air from near the surface to higher levels. Key questions in this problem are the
natureofthemixingbetweencumuluscloudsandtheirenvironment (Blyth, 1993;Siebesma,
1998), and the interaction between the clouds and the planetary boundary layer (e.g. Kuo,
1965;OguraandCho, 1974;Betts, 1976).Asecondimportantaspectofcumuluscloudfields
whichhasreceivedmuchattention istheirimpact onthetransfer of incoming solarradiation
(Fouquart et al., 1990;Ramanathan et al., 1995). This is partof the ongoingresearch on the
impactofconvectivecloudsonthelarge-scalecirculation andclimatology (e.g.Arakawaand
Schubert, 1974;Tiedtkeetal., 1988;Nordeng, 1994;Slingoetal., 1994;Gregory, 1997).Recentprojects such astheAtmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIPI, seeGateset
al., 1999)assessed thecurrent stateofcloudrepresentations ingeneralcirculation modeling.
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1.7 Thesisobjectivesandoutline
The general objective of this thesis is to obtain more insight in thephysics and dynamicsof
shallow cumulusconvection. Theemphasis liesonevaluatingtheturbulent variability which
characterizes shallowcumulusdynamics,inordertodevelopnewhypothesesandparameterizations whichcapture thevertical transport donebythecloud population. The second main
subject of this thesis is the interaction between the cloud and subcloud layer, asthis process
plays animportantroleinestablishing andmaintaining shallow cumulus cloudlayers.
The outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive description
of the background of shallow cumulus research. The basic physics and dynamics of the
atmospheric boundary layer arebriefly discussed. The data-sets on shallow cumulus used in
this thesis are described, as well as some well-known methods of dealing with this data in
developingparameterizations. Finally,themainsubjects ofthisthesis areintroducedinmore
detail, which arethenpresented infull inthe next four chapters. Each oneof these chapters
represents a scientific paper, whether already published or still in review. Accordingly, the
chapters are set-up as stand-alone entities which can beread separately. This explains some
possible overlapbetween Chapter 2 and thesechapters. Nevertheless they are arranged in a
logical order, such that each chapter builds on the results and conclusions presented in the
previous chapters. This provides acentral line of thoughtrunningthrough this thesis, which
eventually leadsto somegeneral conclusionsandperspectives.
In Chapter 3 the performance of LES in simulating realistic shallow cumulus clouds is
critically evaluated against detailed measurements of natural clouds. LES results are used
extensively throughout this thesis, which demands confidence in their representativeness.
Chapter 4 deals with the size statistics of cumulus cloud populations as produced by LES.
Thegeometricalvariabilityofthesepopulationsisassessedbycalculatingcloudsizedistributions. ThevariabilityinthethermodynamicvariablesandmomentumisexaminedinChapter
5 by using conserved variable diagrams. The interpretation of these diagrams has inspired
theformulation of aconceptualmodelfor anensembleofrisingupdraft-parcels whichreproduces this typical variability. In Chapter 6 several methods to describe the cloud-subcloud
layer interaction areexamined,eachbased ontotally different principles. Their performance
isevaluatedfordiurnalcyclesofshallowcumulusoverland. Finally,generalconclusionsand
outlookaregiveninChapter 7.
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Background
2.1 Physicsand dynamics
Inthissectionthebasicphysicsofplanetaryboundarylayersandshallowcumulusconvection
arepresented. Theaimistointroducethereadertothevariousdefinitions andmethods often
usedinboundarylayer meteorology.

2.1.1 Atmospheric thermodynamics
In order to derive the governing equations for atmospheric flow it is necessary to introduce
some basic principles of atmospheric thermodynamics first. The emphasis lies on the definition of variables often used in boundary layer meteorology. For a more complete and
elaborate description of atmospheric thermodynamics see for example Iribarne and Godson
(1973)orEmanuel (1994).
The equationofstate
The thermodynamic stateoftheatmosphereis usually describedbythreephysicalvariables:
the pressure (p), the temperature (T) and the density (p). The equation of state for dry air
relates thethreevariables,
p = pRdT,
where R,jis the specific gas constant for dry air. Alternatively, the specific volumex> = p

(2.1)
_1

may be used. This equation is also known as the ideal gas law. Two of these variables are
independent,thethirdoneis astatefunction oftheothertwo.
Adiabatic motions
Combining thefirstand secondprincipleof thermodynamics gives
?>q = cpdT - vdp,

(2.2)
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where 8q is the heat per unit mass added to the system and cp is the specific heat capacity
of dry air at constant pressure. In meteorology motions of dry air are often assumed to be
adiabatic processes, in which noheat is added to or extracted from the system. This means
bq= 0. Dividingby T, substituting thegaslawfor i),andintegrating then gives
T p CP = const.,

(2.3)

ThisisoneformofPoisson'sequations,defining anadiabaticcurveina(p,T) diagram. This
equationcouldalsobeformulated intermsoftheotherstatevariables. Comparingtwopoints
(p,T) and {po,To)onthiscurvethengivesthedefinition ofthepotential temperatureQ,

e

4'

(2 4)

-

where n isthe Exner-function

9 is equivalent to the temperature Tothe gas would have were it expanded or compressed
adiabatically to the reference pressurepo, usually set to lOOOmb close to thepressure value
at the earth's surface. Foradiabatic motions of volumes of dry air 0is aconserved property
(i.e. it does not change). This feature is of great use in interpreting temperature profiles of
the atmosphere. It immediately shows if a volume of air has experienced any non-adiabatic
process.
Moist air
A volume of atmospheric air always contains water vapour. The water in the earth's atmosphere can occur in three different phases: water vapour, liquid water and ice. In warm
shallow cumulus we are mainly concerned with the vapour and liquid phase of water. The
specifichumidity qv is defined as theratio of the mass of water vapourmv to the total mass
m, of aunitvolume,
qv = - •

(2.6)

mt
The saturation specific humidity qs isthemaximummassof watervapourthataunitmassof
aircancontain, andisdependentonthethermodynamic state,
q, = f(P,T).

(2.7)

seeIribarneand Godson (1973)acompletedefinition. Theratio ofthesetwovariables is the
relativehumidity RH,
RH = —
qs
Condensation is accompanied by the release of latent heat, and is a non-adiabatic process.
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The latent heat release in cumulus clouds is one of the most important energy-sources for
cloud-dynamics.
For studying cloud processes it is important tobe ableto distinguish between condensation effects and other non-adiabatic processes. This has inspired the definition of variables
which are conserved for moist adiabatic motions. The totalspecifichumidity qt of moist air
isdennedas
qt = qv + 1i,

(2-9)

where qi is the liquid water content, defined as the ratio of the mass of liquid water to the
total mass of the unit volume. If the air is saturated then qv = qs. Correcting the potential
temperature 0for thecontributionbylatentheatrelease duetocondensation of water vapour
intoliquid water givesthe liquidwaterpotential temperature9/ (Betts, 1973), approximated
by
9/ <* 9 - - ^ r .
(2.10)
cpU
Here L is the latent heat of thephase change between the vapour and liquid phase of water.
Thetwoconservedvariablesqt and9; greatlyfacilitate theformulation ofconservationlaws,
which willbeused latertodefine thegoverningequationsfor moist atmospheric flow.
Stability
Density differences determine the stability of the atmosphere. The presence of moisture
affects the density of a volume of air, as the specific gas constant for moist air is different
from thatofdryair. Correctingtheideal gaslaw of dryair (2.1)for thepresenceof moisture
gives
P = pRdTv,
(2.11)
whereTv isthevirtualtemperature,defined as
Tv = T(1 +Cqt-(l

+C)q,).

(2.12)

Tv ofmoist airis equivalenttothetemperature oftotally dryairthathasthesamevaluesof p
andp. TheconstantCisdefined as
C = — - 1 « 0.61
Rd

(2.13)

where Rj = 287.0 J kg _ 1 K _ 1 and Rv = 461.5 J kg _ 1 K _ 1 are the specific gas constants for
dry and moist air respectively. AsTv is inverselyproportional to p atconstantpressure, it is
a practical tool to immediately compare the densities of two arbitrary volumes of air at the
sameheight. Alternatively onecanusethevirtualpotentialtemperature 9v,
9V = | -

(2.14)
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2.1.2 Governing equations
Now that the necessary state variables are defined, the governing equations for atmospheric
flow canbeformulated. Thissetofdifferential equationsconsists of theNavier-Stokes equationsfor theconservation of momentum, the conservation lawsfor heat, moisture andmass,
and the equation of state. The prognostic variables involved are the three components of
momentum u = (wi,112,113) = (u,v,w), theliquid waterpotentialtemperature 8/ andthetotal
specific humidity qt. Only theequationsrelevant for this thesis willbegiven,for a complete
description seeStull(1988).
First consider theNavier-Stokes equation for an incompressible Newtonian fluid. Byrestrictingthesituation totypical atmosphericboundarylayerconditions,itisassumedthatthe
density can be divided out of the terms representing storage, advection andfluxof momentum. Thisgives
dui

dui

„

1 dp

d2Ui

-^ + UJJ-^
= Xt - - / - + v—±
J
at
dXj
pdxt
dxj

(2.15)

(Moeng, 1998). On therighthand side,X, is thei-component of all external forcings on the
system. Thesecondtermisthepressuregradientforce,andthelasttermstandsfortheimpact
of viscous stress withv thekinematic viscosity. Among the external forcings onthe system
arethegravitational force andtheCoriolis force,
Xt = -§Bg + Zififcuj + Ft

(2.16)

where8,3istheKroneckerdelta,6,73 isthealternatingunittensor,fc istheCoriolisparameter
and Fistands for any remaining external forcings. Einstein's summation notation isused in
thetensors.
Whendescribing aturbulentflow,itisconvenienttoisolatethemeanflowfrom turbulent
perturbations. Accordingly, in numerical models any variable <|) is split up into a grid-box
average andasubgrid scalefluctuationfrom this average,
• = 4>+ f,

(2.17)

wheretheover-barstandsfor theaverageoverthegridbox withvolumeV,

•-u*

dV.

(2.18)

Applying the Reynolds' rules of averaging to (2.15) results in the equation for the mean
momentum,

* +** «*_iM_S

(2,9)

at
axj
paxi
axj
Equation (2.19) is a general form of the Navier-Stokes equation which can be applied in
any numerical model describing turbulent atmospheric boundary layerflow,such as LES as
well as GCMs limited to thelowest few kilometers abovethe surface. The overbar denotes
the gridbox-averages which areresolved by the model, the accents denote thesubgrid-scale
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(SGS)fluctuationswhich are not resolved. The molecular term associated with v is omitted
as it isnegligible smallfor high-Reynolds numberflow.The meanpressure gradient force is
often written intermsofthegeostrophic wind ug,
Up
Up
fcUg - - - -^— and
and fcvJgfcve8==- -^r r p dy
pdx

(2.20)

The last term on the right hand side of (2.19) represents the impact of subgrid-scalefluctuations on the mean momentum, appearing in the shape of afluxdivergenceterm. This term
alwaysacts asasink,representingthefact thatatmospheric turbulence actstoslowdownthe
mean wind.
Thehydrostatic equilibrium
Several assumptions exist for the vertical momentum equation, depending on the nature of
the model. Forlarge-scale synopticflowas describedby a GCM the mean vertical momentum budget is dominated by the vertical pressure gradient force and the gravitation force.
Neglectingtheothertermsdefines thereference stateofthehydrostaticequilibrium(denoted
bythesubscript0),
- y = -Pog-

(2-21)

In reality many situations exist in which the hydrostatic equilibrium does not apply, caused
by density fluctuations or locally largepressure gradients. Examples of non-hydrostatic situations are shallow cumulus clouds and deeper convection. However, these atmospheric
processes areof subgrid scalewhencomparedtoaGCMgridbox,asthetypical grid-spacing
inGCMs isoftheorderof50km. Therefore, thegridbox-meanvariablesinaGCMare often
assumed tobeinhydrostatic equilibrium.
Inatmosphericmodelsfor asmallerdomaintheassumptionofhydrostaticequilibriumno
longerholds,asthedynamicsof the non-hydrostaticmotionsisatleastpartiallyresolved. In
thosemodelstheBoussinesq approximation is often used, statingthatthedensityfluctuations
from the reference state are neglected in all terms of (2.19) except the external buoyancy
forcing. Thisgivesfor theverticalmomentum component
dti

„ 3w

%

1 dp7' _,_ „

— + H,T— = g-^r

\- Fz

5

">'
^—

n

~~
(2.22)

J
6
dt
dxj
0°
p 0 dz
dxj
wherethesuperscript" standsfor aperturbation from thereference stateof hydrostaticequilibrium, and Q® is areference value of 0V. Here the assumption is used thatpressure perturbations aregenerally much smallerthantemperature ordensityfluctuations,bywhich(2.11)
canbeusedto write

r>"

ft"

— «-^JT-

( 2 - 23 )

po
©°
Theclass of so-called non-hydrostaticmodels includes LES,cloud resolving models (CRM)
and somemeso-scalemodels.
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Remaining equations
Fortheconservedthermodynamic variables 8; andqt, thegoverningequations are
da,

^
39/

_ da,

+M

du'q',

4 = '"'it-

_ dQ,

+U

~df ^

^

Bu'M

F

= °>-l£f

(2 25)

-

ThetermFqtrepresents allpossible sources and sinks for thetotal moisture,excludingmoist
adiabatic processes like condensation and evaporation for which q, is conserved. Examples
areprecipitation butalsoiceparticleformation, asq, isonlyconservedfor the phase-change
betweenliquidwaterandwatervapour. Similarly FQL representsheatingandcoolingforcings,
such as results from radiative flux divergence. The set of governing equations is completed
byincluding themassconservation lawintheBoussinesq approach,
^ = 0 ,

(2.26)

dxi

andbyincludingtheequation of statefor moist air, asdefined by (2.11).
Subgrid-scalemodels
Anessentialcharacteristicofturbulentflow isthatseveralstatisticalmomentsappearin(2.19)
and(2.24)-(2.25).Themeanisthefirst statisticalmomentofavariable,the(co)variances are
the second moments, being averages of a product of two perturbations. Each prognostic
equation of acertain moment contains higher ordermoments. Toobtain aclosed set of governingequations whichcanbesolvedrequiresformulations ofthehigherstatistical moments
interms of the lower moments. This is thetheclosureproblem, andthe method of 'closing'
the SGS terms is calledparameterization. It forms a main scientific challenge in numerical
atmosphericmodelingandweatherprediction,asitrequiresknowledgeoftheimpactofSGS
motions andfluctuationsontheresolvedflow.Theparameterization of SGS cloud-processes
for GCMsisoneofthemain motivationsfor theresearch presented inthisthesis.
The impact of subgrid scale processes on the resolved flow is represented by the fluxdivergence terms in (2.19) and (2.24)-(2.25), and more indirectly by other processes such
aslatent heat effects andmicrophysics(theprocesses related tocloud droplet formation and
evaporation). Various methods exist to parameterize ufy', depending on the nature of the
atmospheric model. The typical grid-box in a GCM is about 30-100kmwide, which means
that the impact of whole shallow cumulus cloud populations has to be parameterized. In
LEShowever,thegrid-spacing isabout 10-100m,andthe subgrid modelhas torepresent the
impact of much smaller motions. Despite the clear difference in scale of the SGS processes
in GCMs andLES,abasic approach often used inbothmodels istorelatetheturbulentflux
tothelocalgradientof themeanvariable,

u1^'« - * • ! £ .
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Theminus-signimplies thatthefluxisalwaysdirecteddown-gradient,meaningthatthevariable <>| is mixed from high values towards low values. This acts to make the profile of ty
well-mixed, and accordingly this parameterization represents adiffusive process. The factor
of proportionality K$is the eddy-diffusivitycoefficient,defining the efficiency of the flux in
destroying the gradient. The eddy-diffusivity has the same dimensions as viscosity, and is
often parameterizedintermsofamixinglength-scaleI andavelocitydifference atthatscale.
Tothis purpose the turbulentkinetic energy(TKE) is commonly used, which is indicated in
thisthesis bythesymbol e,
K* ~ £Ji

(2-28)

whereeisdefined as

e=U<Z+6$ + c&).
2

(2.29)

a? standsfor thevarianceof <>| inthegrid-box volume,defined by
oi = W2

(2.30)

In a GCM parameterization I and e have scales associated with the bulk of the atmospheric boundary layer. Many variations on the diffusion-scheme have been formulated for
GCMs, for example thoseincluding counter-gradient transport (Holtslag and Moeng, 1991).
Next to the diffusion schemes other methods exist, such as the more advective mass flux
schemes (Ooyama, 1971;Betts, 1973;Tiedtke, 1989). These will be discussed later in this
Chapter in Section 2.3.3. In LES the parameters in (2.28) are related to micro-scale turbulence (Smagorinski, 1963;Deardorff, 1980; Schmidt and Schumann, 1989; Meneveau and
Katz,2000),andwillbediscussed moreelaborately inSection 2.2.2.
Large-scale averages
Finally afew words onthenotation of the various averages in this thesis. The equations for
theresolvedflowdiscussed inthis section areformulated insuch away thatthey aremodelindependent. In order to make a clear distinction between grid-box averages in LES and in
a GCM,the latter aredenotedby a straight over-bar<]) intheremainderof this thesis. As the
volume simulatedbyLES istypically of the sameorderofmagnitudeasasinglegrid-boxin
a GCM, the over-bar is also used for the horizontal domain-averages in LES. Furthermore,
for convenience the resolved component of the wind-vector 2 in a GCM is denoted by the
capitol U.
The limited domain-sizes of the non-hydrostatic models leave the processes on larger
scales unresolved. However, these phenomena can make a significant contribution to momentum,heatandmoistureinthedomain,for examplebyadvectionbythelargerscalewinds
U into the simulated volume. Accordingly, the impact of these scales has to be prescribed
as a large-scale (LS) forcing. They will be represented by the term LS§ in the governing
equations for asmalldomain such asresolvedbyLES.
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2.1.3 Boundary layer structure
Thebasic structureof ashallow cumulus toppedconvectiveboundarylayercanbe described
by the vertical profiles of the mean potential temperature and total moisture. Figure 2.1
shows atypical example of aboundary layer in a daytime situation as is typically measured
by radiosondeprofiles. Immediately abovethe surface thetemperature andmoisture slightly
decrease with height, in a super-adiabatic layer known as the surface layer. Above that
layer the potential temperature and total moisture are approximately constant with height,
in a layer commonly referred to as the subcloudlayer. The next layer is the cloud layer, in
whichtypicallythepotentialtemperatureandtotalmoisturehavesmallbutconstant gradients
with height. Thecloud layeris cappedby an inversion,characterized byvery strong vertical
gradients. Finally,abovetheinversionliesthefree troposphere.
In order to describe the dynamics of cloudy boundary layers, it is convenient first to
considertheforcings which actonthe system. Firstly,theearthis warmedbythe absorption
ofradiationfrom thesun. Apartofthisheatinputisusedtowarmtheairimmediately above
the surface. Another part is used for theevaporation of liquid water at ground- or sea-level.
These two processes makeup the sensible andlatentheat fluxes atthe surface (SHandLH),
representing theinput ofheat and moisture intotheatmosphere. They form aflux-boundary
condition for the system. Secondly, the properties of the air inthe boundary layer itself are
affected byradiation. The airabsorbs shortwaveradiation directly causing local heating,the
intensity of which dependsonthepresence of aerosols andwater vapour. Incontrast,thenet
emission of longwave radiation tends to cool the boundary layer air, as the temperature in
free
troposphere
capping
inversion

cloudlayer

LCL

Or* J

well-mixed
subcloud layer

turbulence

SH LH
Figure2.1 Schematicviewofashallowcumulusconvectiveboundarylayer.
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the boundary layer decreases with height. These two radiative forcings are typically much
smallerthantheheatinputbythesurface fluxes,butstillhavetobeconsideredfor abalanced
budget. Finally, advection by the large scale motions may affect the mean profiles in the
boundary layer. If horizontal gradients of temperature or moisture exist, the mean winds
advect air with different properties into the system. Also, large scale vertical motions of air
can cause significant advective tendencies at the inversion, where the vertical gradients of
temperature andmoisture arelarge.
Inshortthebasicdynamicsofaturbulentboundarylayercanbedescribedasfollows. The
surface sensible and latent heat fluxes warm and moisten the air directly above the surface.
This heating does not have a uniform character: the inhomogeneous thermal properties of
the earth's surface cause the adjacent masses of air to warm and moisten at an unequal rate.
Theresultingperturbations ofthethermodynamicvariablescausedifferences indensity. The
resulting buoyancy force leads to vertical accelerations, and as a result turbulence develops.
Thedensityperturbations aremainly causedbythetemperature differences, and accordingly
the larger masses of perturbed air are referred to as thermals. Other names commonly used
are updraftsoreddies. Rising anddescending thermals acttoredistribute the airin subcloud
layer, transporting heat and moisture from the surface to higher levels. This makes the subcloud layer wellmixed, asindicated bytheconstantprofiles ofthepotential temperature and
total specific humidity with height.

2.1.4 Conditional instability
Whilethepotentialtemperatureofadiabatically risingthermalsisconstant,their temperature
decreases withheightduetoexpansion,see(2.4).Asaresultthesaturation specific humidity
of the air also decreases with height, as shown in Fig.2.1. At some stage the thermals are
cooled so much that their saturation specific humidity becomes smaller than the actual humiditycontentoftheair,andcondensationtakesplace. Thisheightistheliftingcondensation
level(LCL),abovewhichbydefinition thethermalbecomesacumuluscloud. The associated
releaseoflatentheatwarmsthethermal,andhenceincreasesitsbuoyancyoverthe surroundingair. Thelocal stability ofthe atmospherefor condensingthermals ischaracterizedby the
lapserateof its virtualpotentialtemperature0V,
r = ^
az
It is convenient to compare Y to the lapse-rates of parcels of air which moveunder specific

(2.3i)

conditions.ThelapserateofdryadiabaticmotionsYd iszeroperdefinition. Thelapserateof
moist-adiabatic motionsYm ispositive dueto latent heat release. This defines three possible
regimes of stability for the atmosphere,
Tm < T

Absolute stability

Yd<T< Tm Conditional instability
r < Yd

(2.32)

Absolute instability
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Figure2.2 a)Schematic9Vprofileofamoist-adiabaticallyrisingthermalinashallowcumulustopped
boundarylayer(dashedline).Theabbreviations areexplainedinthetext,b)Theverticalprofileof
thecloud fraction.
In case of absolute instability, any upward or downward movement of a parcel will make
it positively buoyant. In case of absolute stability, every upward motion of the parcel will
lead to negative buoyancy and its vertical motion damps out, and vice versa. In case of
conditional instability, the atmosphere is stable for dry adiabatic motions but unstable for
moist adiabatic motions. Observationshave shownthatT in shallow cumulus cloud layersis
always conditionally unstable,asis schematically shownin Fig.2.2.
Definition (2.32) determines the local stability, but states nothing about the absence or
presence of convection. Strong rising thermals can penetrate stable layers because of their
inertia, aprocess also known as overshooting. Their presence in a stable layer is controlled
by non-local properties. This is illustrated in Fig.2.2a. The thermodynamic structure of
the boundary layer is such that apositively buoyant thermal which rises adiabatically in the
subcloudlayerfirstbecomesnegativelybuoyantbeforeitcondensatesatitsLCL.Thisheight
iscalledits levelofneutralbuoyancy(LNB).Whenthethermalhas enoughinertiaitreaches
its LCL, after which it will follow the moist adiabat. As T <Tm, the thermal will become
positively buoyant again at its leveloffree convection(LFC).Between LFC and its levelof
zerobuoyancy(LZB)therisingthermal accelerates duetoitspositivebuoyancy, see(2.22).
The stable layer between LNB and LFC acts as a potential barrier for rising thermals.
The weak thermals are filtered out, and only the strongest will become active cumuli. This
is reflected in the vertical profile of the cloudfraction, defined as theratio of the horizontal
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cloudy areatothetotal areaofthedomain atacertain height,
ac(z) = ^ # -

(2.33)

This definition shouldnotbeconfused with theverticallyprojected orshadedcloud fraction
(alsoknownasthecloud cover),

( 2 - 34 )

4 ={%•

where Acp is the vertically projected area covered by clouds. Figure 2.2b shows a typical
vertical profile of the cloud fraction. The range of thermals in the subcloud layer have a
different temperature and specific humidity, and as a consequence the heights of their LCL
differ. Thiscauses asharpincreaseofthecloudfraction withheightattheboundarybetween
the subcloud and the cloud layer. The cloud base is defined as the height of the maximum
cloud fraction. The weaker thermals which have become cloud at their LCL have suffered
somuchdeceleration duetonegativebuoyancy between LNB andLFC that they do not rise
very far into the cloud layer. Stronger, more buoyant thermals rise higher but occur less
frequently. As a consequence, above cloud base the cloud fraction gradually drops with
height. The mixing of air between clouds and their environment plays a complicated role
in this process, as it tends to dilute the perturbations of temperature and moisture inside the
cloud, which affects thebuoyancyandhencethe strength ofthe thermal.

2.1.5 Turbulentkineticenergy (TKE)
Due to the negative buoyancies near cloud base and the conditional instability in the cloud
layer, the nature of theturbulence above and below cloud base is different. The intensity of
turbulence is represented by the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) defined by (2.29). Figure
2.3a shows the three components of TKE in a shallow cumulus boundary layer. Near the
surface the horizontal components a£ and a^ dominate, dueto the large vertical gradient in
the meanwind near the surface. At those lowheights arisingthermal advects airwith small
momentum upwards towards higher momentum and vice versa, causing large momentum
perturbations and hence large values of a„ and a v . If the wind-shear at cloud-base and the
inversion is strong, the horizontal components of the TKE are also large at those heights.
The vertical component a^, dominates in the middle of the subcloud layer, representing the
relatively strong dryconvectivethermals. Due tothe small fractional area of turbulent airin
thecloudlayer,thepassive airdominatesthe slab-mean momentumvariances.
Inorder toget moreinsight inthephysics anddynamics of boundary layerturbulence,it
is convenient to evaluate the prognostic equation for the TKE (reduced to two momentumcomponentsfor simplicity),
de
g ,——T-N —r-i^U
^r = ^ (w'9'
- wV^r
dt
9 ° v v>
dz

dw*e
:r
dz

1 dw'p'
^ - - e.
po 3z

(2.35)

The term onthe left hand siderepresents local storage of TKE.The terms onthe right hand
siderespectivelyrepresenttheproductionordissipation ofTKEbybuoyancy,theproduction
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Figure 2.3 LESresults on theturbulent kinetic energy (TKE)of atypical shallow cumulus topped
boundarylayeroverland,a)ThethreecomponentsoftheTKEinashallowcumulustoppedboundarylayer,b)ThevarioustermsoftheTKEequation.
of mechanicalturbulence by mean wind shear, vertical transport (advection) of TKEby turbulent eddies, the effect of pressure correlations, and viscous dissipation. Figure 2.3 shows
theverticalprofiles ofeachseparateterminatypicalshallowcumulustoppedboundarylayer.
The buoyancy flux term is the largest producer of TKE in convective situations. It is
largest near the surface, where the large sensible surface heat flux drives the dry convection
inthe subcloudlayer. Nearcloudbasethebuoyancyfluxbecomes negative,representing the
overshooting of rising subcloud layer thermals into the stable layer. At this point turbulent
motions are damped outby stability,by whichthebuoyancyfluxacts asa sinkterm. Above
cloudbasetheactivecloudythermalsarepositivelybuoyantagain,producingTKE.Theratio
of the minimum to surface buoyancy flux is approximately -0.2, for both dry convection
(e.g. Tennekes, 1973;Betts, 1976; Stull, 1976;Driedonks and Tennekes, 1984) as well as
shallow cumulus convection (e.g. Siebesma et al., 2002). The other production term is the
shearterm,representingthegenerationofso-calledmechanicalturbulencewhichresults from
the difference in horizontal velocity of two adjacent layers in the atmosphere. It is always
positive, due to the fact that mechanical turbulence takes its energy from the mean flow.
Turbulence acts as a drag on the mean winds, slowing them down and making the presence
of theearth's surface felt athigherlevels.
Both thetransport andpressure correlation termredistributeTKE throughout theboundary layer. The transport term advects TKE from regions where it is produced towards other
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Figure2.4 Schematicpowerspectrumoftheturbulentkineticenergy.Theturbulentenergyisproduced
onthelargeconvectivescaleskg. Thelargeeddiesbreakdownintosmallerones,whichrepresentsa
down-scaleenergy-cascadeintheinertialsubrange. FinallytheTKEisdissipatedonthemolecular
scalekd.After Hinze(1959).
regions. Typically itacts asasinkinthelowerhalf andasasourceinthetophalf ofthesubcloudandcloudlayers.Thepressurecorrelationtermisimportantinthetopofthetwolayers,
andrepresents theimpact of continuity onthethermals. As they approach astablelayer,the
increasingpressure slows themdown,andrising airispartially forced tomovesideways due
tocontinuity. Thisconvertsverticalkinetic energyintohorizontalkinetic energy.
The final term in (2.35) is the dissipation of TKE, which balances the productive terms
to a large extent. This shows that turbulence is of dissipative nature. The TKE is produced
by buoyancy on large scales, which break down into smaller eddies, and soonto molecular
scales at which the kinetic energy is converted into heat by viscous friction. This flow of
energyfromlargetosmallscalesisreferredtoastheenergycascade. Oneofthe'fingerprints'
of micro-scale turbulence is the constant transfer rate of energy between different scales in
the spectral window known as the inertialsubrange, see Fig.2.4. In this range of scales the
energy spectrum decays towards the small scales along apower law with atypical exponent
—| , which according to the K41-theory for turbulence directly results from the assumption
of a constant energy transfer rate (Kolmogorov, 1941; Obukhov, 1941). For further reading
onturbulencetheory seefor instanceHinze(1959)orFrisch(1995).

2.1.6 Conditionalsamplingand cloudbudgets
Detailed measurements madeby aircraft have shownthat in contrasttothedry environment
large perturbations of vertical velocity, temperature and moisture exist inside single clouds,
see Fig.2.5. Thesejoint-perturbations are embedded in more passive saturated air, and indicate the presence of active,buoyant updrafts inside the cloud. The total vertical transport
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Figure2.5 Ahorizontaltrajectory throughanactivecumuluscloudbyflightRF12oftheSCMS fieldexperiment in Florida on August 5, 1995. The three panels show a) the liquid water potential
temperature8/,b)thetotalspecifichumidityqt andthesaturationspecific humidityqs,andc)the
verticalvelocityw.
bytheseincloud-updrafts has amore 'advective' naturethanthediffusive transportby turbulenceinthesubcloudlayer,astheupdrafts areabletocarryheatandmoistureacrossthelocal
conditionalinstability of thedryenvironment. Thisprocessisreferred toasnon-localtransport,astheactualpresenceofthetransportingup-anddowndrafts iscontrolledbyconditions
atotherlevels.
Themethod of conditionalaveragingis apractical andcommonly used method to separate andcharacterize different regimes of air. In general this method splits up adomain into
twoareasusingacertaincriterion. Arangeofdifferent criteriahavebeenusedinexperimental studies of dry convective boundary layers to separate convective plumes from other air.
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Figure2.6 Schematicviewof themethodofconditionally averagingoveratypical shallowcumulus
cloud population. Theclouds are rearranged, from the largest clouds onthe left to the smallest
cloudsontheright,inordertovisualizethechangingcloudsizedistribution withheight.Thesolid
linesconstitutethecloudyareaAc ateachlevel.Zi2,3arethreeheightsofconditionalaveraging.
Scorer andLudlam(1953)defined plumes asairhaving positive buoyancy,while Lenschow
and Stephens (1980)used ahumidity-threshold resulting in so-called "q-plumes". Greenhut
and Khalsa (1982, 1987) and Taconet and Weill (1983) used a positive threshold value of
the vertical velocity to define a plume. Closely related is the approach of Young (1988b,c)
of defining plumes as areas with a positive vertical velocity and a minimum spatial width.
Nicholls and LeMone (1980) and Penc and Albrecht (1987) used the combination of apositive vertical velocity and a positive humidity perturbation, called "wq-plumes". Schumann
andMoeng(1991a,b)andXuandRandall(2001)evaluatedthebudgetsresultingfrom several
ofthesecriteriainsimulated cloud fields.
Incase of a cumulus cloud layer it has longbeen convenientto separatebetween cloudy
air and dry environmental air (e.g.Asai and Kasahara, 1967). The average overthe cloudy
areaat acertain height andat acertainmomentiscalculated using

f

^jjtydA,

(2.36)

where <)| is the variable to be averaged, Ac is the cloudy area, and A the total area of the
domain. / is an indicator function, being 1if the air is cloudy and 0 if it is non-cloudy.
Comparing thecloud-averagesof theconservedthermodynamic variables (2.9)-(2.10)to the
moist-adiabatic profiles gives information about thepresence of non-adiabatic processes, in
this case the mixing between clouds and environment. However, one should realize that the
cloudy area consists of many clouds of different sizes, and that the size distribution of the
population changes with height. This is visualized in Fig.2.6. Larger, less diluted clouds
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Figure2.7 Conditionally sampledvariablesofatypicalshallowcumulustoppedboundary layerover
land,asobtainedfrom LES.Thecloud-averagesofa)totalspecifichumidityqt,b)theliquidwater
potential temperature 6;,c)the liquid watercontent qi,d)theexcess of 9Vover theenvironment
ande)thevertical velocity w.Theconditional averages areonly shown atthose levelswherethe
fraction waslargerthan 1%, inordertoavoidunreliablestatistics.
reach greater heights, and there start to dominate the cloud-average calculated with (2.36).
In other words, the behaviour of <j)c with height is also influenced by population statistics.
Applying cloud averages basedon (2.36)inparameterizationsis therefore effectively abulk
approach,inwhichtheeffect ofbothcloud-environmentmixing andpopulation statistics are
represented.
Figure2.7aandbshowthecloud-averageprofiles 0^ andqct.Therateatwhichthecloudaverage profiles of these conserved variables change with height defines the bulkfractional
entrainmentratee c ,

-ec & - f )

dz '
(e.g.Betts, 1975;Anthes, 1977;Tiedtke, 1989;Ragaetal., 1990).Heree c isaninverselength
scale,representingtheverticalmixingdepthinwhichtheexcessof<|)cover<|)ehas decreased
by lateral mixing with afactor e~x. Anothermethod tocharacterize themixingrateisbased
ontheliquidwatercontentoftheclouds. Figure2.7cshowsthattheratioofq\ tothevalueof
anundilutedparcelrising moist-adiabaticallyfrom cloudbase is about0.4, avalue observed
to be characteristic for cumulus clouds (e.g. Warner, 1955;Raga et al., 1990). The variety
of existing models for cloud mixing will be discussed in further detail in Section 2.3 and
Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.7d shows that on average the clouds are only marginally buoyant, with a 0vexcess over the environment of only a few tenths of degrees Kelvin. This is due to the
existence of passive air inside the clouds caused by efficient mixing, sometimes called the
turbulentwake,seeFig.2.5.Theactivemoistupdrafts form onlyarelatively smallfraction of
thecloud,butareresponsible for most oftheverticaltransport. Thishasbeenthe motivation
to use a more stringent criterion in (2.36) in order to isolate the activeupdrafts in the cloud
ensemble.Thecloudcoreisdefined asthefraction ofthecloudyareawhichisalsopositively
buoyant (Siebesma and Cuijpers, 1995). The profiles of the cloud core are also plotted in
Fig.2.7. Generally speakingthecloudcoreislessdilutedthanthecloud,withahigherliquid
watercontent,largerbuoyancy and significantly largervertical velocities.
Equation(2.36)canalsobeappliedtoprognosticequations,whichresultsinbudgetequations for the fractional areas defined by the criterion. They give insight in the dominating
processesintherelatedcloudphysicsanddynamics. Oneexampleisthegeneralequation for
the vertical velocity (2.22). Conditionally sampling this equation introduces terms in which
the verticalderivative ofthe sampling-area occurs. The conditionally sampled turbulentflux
by small-scalemotionsrepresentsthelateralexchangeofairattheinterface betweenthetwo
areasbysmallscalemotions(AsaiandKasahara, 1967).Inasimplified form(2.22)isusedin
many convection schemes in GCMs (Simpson andWiggert, 1969;Gregory, 2001; Siebesma
et al., 2002). When applied in an updraft-model it can provide an estimate for the vertical
extent of theovershootingby clouds intotheinversion, which is an importantprocess in the
deepeningoftheconvectiveboundarylayerandtheexchangeofairwiththefree troposphere.
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2.2 Observation, Simulation, Parameterization
This section describes some relevant meteorological experiments during which shallow cumulus was observed and measured. Furthermore, attention is given to the numerical simulation of cumulus clouds as an alternative for these observational data-sets, which are often
incompleteandnotverydetailed whencumuluscloudsareconcerned. Finally,severalstrategies aredescribedfor efficiently usingthevariousdata-setsinordertodevelopparameterizationsandclosuremethods foruseinlarge-scalecirculation models.

2.2.1 ShallowCumulus Field-Experiments
Relatively few intensive meteorological field-experiments have yet been realized during
which aspects of shallow cumulus cloudsweremeasured. Theavailability of many data-sets
on a range of different cumulus-topped boundary layers would be convenient, as it enables
a critical examination of the universality of physical theories and patterns thought to apply
to shallow cumulus. Similarities can be sought between the different cases,resulting inrelevant scales which may non-dimensionalizeany formulation. The goal of parameterization
is to formulate universal laws which apply to all situations and still contain only a limited
number of free parameters. Therefore, ideally the experimental data on shallow cumulus
should cover a broad parameter-space. In this section a number of idealized standard cases
are defined, based onthe data-sets obtained during several cumulus experiments at different
locations and at varying conditions. Each represents a unique situation in which cumulus
occurred.
shallow cumulus field-experiments

-120

-90

-60
longitude

-30

Figure2.8 Thelocationsofthefourfield-experiments. Theacronymsareexplainedinthetext.
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a)

FIG. 1.BOMEXfixed-shiparray during Phases1,2and3.

Figure2.9 a)Thelocation andconfiguration of theshiparraysduringBOMEX(from NittaandEsbensen, 1974)andb)duringATEX(from Augsteinetal.,1973).
The shallow cumulus experiments organized in the past can roughly be separated into
twogroups based on their characteristics, namely marine and continentalcumulus. Of both
classes two experiments are described in detail, see Fig.2.8 for their locations. The experiments are briefly discussed, focusing on the characteristics of the observed cumulus-topped
convective boundary layers which make them interesting for this thesis. The four resulting
idealized cases based on these particular campaigns will be used throughout this thesis to
study cumulus convection.
OceanicTrade-wind experiments.
FollowingthesoutherlyTrade-windflowtowardstheITCZtheseasurfacetemperature(SST)
rises considerably. As aconsequence theboundarylayer gets warmerandhencecan contain
more moisture. Also, the surface input of heat andmoisture increases significantly towards
the equator. This strong supply of moisture and heat prepares the boundary layer for the
initiation ofthedeepconvectionattheITCZneartheequator. AtthoselowlatitudestheconvergenceoftheTrade-windsfrom theNorthernandSouthernHemispherecreates potentially
unstable conditions in the troposphere overlying the boundary layer which encourage deep
convection. Theexacttriggeringofdeepconvectioninthetropicsisanoutstandingissue,but
the state oftheboundary layer likelyplays animportant role. Experimental field-campaigns
havebeen organizedin the Trade-windregions to increase theknowledge about the general
structure of theboundary layers in this area. During thesecampaigns variousbudgets in the
governingequationsforthelarge-scale(Hadley)circulationweremeasured,withthepurpose
of sheddingmorelightontheroleof cumulus convection.
TheBarbados Oceanographic andMeteorological Experiment (BOMEX) was organized
in 1969 in the Atlantic Trade-wind region east of Barbados, near (15°N, 56°W). Thefield
operationsweredividedintofourobservationperiodsof 13to 18days,eachtosupportthetwo
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Figure 2.10 Verticalprofiles calculated withLESof thefour described idealized cases ofBOMEX,
ATEX,ARMandSCMS. a)Theliquidwaterpotentialtemperature6/,b)thetotalspecifichumidity
qt,c)thecloudfraction cf andd)thevariabilityoftheverticalvelocityc^,.
major investigations. The air-sea interaction investigation was conducted during BOMEX
PeriodI,May3toMay 15,PeriodII,May24toJune 10,andPeriodIII,June 19toJuly2. The
investigation oftropical convective systems was conducted during Period IV,July 11 toJuly
28. During phase III relatively undisturbed, steady state cumulus convection was observed
for aperiod of severaldays.Afleetof five ships was employed,configured asafixedsquare
coveringroughly 5002km2 with one shipinthecenter, seeFig.2.9a. The ships measured the
surfacefluxes,andevery90minutesradiosondeswerereleasedfrom eachshipmeasuringthe
verticalprofiles ofthetemperature,moistureandwind. Theconvectionintheboundarylayer
wasdrivenbythelatent andsensibleheat fluxes atthesurface, being 150W/m 2 and8W/m2
respectively. Adry well-mixed layer was topped byaconditionally unstable cloud layer,
which inturn was capped by astable Trade-wind inversion (see Fig.2.10a and b). Holland
and Rasmusson (1973),Nitta and Esbensen (1974) and Esbensen (1975) derived large scale
budgets from the vertical profiles ofthe radiosondes. Adetailed description ofan idealized
case based onthis data is given bySiebesma and Cuijpers (1995), which was later used
by Working Group Iofthe GEWEX (Global Energy and Water-cycle Experiment) Cloud
Systems Studies (GCSS) inanintercomparison studyofseveralLES codes (Siebesmaet al.,
2002).
The Atlantic Trade-windExperiment (ATEX) took place inFebruary 1969inthe northeast Trade-wind region of the Atlantic Ocean, tothe south-west of the Cape-Verdian Islands
at (12°N, 37°W).Compared to BOMEX this experiment is positioned moreupstream in the
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Case

Surfacefluxes

SH

LH

Cloud heights
hc

zb

[Wmi

[km]

Inversionstrength

r,

Turbulence

<ub

CAPE

[Kkm1]

[ms- 1 ]

[mV2]

BOMEX

8

150

0.6

1

10.8

0.68

44.5

ATEX

8

144

0.75

0.8

35

0.78

15.6

ARM 19 UTC

140

500

0.9

1

7.8

1.68

45.7

SCMS 18UTC

150

300

0.7

1.5

15

1.36

61.6

Table 2.1 Characteristics of thefour described casesBOMEX,ATEX,ARMand SCMS.Thecharacteristics of the twocontinental cases ARM and SCMSare those atthe moment of the surface
flux maxima,at 19:00UTCand 18:00UTCrespectively. Thetablerespectively showsthe surface
sensibleandlatentheatfluxes,thecloudbaseheightandthecloudlayerdepth,thepotentialtemperature lapse-rate intheinversion,the subcloud convective velocity scaledefined by (2.42),and
theconvectiveavailablepotentialenergydefinedby(2.43).
Hadley cycle. An analysis of boundary layer structure during ATEX is given by Augstein
et al. (1974). The ship array consisted of three ships, see Fig.2.9b. The large scale budgets
derivedfrom theirmeasurements wereevaluatedbyAugstein etal. (1973). IntheperiodbetweenFebruary 7and 12theTrade-windinversioncappingtheplanetaryboundarylayerwas
relatively strong compared to BOMEX, see Fig.2.10a andb andTable 2.1. The structure of
thecloud layerdiffers from BOMEX:thecloudfraction peaksattwoheights,seeFig.2.10c.
Thisis typical for ashallow cumulus cloudlayer whichrises intoa stratocumulus-likelayer.
ThisperiodduringATEXrepresentsthetransitionbetweenstratocumulusandcumuluswhich
at some stageoccurs in the Hadley-cycleupstream of the ITCZ. Such atransition ischaracterized by a decoupling of the subcloud layer from the cloud layer (Bretherton and Wyant,
1997;Stevens,2000),visible inthe smalltemperature andmoisturejump intheverticalprofilesatcloudbase, seeFig.2.10.Unlike theBOMEX caseradiativeeffects atcloud topplays
an important role in the large scale budgets, due to the relatively large cloud fraction of the
stratocumulus layer. Firstly,long-waveradiativecoolingof the cloud topis an importantaspectinthestratocumulusdynamics. Secondly,therelativelyhighreflection of solarradiation
atcloudtopseriously affects the surface energybalance. Anidealized casewasbased on the
observations duringATEXby Stevensetal. (2001)for GCSS WGI.
The ships taking part in these campaigns were arranged as an array spanning a certain
areainordertocalculatethelarge-scalebudgetsoftemperatureandmoisture.Thesecanthen
beusedtoestimatetheimpactofconvectiononthelargescalebudgets,amethodfirstapplied
byReed andRecker (1971),Nitta (1972)andYanaiet al.(1973).Horizontally averaging the
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Figure2.11 CharacteristicsoftheundisturbedperiodofBOMEXderivedfromthelargescalebudgets
(from NittaandEsbensen, 1974). a)Theapparent heat source Q\,theapparentmoisture sinkQi
andtheradiative heating QR. b) Theobserved mean vertical velocity W. Theverticalpressure
coordinatep* isdefined as p* =ps —pwhereps isthesurfacepressure.TheTrade-windinversion
waslocatedapproximatelyjustbelowp* = 200mb.
governingequations for moisture andheat(2.24)-(2.25)overtheareagives

dt

dx

dy

dz

LSa

ft -

dz '

(2.38)

Qi

where <) e {Qi,qt}. Theaveragetendency andtheadvective forcing bythelarge scale winds
LSi on the left hand side are calculated from the measurements by the radiosondes and the
ship array. Inthisprocedure,thelargescale subsidenceW isobtainedby applyingthe divergencetheoremtothecontinuity equation(2.26),
dW
dW

f h •U dl,
h
h

where the subscript h indicates the horizontal components, and Iis the contour of the area.
The remaining sources and sinks are combined intermF$,which canberadiative processes
for <|)= 9; and precipitation for <|)= qt. The apparentsource Qq, for heat and moisture represents the tendency caused by cumulus convection, and is obtained asaresidual from the
terms on the left hand side. This method has some drawbacks, as possibly the residual isa
small difference between largeterms,which introducesrelatively largeuncertainties. Therefore, theresidual Qshould onlybe seen asaroughestimate for thetendency associated with
cumulus convection. Thismethod canbeapplied atmultiplelevelsintheboundary layer.
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Holland and Rasmusson (1973) showed that during BOMEX the storage tendency of
moisture was very small compared to the other terms in (2.38). This is typically found in
most field-experiments in the Trade-windregions. Nitta and Esbensen (1974)expressed the
g-terms asfunctions ofnon-conservedvariables,
UL = —(c-e

- - j - + F«,

(2.40)

where c is the condensation rate and e the evaporation rate of cloud liquid water. F$ is
the temperature-tendency due to radiation. Qi is formulated as a sink term by convention
(negative values stand for moistening). Siebesma and Cuijpers (1995) concluded from LES
results on BOMEX that the condensation effects represented by (c- e) are approximately
balanced by turbulent flux divergence: generated cloud water at cloud base is immediately
transported upwards to compensate the net evaporation at higher levels. This means that
Q\ w CpTl <2e and Qi ^ ~~L Qqt- Figure 2.11a illustrates that the apparent sources Qz are
largest in the inversion. Also, the combination of large vertical temperature- and moisturegradientswitharelatively strongsubsidenceintheinversion (seeFig.2.1lb)causesLS^ tobe
dominated bythe subsidenceinducedbytheHadleycycle.
These results show that the large scale subsidence warms and dries the inversion, which
iscounteractedbythemoisteningandcoolingeffect oftheovershootingandmixingcumulus
clouds. A quasi-equilibriumexists between the slow changing large scaleadvection and the
fast cumulus convection. The equilibrium state of the boundary layer is described by the
steady-state profiles of the thermodynamic variables 0/ and qt, see Fig.2.10. The concept
of quasi-equilibrium is useful for parameterizations asthevertical turbulent transportby the
small scales is directly linked to the large scale forcings, which as a result determines a
thermodynamic state for the boundary layer. This concept is widely used in various forms
in a range of existing schemes and models (e.g. Arakawa and Schubert, 1974;Fritsch and
Chappell, 1980; Betts and Miller, 1986a,b; Tiedtke, 1989; Raymond, 1995;Neelin, 1997;
Neelin andZeng,2000).
Continental cumulus experiments
In contrast to marine situations, the planetary boundary layers over land are generally not
in steady state. Due to the solar or diurnal cycle the surface fluxes change significantly
during the day, from very small values at sunrise viarelatively strong maxima at noon back
to small fluxes at sunset. This leads to significant temperature and humidity tendencies in
theboundarylayerduringtheday. Thepresenceofcumuluscloudsontopofthese boundary
layers depends onparameters such astemperature, specific humidity,the surfacefluxes,and
thestability oftheresiduallayers(remnantsofaconvectiveboundarylayeroftheday before)
andthecappinginversion. Theonsetofclouds andthe subsequent developmentofthe cloud
layer intime arecritical issues in a GCM which should berepresented well by a convection
scheme. At dusk the clouds disappear and the convection dies out. During night-time the
boundary layer stabilizes again due to the cooling of the earth's surface. How do existing
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parameterizations andclosuresbasedonquasi-equilibriummarine situations copewith such
a non-equilibrium state? In order to study these questions in detail two recent experiments
are described during which cumulus over land was observed. In contrast to BOMEX and
ATEX these experiments took place fairly recently, and state-of-the-art instrumentation was
employed. Thisresultedinmoreandbettermeasurementsonthecumuluscloudsthemselves.
Shallow cumulus over land was observed onJune 21, 1997at the Southern Great Plains
(SGP) site in Oklahoma, which is part of the Atmospheric Radiative Measurement (ARM)
program, see Fig.2.13a. The SGP site consists of an array of stations equipped with instrumentation measuring a variety of meteorological variables. The area covered by this array
was approximately 3002 km2. Every three hours a radiosonde was released at the central
facility givingthevertical profiles oftemperature andmoisture.AttheCentral Facility many
cloud properties are measured, see for example Fig.2.12. A diurnal cycle was observed in a

ARM Southern GreatPlains site Central Facility
June 21, 1997 Observations andLESresults
~T
60

<0> NarrowFieldOfViewradiometer(NFOV)
+ Belfort LaserCeilometer(BLC)
A MicropulseLidar(MPL)
LES

fc> 4°
O

o
•o
3
O
U
20

18

20

Time [UTC]

Figure2.12 ObservationsonAugust 21, 1997ofthecloudcoverattheARMSouthern GreatPlains
(SGP)site,CentralFacility.Themeasurementsbythevariousinstrumentsasindicatedinthelegend
were obtainedfromtheARMSGP Data Archive, which also provides extensive descriptions of
theseinstruments.Theyareceilometer-typeinstruments,measuringanycloudoverheadeachusing
adifferent method.TheLESresultsasdiscussedinthetextarealsoshown.Inashortperiodbefore
cloudonsetinLESsomehighcirruscloudswereobservedattheSGPsite,whichmightexplainat
leastsomeoftheearlyobservationsofcloudcover.
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Figure 2.13 a)Amap of North America, showing the location of the ARM Southern Great Plains
(SGP)site, b) A map of Florida. The SCMScampaign was situated near Cocoa Beach, Cape
Canaveral. ThePAM ground-station isindicatedbytheblackdot. TheareaofflightRF12andthe
areacoveredbytheLandsat5imageareindicatedbytherectangles.
cumulus topped convectiveboundary layer overland onthis day. At sunrise a stable boundary layer existed. During the morning the surface fluxes increased to a maximum around
noon, and as a result a dry convective boundary layer developed. A conditionally unstable
cloud layer formed ontop of the mixed layer which deepened intime, seeFig.2.14a. Figure
2.12showsthatthecloudcoverneverexceeded50%. Thelargescaleforcings wererelatively
small compared tothe forcing by the surface fluxes. A casebased on this data-set has been
constructed for anLESintercomparison studybyGCSSWGI (Brownetal.,2002).Itis also
used inanintercomparison studyfor singlecolumn models andLES aspartof theEuropean
Cloud System (EUROCS) project.
The Small Cumulus Microphysics Study (SCMS) took place from July 17until August
13, 1995 and was situated near Cocoa Beach, Florida, just north of Cape Canaveral (see
Fig.2.13b). On August 5a clear convectiveboundary layer overland developedin the early
morning, and during the course of the day a shallow cumulus cloud layer developed. The
cloudswerecategorized as shallow cumulus with acloudcoverof 10—40%. This particular
'golden day' waspart of aperiod inwhich persistently a shallow cumulus topped boundary
layer developedeachday. Oneofthegoalsof SCMS wastoexaminethemicro-physical and
geometrical structureof cumulus cloudsduringtheirlife-time. TheC-130aircraft of NCAR
was employed during this campaign, measuring the turbulent and micro-physical properties
inside many clouds. Theresulting datasets havebeen reported by Knight and Miller (1998)
and French et al. (1999). Two mobile meteorological stations of the PAM-type (Horst and
Oneley, 1995;Militzeretal., 1995)measuredthetimeseriesofthesurfacefluxes,temperature
and moisture. Every three hours radiosondes were released near the PAM stations. The
availability ofdetailedin-cloudmeasurementsmakestheSCMScaseuniquecomparedtothe
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Figure 2.14 The development of the cumulus topped boundary layer in a) ARMand b) SCMS,as
resolvedbyLES.Thelevelofminimumbuoyancy-fluxisusedtoindicatethetopofthewell-mixed
layer. Thetime-seriesofthesurfacelatentandsensibleheatfluxesarealsoplotted. Localtimeat
theARMsitelagsUTCtimeby6hours,intheSCMSareaby5 hours.
other three cases described before. On top of this, the Landsat 5 satellite made images of
the cumulus cloud fields in the SCMS area during the campaign, with a high resolution of
30m. An idealized case based on this range of data is presented by Neggers et al. (2003a).
A detailed analysis of the aircraft measurements and the Landsat imagery during SCMS is
givenbyRodtsetal.(2002).
In general the SCMS case closely resembles the ARM case, but there are some subtle
differences. Due to the larger surface fluxes in ARM its convection in the subcloud layer is
more intense than SCMS,as is illustrated by the values of aw inTable 2.1. Inthe similarity
theory for dry turbulence this parameter is scaled with the convectivevertical velocity scale
w*ub (Deardorff, 1970a),defined as
8Zb

w,sub

ZW

This showsthattheintensity ofthesubcloudturbulenceisafunction ofthesurface buoyancy
flux andtheboundarylayerheight.Figure2.10showsthatSCMSisaboutfivedegreescooler
than ARM over the whole depth of the boundary layer while the specific humidity profiles
arecomparable,whichisthereason for therelatively lowcloudbase anddeepcloudlayerin
SCMS, see Fig.2.14. Another striking difference is thefact thatthecloud layer inthe ARM
case deepens slowly, while in SCMS it quickly deepens to about 1.5km. This is caused by
the higher instability already present at dawn in SCMS, perhaps due to the existence of a
relatively unstableresidual layerleft overfrom theconvectivedaybefore. Ameasurefor the
energy available for moist convection is the convective available potential energy (CAPE),
defined as
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fLNB g

CAPE = J
(see Emanuel, 1994, 1997).

_

| o (0v - e v)dz,

(2.43)

Here the subscript p indicates a parcel rising (moist-

)adiabatically from level zs near the surface to its level of zero buoyancy (LZB) in the top
ofthecloudlayer. Theparcelrepresentsanupdraft whichdoesnotmixwithits environment,
and accordingly theintegral (2.43)is ameasure for the maximum amount of potential gravitational energy which can be converted intokinetic energyby theclouds. Incontrast tow*,
theCAPEinSCMSislargerthaninARM,mainlyduetothesignificantly largercloud-depth.
Inthatrespect, theclouds inSCMS arecloser todeepcumulus. Theformation and evaporation of precipitation plays an important roleinthe dynamics of deep convection. Measuring
theincloudmicro-physicswasoneofthemainpurposes ofSCMS,andalltogetherthese features would make the SCMS case a suitable test-ground for studying the transition between
non-precipitating andprecipitatingcumulus convection.
Comparing the continental cumulus cases to the marine cumulus cases in Table 2.1,it
becomes clear that the convection over land is more intense (higher o w values), due to the
largesensible andlatent surface heatfluxes.TheBowen ratior% isdefined astheratioof the
sensibletothelatent surface heatflux,
rB = —
(2.44)
K
LH
'
In continental boundary layers rg « 0.3 —0.5, while in marine situations rg « 0.05 — 0.1
(Holland and Rasmusson, 1973). Obviously in marine situations the latent heatfluxplays a
relativelyimportantroleinfuelling theconvection. ConcerningtheCAPEinthefourcases,it
isremarkablethatintheweakly drivenmarineBOMEX casetheCAPE iscomparabletothe
intensely drivencontinentalARMcase. ThisshowsthatCAPEonlyrepresentsthemaximum
potential energy which can hypotheticallybe converted intokinetic energy. Itdoes not state
anything about the actual occurrence of undiluted rising updrafts inside the clouds, needed
to convert all CAPE. The intensity of dilution of rising updrafts is dependent on the nature
of the mixing between updrafts and their environment, a process not yet fully understood.
Finally,asimilarityinallcasesexceptATEXisthevalueofthelapserateoftemperatureand
moistureintheconditionally unstablecloud layer,whichis constantwithheight. TheATEX
case is clearly different from the other cases at many points due to its transitional nature,
which makesit aninteresting outlier.
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2.2.2 Cloudmeasurements andLarge-Eddy Simulation (LES)
The shallow cumulus experiments haveprovideddata-sets which giveinsight inthe general,
domain-average characteristics of large cumulus cloud fields, such as the vertical structure
of temperature and moisture, the mean horizontal and vertical motions, and the budgets of
temperature andmoisture averaged overlargeareas andlongperiods oftime. Itis important
to realize that these results represent the impact of the cloud field as a whole. Obviously a
shallowcumuluscloudpopulationconsists ofmanyindividualcloudsofdifferent sizes,each
making its own contribution to the mean properties of the whole ensemble. Accordingly,
to understand why themean properties behave as observed in the cumulus experiments it is
necessary totakeacloserlookatthese smallscaleprocesses. Theseargumentshaveinspired
further researchontherangeof small scales associated withturbulence andcumulusclouds.
Obtaining representative three-dimensional data at high spatial and temporal resolutions
from observationshas provedtobe difficult to realize. Surely measurements by aircraft and
radarhaverevealedmuchaboutthedynamical andmicro-physical structureof singleclouds.
An impressive number of studies is based on in-cloudmeasurements by aircraft. For example, Squires (1958a,b,c);Warner (1955, 1969a,b) described measurements of cloud droplet
spectra. Warner (1970a, 1977) analyzed liquid water contents and vertical velocities inside
clouds. Morerecent observational studies using aircraft-data are for instance Heymsfield et
al. (1978),Paluch (1979),Ragaet al.(1990),Jonas (1990)and Barneset al.(1996).
Nevertheless, when employing aircraft it is impossible to sample all clouds in the population in acertain domain simultaneously and at several heights. The aircraft measurements
are time-series along flight-tracks, which per definition consist of point-measurements in a
changingcloudfieldwith time. Many aircraft areneeded tosample arealistic cloud sizedistribution, whichpresses hard onthefinancialfeasibility of this approach. Inthe last decades
cloud radar has shown its potential in retrieving detailed cloud properties (Lehrmitte, 1987;
Knight and Miller, 1998;French et al., 1999;Kollias et al.,2001),but this technique is still
infull development. Ithas yettoprovide instantaneous three-dimensionalfieldsof thecombined thermodynamic, turbulent and geometric properties, covering a whole population of
shallow cumulusclouds.

Figure 2.15 A3Dcloudfieldof ARMas produced by LES.Theclouds are visualized byplotting
iso-surfaces defined byqi —0.
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A different method which emerged in the last quarter of the twentieth century and has
opened new research-possibilities is the numerical simulation of micro-scale moist convection. Largeeddysimulation (LES)isthename giventoanumerical solver ofthe discretized
governing equations for atmospheric turbulentflowincluding moist physics (clouds), asdefinedand listed in Section 2.1.2. The impact of the unresolved subgrid motions on the resolved scales is parameterized in a subgrid-scale (SGS) model. The LES concept was first
applied to dry convective planetary boundary layersby Lilly (1967) and Deardorff (1970b).
Sommeria (1976) first applied LES to Trade-wind shallow cumulus, and Deardorff (1980)
firstsimulated stratocumulus. Afull descriptionoftheLESmodelusedinthisthesisisgiven
byCuijpers andDuynkerke(1993).Figures2.15and2.16showvisualizationsofa simulated
cumulus-toppedboundarylayer asproducedbyLES.
ThemostcommonlyusedSGSmodelinlarge-eddysimulationsofatmosphericboundary
layersisthediffusive-type model (Smagorinski, 1963;Lilly, 1967),inwhichthe SGS fluxes
in the governing equations are expressed as the product of an eddy-viscosity and the local
resolved gradients,

u'fi

=

~K^

(2-46)

The SGS eddy-viscosity K is constructed as the product of a length scale and a typical velocity difference at that scale, see (2.28). Many variations on this theme are possible and
indeed have been formulated (Meneveau and Katz, 2000). The cut-off length-scale is usually assumedtobeproportionaltothegrid-spacingA= (AcAyAz)' inLES.Often thetypical
velocity difference is related to the SGS kinetic energy e, see (2.29). This requires an additional prognostic equation for e such as (2.35). The Smagorinsky-Lilly model uses a diagnostic TKE equation, only containing the production and dissipation terms. In the modelof
Schumann (1975)aprognosticequationisused,including storageandtransportterms which
introduce memory effects inthe SGS model. Making use of the fact that the cut-off lengthscaleinLESissituated intheinertial subrangeofturbulence,SchmidtandSchumann (1989)
derivedtheSGS eddy diffusivity byassuming abalancebetweenproduction and dissipation,
Km = CeAe^

(2.47)

whereCe isafunction of theKolmogorovconstant. Theeddy-diffusivities fortheconserved
properties arerelated toKm bytheturbulencePrandtlnumber Pr,
KQ, = Kq, = Pr~lKm.

(2.48)

wherePrisusuallytakentobeabout 5(Deardorff, 1972).Often themixing-lengthAismade
afunction ofstability,inordertolimittheactivityoftheSGSmodelinverystableconditions.
The micro-scales associated with atmospheric turbulence and boundary-layer clouds restrictthegrid-spacingusedinLES.IntheearlyyearsofLESthethree-dimensional gridonly
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Figure2.16 ThesameARMcloudfieldasFig.2.15,butnowwith semi-transparent iso-surfaces and
seenfromthe side. Theiso-surfaces for w = 2m/sandw= -2m/s arealsoplotted (darkgrey)to
visualizetheactivein-cloudmotions.
contained about 20x20x10points, limited by the yet small computer capacity. Due to the
further development of supercomputing theresolved gridcanhavea muchhigher resolution
nowadays,with typically 100x100x100points atatime-step of about 1 or2seconds. Observationshaveshownthatinconvectiveboundarylayersthedomain-averagedturbulent fluxes
and variances aredominated bythe larger eddiesinthe spectrumof turbulent scales. Moeng
(1984), Mason (1989) and Schmidt and Schumann (1989) have shown that the present-day
resolutions of 20 to 50m make LES suitable for simulating unstable, convective boundary
layers,as the themotions of the scales which contribute most tothe total variability in momentum,heat and moisture areexplicitly resolved. Critical reviews onthetechniqueofLES
were writtenbyMason (1994)andMoeng(1998).
TheskillofLES inproducingrealistic turbulent fields hasbeenstudiedextensivelyinthe
past (e.g.Sommeria andLeMone, 1978;Nicholls et al., 1982). Inorderto assess theimpact
of bothnumerics and model formulation on theresolved dynamics,theperformance of several different LES models for a clear convective atmospheric boundary layer was compared
byNieuwstadt et al. (1991). They showed thatthe largeeddies asresolvedbyLES arequite
insensitive to the subgrid model, and that the results of the simulations are within scatter of
the available observations. Since then a series of similar LES-intercomparisons for cloudy
boundary-layershavebeenorganized. Typically acasewassetupbasedonasmany observations as were available from the selected field-experiment. The first cases were dedicated to
stratocumulus. TheGCSS workinggroupIworkshopatNCAR,Boulderin 1994asreported
by (Moeng et al., 1996)wasbased onobservations during theFirst ISCCPRegional Experiment (FIRE, see Betts and Boers, 1990;Duda et al., 1991). The EuropeanCloud Resolving
Modeling (EUCREM) project intercomparison (Duynkerke et al., 1999) was based on the
Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition Experiment dataset (ASTEX, see Albrecht et al., 1995;
Bremerton andPincus, 1995;Bremerton etal., 1995;DeRoode andDuynkerke, 1997).
ThefirstLESintercomparisondedicatedtoshallowcumuluswasbasedonthesteadystate
marinecaseofBOMEX (Siebesmaetal.,2002).Theresults showedaremarkable agreement

between LES models onthemean thermodynamic state andmass flux transport. Another
LES intercomparison onshallow cumulusbyGCSS wg1was dedicated tocumulus rising

into stratocumulus, as observedduringATEX(Stevensetal, 2001). One of the conclusions

onthiscasewasthatthecloud-fractionofthe'stratocumulus-like' layeratthestrong c a p ;
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Schumann (1975)aprognosticequationisused,including storageandtransportterms which
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(1984), Mason (1989) and Schmidt and Schumann (1989) have shown that the present-day
resolutions of 20 to 50m make LES suitable for simulating unstable, convective boundary
layers,as thethemotions of the scales which contribute most to the total variability in momentum,heat andmoisture areexplicitly resolved. Critical reviews onthetechniqueofLES
werewrittenbyMason (1994)andMoeng(1998).
TheskillofLESinproducingrealistic turbulentfieldshasbeen studiedextensively inthe
past (e.g.SommeriaandLeMone, 1978;Nicholls et al., 1982). Inorder to assess the impact
ofboth numerics and modelformulation ontheresolveddynamics,the performance of several different LES models for a clear convective atmospheric boundary layer was compared
byNieuwstadt etal.(1991).They showedthatthelargeeddies asresolvedbyLES arequite
insensitive to the subgrid model, and that the results of the simulations are within scatterof
the available observations. Since then a series of similar LES-intercomparisons for cloudy
boundary-layershavebeenorganized. Typicallyacasewassetupbasedonasmanyobservations as were available from the selected field-experiment. Thefirstcases were dedicated to
stratocumulus.TheGCSS workinggroupIworkshopatNCAR,Boulderin 1994asreported
by (Moeng etal., 1996)wasbased onobservations during theFirst ISCCPRegionalExperiment (FIRE, seeBetts and Boers, 1990;Duda et al., 1991). The European Cloud Resolving
Modeling (EUCREM) project intercomparison (Duynkerke et al., 1999) was based on the
Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition Experiment dataset (ASTEX, see Albrecht et al., 1995;
Bretherton andPincus, 1995; Bretherton etal., 1995;DeRoodeandDuynkerke, 1997).
ThefirstLESintercomparisondedicatedtoshallowcumuluswasbasedonthesteady state
marinecaseofBOMEX (Siebesmaetal.,2002).Theresults showedaremarkable agreement
between LES models on the mean thermodynamic state and mass flux transport. Another
LES intercomparison on shallow cumulus by GCSS wg 1was dedicated to cumulus rising
into stratocumulus, as observed during ATEX (Stevens et al.,2001). One ofthe conclusions
onthiscasewasthatthecloud-fraction ofthe 'stratocumulus-like' layeratthestrongcapping
inversion still varied considerably among the models. A recent intercomparison focused on
the diurnal cycle of shallow cumulus over land as observed on the SGP site of the ARM
programnearOklahoma(Brownetal.,2002).
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The use of LES results next to measurements in developing parameterizations significantly adds to the research possibilities. There is full control over all conditions in the
simulated domain. This enables its use as a 'virtual' laboratory to study shallow cumulus:
key-parameters canbealteredoveracertain rangetostudy theirimpact onthesystem, while
other conditions are kept constant. The availability of a range of different shallow cumulus
casesforLEScoveringawideparameter-spaceiscertainlyuseful inthisrespect. Thecontrol
over all conditions also means that in contrast to observations LES data can be reproduced
exactly. Finally, LES offers almost unparallelled statistics, as the three-dimensional fields
of themodel variablesare simulated athigh spatial and temporalresolutions. Sincethefirst
simulationstheuseofLEShas already ledtoimportant advancesinboundary-layerparameterization (Moeng, 1998),such asquantitativedescriptions ofturbulence statistics, new PBL
scaling laws, characteristics of plume-dispersion, and new bulk transport models for cloudy
convection.
Nevertheless, one should always remain cautious when interpreting LES results, as the
model is still a simplification of reality. The discretization of a continuous system involves
numericaltruncationerrors,inparticularinregionsof stronggradients.Forinstance,Stevens
et al. (1999) showed that in highly stable conditions LES results have shown moderate dependency on the resolution and the SGS model. Close to the surface the turbulent motions
areofverysmall scaleswhicharenotresolvedbythemodel,andhenceLESistotallydependentontheSGS modelinthislayer(e.g.Mason andThompson, 1992;Sullivanetal., 1994).
Also, there is strong evidence that important processes like the mixing between clouds and
environmentoccuratvery smallunresolved scales (DeRoode andBremerton, 2002;Stevens
et al.,2002).Anotherproblemis situated attheother endofthespectrum ofresolved scales.
As shown by Jonker et al. (1999a) and Neggers et al. (2002b),the limited size of the modelled domain inLES can significantly affect thegeometric structure ofthecloud population.
It is reported that the growth of the dominating scales in the spectra of some scalars and
(co)variances in the boundary layer can get limited by the domain size of the LES model
(Jonker et al., 1997, 1999b). Finally, cloud micro-physics are still parameterized in LES.
These results emphasize that the necessity remains to critically compare thecloud statistics
asproducedbyLEStorelevantobservationsinnaturalclouds.
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2.2.3 Developing parameterizations
Comparing the typical time- and length-scales in Figure 1.7 indicates that boundary layer
turbulence and cumulus convection are relatively small and fast processes compared to the
slow advectiveforcing by the large-scale winds. Early energy spectrabased onthe observed
windfield suggested that aclear spectral gapexists between the scales offorcing andboundary layer convection (Van der Hoven, 1957;Fiedler and Panofsky, 1970). This observation
hasbeen used as an excuse for the strict separation between theresolved and parameterized
processes in GCMs, as it corroborates Reynolds' rules of averaging (Stull, 1988). However, a series of studies on kinetic energy spectra at a range of scales derived from various
observationaldatasetshaveseriouslyquestionedtheexistenceofatruespectralgap(e.g.Vinnichenko, 1970;Nicholls and LeMone, 1980;Lilly and Petersen, 1983;Nastrom and Gage,
1983; Nucciarone andYoung , 1991),seeFigure2.17.
Figure 1.7 shows that many atmospheric processes occur at intermediate scales between
micro-scale cumulus convection and themacro-scale circulation, such asdeepcumulus, cumulus congestus and large meso-scale convective systems like squall-lines. Furthermore,
results have shown that certain dominating boundary layer scales themselves significantly
growintime(Jonkeretal., 1997,1999b).Thepresenceofenergyatintermediatescalescomplicates subgridparameterizationfor GCMs, asitmakes somephenomenapartially resolved
bytheGCM.
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Figure 2.18 Visualization of asingleverticalcolumn inthe3Dmeshof ageneral circulationmodel
(GCM).
The shallow cumulus clouds inthis thesis are assumed to occur inrelatively undisturbed
conditions,withoutmuchactivity onthemeso-scales. Thefast convectiveoverturningbythe
many small cumuli quickly destroys any instability created by the slow changing forcings,
establishing thequasi-equilibriumstate asdiscussedbefore. This createsthe imageof largescale forcing and small-scale cumuli strictly acting as dominating master andobeyingslave.
Nevertheless, this view is somewhat misleading. Averaged over a large domain the tendencies associated with the whole population of clouds are significant enough tocounteract the
forcings. Collectively thecumuli affect thelargescale thermodynamic structure and circulation,whichinturnaffects theadvectiveforcing. Inotherwords,theinteractionisnot strictly
down-scale: the presence of many slaves (the clouds) makes the master (the forcing) adjust
his actions (Randall et al., 1997). The goal of parameterization is to capture this complex
interaction.
A cumulus cloud is the result of many different interacting physical processes, such as
verticalturbulent transport,cloudformation anddissipation,radiation, andoccasionally precipitation. Inordertoeffectively parameterize cumulus cloudsinaGCM allthese processes
have to be modeled. Commonly they are bundled in a single column model (SCM), also
known as a one-dimensional(ID) model. Allmodules act on acomplete vertical columnof
gridboxes of the GCM, ascumulus convectionin principle acts as a verticalredistributorof
heat,moisture andmomentum (seeFig.2.18).The SCMfeeds onthegridbox-meanresolved
variables and forcings, and the output is a vertical column of new values adjusted for the
impactof shallow cumulus convection.
Developing IDmodelsrequiresdetailedprocessstudies. Reviewsontherangeof existing
convectivemodels andparameterizations andontheobservationsof theinteraction between
the large-scales and convection were presented by Cotton and Anthes (1989) and Emanuel
(1994). Ingeneralallparameterizationshavetomeetcertaingenerallyaccepted requirements
asformulated bythe Global AtmosphereResearch Program (GARP) (World Meteorological
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Organization, 1972).Thisreport states that successful parameterization requiresfivesteps:
1) Identification of theprocess,
2) Determination of theimportanceoftheprocess forthelarge-scaleflow
resolvedbythe GCM,
3) Intensivecase studies togetinsight inthephysicsanddynamics involved
intheprocess,
4) Formulation ofquantitativerulesfor thelocation andthefrequency of
occurrenceof theprocess,
5) Theformulation of quantitativerulesfor thegrid-box average effect
of theprocessonmass,momentum,heat andmoisture,andthe verification
oftheserulesby observations.
The chain of actions involved in the development of parameterizations as prescribed by
these 'rules of engagement' is illustrated schematically in Fig.2.19. Several ways exist to
approach this scheme. The down-scaling strategy starts with critically comparing the large
scalefieldsasresolved by the GCM to global measurements. These can be in-situ observationsduring afield-experiment,measuredclimatologicaltime-seriesbyfixedmeteorological
surface-instruments (e.g.Matheret al., 1998;Mace et al., 1998),remotely sensedfields(e.g.
Duynkerke and Teixeira, 2001), or any combination of datasets (e.g.Fiorino, 1998). These
studies should bring to light typical situations in which the GCM persistently mispredicts
reality. Theperformance ofdifferent GCMsfor suchproblematic situationscanthenbeevaluated in so-called model intercomparisons. Current intercomparisonprojects are the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP I, see Gates et al., 1999) and the EUROCS
GCM-intercomparison on the Pacific Hadley cycle (http://www.knmi.nl/samenw/eurocs/).
The essence of the down-scaling method is that the performance of the GCM determines
the issues of interest, and therefore specifies and directs the research on the subgrid scales.
Another strong point of thedown-scaling strategy is that the total impact of subgrid parameterizations in the GCM can be evaluated, including the interactions in the model between
convectivecloudrepresentations andthelarge-scalecirculation and climatology.
TheevaluationofGCMresultsagainstobservationsmay showwhatgoeswronginmodel
predictions,butoften doesnotrevealthecausebehindthesesymptoms. Complexinteractions
andfeedbacks between different processesanddifferent scalesobscurethetransparacyofthe
model. Another complication of the down-scale method is the relatively small number of
field-experimentswith thepurpose of measuring the typical impact of SGS cloud processes
on the large scales which have until now been organized. Some new field-experiments are
planned inthenearfuture, such as theRaininCumulus overthe Ocean (RICO) experiment
nearPuertoRicointheAtlantic Trade-windregion, scheduledtotakeplace in2004.
Fortunately, the last decades have seen a steady increase in the quantity and quality of
data-sets onthemicro-scalesinvolvedwithboundarylayerclouds,as discussed intheprevious section. Thesenew opportunities havecaused meteorologists to specialize their primary
fieldofresearch tothese subgrid-scales. Thenew results and insights haveinspired newparameterizations for processes on these scales, capturing more of the physics involved. The
newparameterizations are subsequently tested alongtheprescribed schemeofFig.2.19. This
is an up-scaling approach, as it starts on the small scales and works its way up-scale. New
parameterizations arefirstevaluated in isolated and controlled conditions such as an offline
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Figure 2.19 Aschematic visualization of the actions and data on various scales which areinvolved
in developing and improving parameterizations, according tothe GARP scheme (seetext). The
dashedarrowsrepresentthedown-scaling steps,thesolidarrowsindicatetheup-scalingactions.
SCMbefore being applied inGCMs,inordertofully evaluatetheir impactbefore becoming
operational. Thesenext-generation schemes aregradually replacing thefirst-ordercomplexityparameterizations of theearliest GCMversions.
Inpracticebothmethods areusedalongsideeachother. Newideasandconceptsareconstantly developed and formulated as parameterizations, while the NWP community continues toemphasizethecritical situations whichcauseproblemsintheGCMs. The present-day
SCMs are in a constant state of development and improvement, especially where shallow
cumulus convection is involved.
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2.3 Research topics
This sectiongives abrief overviewof theresearch topicsaddressed inthenextchapters. The
existing theories and hypotheses ontheseissues are shortly described, and some methodsof
approach are introduced.

2.3.1 ValidationofLES
Chapter 3 deals with the critical validation of LES results against measurements. As discussed in Section 2.2.2 LES is a model, which implies that although promising it is still
only a simplified representation of reality. As a consequence, before using LES results in
cumulus research, the capability of LES in reproducing the characteristics of natural cloud
fieldsshould be assessed. Although the characteristics of turbulence and dry convection as
produced by LES have alreadybeen validated extensively,qualitative and quantitative comparisons of simulated cloudpropertieswithreality areyet scarce. Inthestudypresented here
certain key-parameters often usedinparameterizations of shallow cumulus arederived from
bothLESand anobservational data-set suitabletothispurpose,andarecritically compared.
TheSmall Cumulus andMicro-physics Study (SCMS) isdescribedin Section 2.2.1. The
SCMS data-setischosen for theLESvalidationbecauseitprovidesauniquecombinationof
a range of different measurements which make it suitable for this purpose. Meteorological
stations were employed during the campaign measuring the surface fluxes, temperature and
moisture. Radiosondes were released every 3 hours, providing the vertical thermodynamic
profiles in the boundary layer. These observations describe the development of the boundary layer during the day, and hence enable the construction of an idealized case for LES.
Furthermore, the C-130 aircraft of NCAR made detailed in-cloud measurements of turbulence andthermodynamics atmany levels inthecloud layer. Thenumberof sampled clouds
waslargeenoughtoenable thecalculation of statistically reliable cloud-averages from these
measurements. Finally,high-resolution Landsatimages weremadeoftheSCMS areaduring
the campaign, from which cloud size distributions are derived. This can answer the question if next to population-averageproperties LES is also capable of reproducing the typical
geometrical build-upof thepopulation itself.

2.3.2 Cloudpopulation variability
Cumulus cloud fields consist of many clouds of different sizes, which are themselves inhomogeneousinstructure (seeFig.2.5).Theseperturbationscoverawholerangeoflength-and
time-scales,andtogethermakeupthetotalvariabilityofthecloudfield.Theparameterization
of the variability of the key-variables in the shallow convectivecloud field is a challenging
problem. The first step is to characterize, quantify and visualize the typical variability, for
which severalpossible methods exist.
A visualization method which gives insight in the characteristics of the higher statistical
moments for shallow cumulus is the conserved variable diagram (Paluch, 1979). This is a
scatter-plotof the values ofof two variables conserved for moist adiabat ascent of all points
onahorizontal sliceof the domain. Anexamplefor the BOMEX caseisplotted inFig.2.20.
One of the strong points of these diagrams is that the shape of the probability density func64
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Figure2.20 Conservedvariablediagramat1020mheightoftheBOMEXcase.Theverticalprofileof
themean0;and% isplottedasasolidline,ofwhichthesubcloudlayervaluesaresituatedintopleft corneroftheplot. Thedashedlineisthesaturationcurveatthisheight,whilethedash-dotted
lineisthelineofneutralbuoyancyrelativetothemeanstateatthisheight.Pointswith—1 <w< 1
areplotted asagreyo, l < w < 2 a s a + and2< wasaA, and —2<w <—l a s a x . Thetwo
side-panelsshowtheprobabilitydensityfunctions ofthetwovariables.
tions (pdf) of the two variables can be clearly distinguished. The second statistical moment
of the pdf is its width and is a measure for the variance, while the third moment represents
the skewness of thepdf. The diagram immediately shows any cross-correlation between the
twoconservedvariables.Asthetwovariablesareconservedfor moistadiabaticmotions,the
typical shape of these "joint"-pdfs (Wyngaard and Moeng, 1992;Wang and Stevens, 2000)
is the fingerprint of non-adiabatic processes, such as the dilution of cloudy updrafts by entrainment of environmental air. Theplot canbe sub-divided intodistinct regionsby plotting
iso-linesrepresenting acertainphysical state: thesaturation-curve separates thecloudy from
the non-cloudy points, andcombined with the zero-buoyancy line (Taylor andBaker, 1991)
this defines thecloud-core. Finally,an extradimension is added totheplotbyindicating the
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vertical velocity of thepoints with acolor in a certain range. These diagrams then immediately show whichpointscontribute most totheverticalturbulent transport: inthe cloud-core
highperturbation valuesof temperature andmoisture arecombined with highvertical velocities causedbypositivebuoyancy,which accounts for largefluxes. Theuse of the conserved
variable diagramsis further discussed inChapter5.
A classical method to characterize the energy associated with the turbulent variability is
to calculate power-spectra, see Fig.2.4. The spectrum is a decomposition of the total turbulent energy over the whole associated spectrum of scales, and its shape is characteristic for
the physical processes takingplace. Closely related to this spectral approach is the method
of calculating cloud size densities, defined as the probability density function (pdf) of the
number of clouds as a function of size. The cloud size density only represents a selection
of the spectrum of turbulent motions, as it covers only those perturbations which have the
shape of a cloud: it offers a geometrical characterization of the population variability. Severalfunctional forms havebeenproposedtodescribethecloud size density,seeFig.2.21b: a
log-normal (Lopez, 1977),variouspower-laws (Cahalan andJoseph, 1989;Kuoet al.,1993;
Benner andCurry, 1998),and anexponential (Plank, 1969;Wielicki andWelch, 1986). Due
tothe scarcity of detailed measurements ofpopulation statistics whichcoverawiderangeof
scales,ithasnotyetbeenpossible toexclude anycandidatefor certain.
The sizedecompositions of otherphysical variables arebased on thecloud size density.
Forexample,relatively smallcloudsoccurmorefrequently butcoveralittleareaindividually
(seeFig.2.21a). Accordingly it isnot trivial whichcloud sizedominatesthetotal cloud fraction. Asaconsequence,knowledgeonthecloudsizedensityisuseful intheparameterization
of various physical processes. Firstly, the transfer of incoming solar radiation depends on
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Figure2.21 a)Top-viewof asimulated cloudfieldofBOMEX,with anareaof252km2. b)Several
formulations which havebeen proposed todescribe thecloud sizedensity of a shallow cumulus
population.
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thispdf,aslargecloudsreflect radiation differently than smallclouds. Secondly,the vertical
transport byacloudlikely depends onits size (e.g.ArakawaandSchubert, 1974).Chapter 4
deals moreextensively withtheissuesrelated tothe size statistics of shallow cumulus.

2.3.3 Themassfluxapproach
Early observational studies have shown that a large part of the cumulus domain consists of
passive air. Theregionwhich dominates theverticaltransportof avariable<|) is concentrated
in narrow, cloudy updrafts (e.g. Warner, 1970a, 1977). This has inspired the mass flux approach, based on the assumption of a simplified pdf (Ooyama, 1971;Betts, 1973;Yanai et
al., 1973),see Fig.2.22. A decomposition is made in which the total domain is split up into
two parts: the cloud core is defined as the area ac which is positively buoyant as well as
over-saturated,andtheenvironmentisthearea 1 - ac whichdoesnotmeetthiscriterion. This
results in a pdf which consists of only two possibilities, sometimes referred to as the "tophat"approach: dealing with onlytwodomain-averagesimplies that allremaining variability
on subcloud scales is neglected (Wang and Stevens, 2000), which means that an imaginary
horizontal trajectory of $ through this cloud resembles atop-hatprofile. Typically the cloud
coreac covers arelatively small areacompared tothe environment,butis nevertheless associatedwithlargeperturbationsinthermodynamicsandverticalvelocity,asisindicatedbythe
skewness of theoriginalpdfs, seeFig.2.20
Howdoesthetop-hatapproachaffect theturbulentflux-termsinthegoverningequations?
Theverticalfluxof avariable ifatacertain levelcanbewrittenas
H> = cfwtf +(1- ac)w^e.

(2.49)

The superscript c denotes the horizontal average overthe cloud core,and e denotes the horpdf

°lsat <lzbqC

Figure2.22 Thetwo-peakpdfresulting from the 'top-hat' assumption, cf istheareacoveredbythe
saturated, buoyantpart ofthepdf (darkestgrey),and 1 - cf theareacovered byotherair(middle
grey).Theheightofthetwopeaksisidenticaltotheseareas.qsatisthesaturationspecifichumidity,
andqzi, isthespecifichumidityatzerobuoyancy insaturatedconditions.
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izontal average over the environment. ac is the fractional area occupied by the cloud core.
Reynolds-averaging splits up a flux into an advective and a turbulent part (e.g. see Stull,
1988),whichgivesfor (2.49)
w'(|)'+ w<|) = ac(wc(fyc+wfY^) +(l-ac)(we^e

+ wfY^)

(2.50)

where the superscript ' denotes a perturbation from the horizontal domain-average and "
denotes a perturbation from the core-orenvironmental average. In thetop-hat approach the
" terms are neglected, by which only the terms remain which represent the more organized
partoftheturbulentflux. Equation(2.50)canthenberewrittenasanfunction ofonlytop-hat
averages (Ooyama, 1971; Betts, 1973;Yanaiet al., 1973),
w'f «Mc(<|)c-<|)e)

(2.51)

Mc=ac wc.

(2.52)

wherethecoremass fluxMcis defined as

Here we assumed w= 0, based on observations inreality and onLES results that a shallow
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Figure2.23 LESintercomparisonresultsontheBOMEXcasefortheratioofthe massfluxapproach
totheresolvedturbulentflux(from Siebesmaetal.,2002). Thesolid linemarkstheaverageover
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cumuluscloudfieldconsistsofmanyclosedconvectivecells. Also,ac isassumedtobemuch
smallerthan 1,whichissupportedbymanyobservations. LESresultshaveshownthat(2.51)
reproducesabout 80%ofthetotalturbulent flux inthecloud layer, seeFig.2.23.
The advective part w<j) is aproduct of averages on the scale of the GCM gridbox, which
areresolvedby the model. Theturbulentfluxby subgrid-scalemotions w ' f isthe unknown
intheequation,andhastobeparameterized. Equation (2.51)isthestartingpointofthemass
flux model (Belts, 1973;Tiedtke, 1989).Toclosetheschemetheprofiles ofMc, <|>c and<|>e in
thecloudlayerhavetobeprovided. Thefull versionofthemasscontinuityequation (2.26)is
conditionallyaveragedinordertowritethechangewithheightofthemassfluxofthecloudy
partintermsof lateral entrainmentanddetrainmentratesE and D,

^=J^+E-D
dt

(2.53)

dz

(Arakawaand Schubert, 1974).Itisassumedforthemomentthatdensity pisconstant. Here
E indicatestherateofmixingofenvironmentalmassintothecloudpertime-unit,andDvice
versa. E andDcan writtenintermsofthefractional entrainmentanddetrainmentrates£and
8 relative tothetotal massflux,
E = eMc

D = 5M C .

(2.54)

Hereeand6areinversemixing-lengthscales. Assumingthecloudfraction ac tobein steady
stateresultsin anequationfor thechangeof massfluxwithheight,
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Figure2.24 Schematicviewofthemassfluxmodel.Thecloudyareacfisvisualizedasonebigcloud.
Thedashedlinerepresentsatrajectory ofA<>
| = (<>
| - <t>) throughthecloud,resemblingtheprofileof
atop-hat.Themassfluxchangeswithheightduetolateralentrainmentanddetrainment.
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1 dMC

Mc dz

s
= e - 5.

,-,««
(2.55)

Integrationofthisequationgivestheverticalprofileofthemassflux, andincombinationwith
(2.51)thisfinallyresults in the vertical profile of the turbulent flux in the cloud layer. Integrationof(2.55)stillrequiresknowledgeontheintensityofthemixingprocesses represented
bye and 8, aswell asthemassfluxatcloudbaseMcb, seeFig.2.24. Thesefree parameters in
themodelarethe subject ofongoingresearch, shortlydescribedinthenexttwo sections.

2.3.4 CloudMixingTheories
It is evident from (2.55) that mixing processes affect the mass flux in the cloud layer, and
accordingly it is an important issue incloud parameterization. However,themixing process
betweencloudsandenvironmentisextremelydifficult tomeasureinnaturalclouds,asittakes
place at the boundaries of the clouds which continuously change shape. As a consequence,
moreindirectmethodshavetobeusedtoquantify andcharacterizethemixingbetweenclouds
andtheir environment.
A range of conceptual models for cloud mixing have been formulated, resulting from
a long period of research starting with the work of Stommel (1947). Recent reviews on
the various mixing models werepublished by Blyth (1993) and Siebesma (1998). Thefirst
laboratory-experiments to study mixing processes between thermals and their environment
were performed in the 1960s (e.g.Turner, 1962;Simpson, 1965). Positively buoyant single
plumeswerereleasedinlaboratorytanksinaneutralorslightly stableenvironment,andwere
colored with a certain dye to distinguish them from their surroundings. This visualized the
amountofenvironmentalairwhichwasentrainedbytherisingplume.Thesestudiesrevealed
aninverseproportionalitybetween thefractional entrainmentrateandplumeradius,
2a
<* = -£-,

(2.56)

wherea isaconstantofproportionality,usually setto0.1whichresultsinanentrainmentrate
oftheorderofmagnitude 10~ 4 m~ 1 . Thisrelationshipfound its wayintomany parameterizations (e.g. Squires andTurner, 1962;Simpson andWiggert, 1969;Simpson, 1971;Arakawa
and Schubert, 1974).
Itisimportant torealizethattheentrainmentrateof singleplumesorcloudsisnotequivalent to the population-average or bulk entrainment rate defined by (2.37) which is needed
in the mass flux model. Later observational and LES studies have shown that the bulk entrainment rate is typically one order of magnitude larger, at about e = 2• 10 _ 3 m _ 1 (Raga
et al., 1990; Siebesma and Cuijpers, 1995). As a first-order approach the bulk entrainment
rate is assumed to be constant with height in many mass flux models (Tiedtke, 1989), but
recentlyLESresultshaveshownthatitdecreases withheight (SiebesmaandCuijpers, 1995).
The aircraft which took in-cloud measurements during the SCMS campaign sampled many
clouds for a long period of time, which enables the calculation of statistically reliable bulk
entrainment rates. Theresults arepresentedinChapter3.
Theconservedvariablediagramrevealsmuchaboutnon-adiabaticprocessessuchasmixing. Extracting themechanism ofmixingfrom thesefiguresimpliesfindingthesourceofthe
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entrained air present inside clouds. This has led to the concept of spanning mixing lines in
these figures between undiluted subcloud air and the source of the entrained air. However,
there is no consensus on the results of this method. Generally the opinions vary between
strictly vertical mixing between cloudbase air and cloudtop air, and strictly lateral mixing
between incloud airandthelocal environment atthatheight. Oneofthereasonsfor thisdisagreement isthefact thatvarious different conserved variables for moist adiabatic ascent are
in use. In studies of deep convection, the equivalent potential temperature 0e is commonly
used asaconservedvariable (Emanuel, 1994),
Qe « 6 + - ^ - qv

(2.57)

CpU

As deep cumulus clouds reach great heights where the specific humidity is very low, any
vertical sounding has adistinct curvein a (Qe,%) diagram. This facilitates the visualization
of non-adiabatic processes. Also, great fluctuations in the specific humidity occur in deep
cumuli duetothe formation, fall-out andevaporation of precipitation, which may favour the
useof 0e inorder to study deepcumulus dynamics andmicro-physics. However, comparing
(2.57)to (2.10) showsthatthedifference between Qeand 0/ isafunction of thetotal specific
humidity qt, whichisalsoaconservedvariablefor moistadiabaticascent. Qeistherefore the
sum oftwo variables which are conserved themselves. As a consequence, when plotted ina
Qe,% frame themixinglineof shallowcumulus asvisible inaQi,q,diagram (seeFig.2.20)is
misleadingly well-correlated (e.g.Taylor andBaker, 1991),duetothecorrelation of qt with
itself.
The conserved variable diagram has been an inspiration for the formulation of so-called
multi-parcel methods. These models consist of a distribution of different parcels which are
topredicteachpointinthediagram (e.g.Telford, 1975;Raymond andBlyth, 1986;Kainand
Fritsch, 1990;Hu, 1997).InChapter 5anewmultiparcelmodel for shallow cumulusispresented. Themixingrateof arisingupdraft-parcel isformulated asarelaxation or adjustment
term,
£w = ]~ = — ,
(2.58)
hp
xp wp
where hp is the mixing depth of theparcel, xp its a turn-over time-scale, and wp its vertical
velocity. LESresultsindicatethatzp isconstantforallupdrafts, whichmakesthemixingrate
inversely proportional to the vertical velocity. This represents a feedback between mixing
and dynamics. It is shown that a distribution of rising parcels obeying this deterministic
relationreproducesthetypicalincreasingvariabilityofthetemperature,moistureandvertical
velocity with height in the cloud layer. The only free parameters in the multi parcel model
are the initial conditions and those of the surrounding environment, acting as a background
with whichtheparcels interact.

2.3.5 Cloud-subcloud interactions
TheclosureofthemassfluxatcloudbaseMcb in(2.55)providesthepossibility tocouplethe
physics and dynamics of the cloud layer with thoseof the subcloud layer. It is evident from
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observations that these two layers strongly interact (e.g.Ogura and Cho, 1974;Esbensen,
1975;LeMoneandPennell,1976;Betts, 1976).Withoutthesubcloudlayerthecloudscannot
exist, asthecloudy thermals areobservedtooriginate closetotheearth's surface (Emanuel,
1997). Ontheother hand, thecumulus clouds themselves arestrongly accelerated by local
latent heat release, which affects theconnecting updrafts undertheclouds duetocontinuity.
Also, thecompensating subsidence induced bytheconvective updrafts warms anddriesthe
cloud layer andfeeds back onthesubcloud layer atcloud base. These complex interactions
betweencloud-andsubcloudlayer shouldberepresentedwellinaproperclosureofthemass
flux atcloudbase.
Arange ofclosure-methods exists,based ondifferent principles. Ingeneral allmethods
originate from two conceptual views on the cloud-subcloud interaction, see Fig.2.25. In
thefirstview thecumulus clouds areassumed tobedrivenbyforced convection, controlled
entirelybythedryconvectioninthesubcloudlayerwhichisdrivenbythesurface heatfluxes.
The clouds are simply seen as overshooting thermals which condensate and quickly stop
rising. Incontrast, thesecond view favours theidea that theinteraction is controlled bythe
moist convection in thecloud layer itself. Thelatent heat release in theclouds is thought
tobeof such intensity that theresulting vertical accelerations control theinflow of air from
the subcloud layer. Inthisview themoist convection israther thoughtof as anautonomous,
self-sustaining system: themassfluxatcloudbaseistotally inducedbytheconvectioninthe
cloud layeritself.
Inreality,bothmechanismsprobablycooperate,theonesometimesbeingmore dominant
than the other. For example, a diurnal cycle of cumulus over land normally starts with a
very shallow cloud layer in which theconvection is totally forced. At some stage theshallow clouds become deep enough toreach their level offree convection, seeFig.2.2a. Atan
even later stage the shallow convection may progress into deep convection, which canbe
thought of as such an intermediate situation in which both mechanisms of interaction play
a role. Finally, fully developed deep convection is dominated by cloud-associated physics
likeCAPE-consumption andtheformation andevaporationofprecipitation,insuchadegree
inversion

a)

inversion
base
base

Figure2.25 Thetwobasicviewsonthecloud-subcloudinteraction,a)Forcedcumulusconvectionby
thesubcloudlayerturbulenceandb)freecumulusconvectiondrivenbylatentheatrelease.
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a)

b)
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^surface
<*flux
Figure2.26 Schematicillustrationsofthethreemassfluxclosures,a)Theboundarylayerequilibrium
closure,using subcloud moistureconvergence, b)TheCAPEadjustment closure, c)Theclosure
basedonverticalvelocityscales.
that thedry subcloud layerplays nolonger a serious partother than perhaps inthe initiation
or "triggering"of the deep convective event. Chapter 6deals with the performance of three
well-knownmass flux closures. Firsttheparametersonwhich theclosures arebuilt are sampledinLESduringadiurnalcycleofshallowcumulus. Thisresultsintime-seriesofthemass
flux at cloud base as predicted by the closures. Comparing this to the real cloud base mass
flux inLESimmediately showsthe characteristic (mis)behaviouroftheclosures. With these
results in hand the closures are implemented in a single column model, and their impact on
thedevelopmentof theboundarylayeris studied.
Thefirstmassfluxclosurewhichisstudiedevolvedfromtheoutcomeofaseriesofcumulus field-experiments in the oceanic Trade-wind regions (BOMEX, ATEX).Budget studies
based on such datasets (Augstein et al., 1973; Holland and Rasmusson, 1973;Ogura and
Cho, 1974;Esbensen, 1975)have shown thatthe moisture-tendency inthe subcloud layer is
typicallynegligible.Thisimpliesthatthemoisturefluxatcloud-baseisequaltothemoisture
flux at the surface plus lateral advection atthe sides of the domain, a situation referred to as
moisture convergence(Kuo, 1965, 1974;Tiedtke, 1989). As the mass flux at cloud base is
exclusively coupledto subcloud-layerproperties,thisclosurebelongs tothefirst typeofclosures. In contrast to marine situations the boundary layers overland are not in equilibrium:
significant tendencies of temperature and moisture are typically observed during the course
of theday. Thequestion ishowthisclosures perform inthose situations.
Thequasi-equilibriumassumptionstatesthatanyinstabilitycreatedbytheslow changing
large-scaleforcings isquicklydestroyedbyfastprocessofcumulusconvection(e.g.Arakawa
andSchubert, 1974;Randalletal., 1997).Adjustment schemes associate atypical relaxation
timescalewiththisprocess,relaxingthesystemtowardsacertainreference state(e.g.Manabe
etal., 1965;BettsandMiller, 1986a,b).Foramoreelaboratereviewofclosuresbasedonthis
method see for instance Emanuel (1994). The scheme developed by Fritsch and Chappell
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(1980)goesastepfurther byassumingthatallCAPEadjustment isdonebythecompensating
subsidenceinducedbythecloud ensemble,asitdestroys theexistinginstability inthe cloud
layer by warming and drying. This method therefore belongs to the class of closures which
links the mass flux at cloud base to the properties of the cloud layer. The closure dictates
the cloud base mass flux which is requiredto totally break down the CAPE present in the
cloudlayerbycompensatingsubsidenceinagiventime-scalex. Thiscausesproblems when
themoist convectionis forced orwhen the convectiongetslimited bythedecreasing surface
fluxes attheendof adiurnalcycle.
The third closure has a more kinematic nature, as it couples the cloud base mass flux
to the turbulentvelocity scale of the subcloud layer, w*ub. There are several ways to derive
this formulation. (Grant, 2001) integrated a simplified TKE equation over the depth of the
subcloudlayerandusedthecloudbasemassfluxasavelocityscaleintheTKEtransportterm
at cloud base. Secondly, as the mass flux the product of the cloud fraction and the vertical
velocityitcandirectlybe scaledwithw*ub.Bothapproachesresultinalineardependencyof
the cloud base mass flux onw*ub,theonly difference beingthat the latter form also includes
the cloud fraction. The validity of linking the cloud vertical velocity at cloud base to the
subcloud TKE is evaluated in Chapter 6, using LES results. An advantage of this closure
is the possibility to use a combination of appropriate velocity scales, based on both cloudand subcloudlayerproperties. Basically thiswouldmaketheclosure asuperposition of both
conceptual viewsonthe interaction.
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AvalidationofLESagainst
observations byaircraft and
LandsatduringSCMS
Neggers,R.A.J.,P.G.Duynkerke and S.M.A.Rodts.Acceptedfor publication intheQuarterly
Journal of theRoyalMeteorological Societypending minorrevisions, August 2002.

3.1 Summary
Large-eddy simulation (LES)results of shallow cumulus convection aredirectly evaluated against in-cloud aircraftmeasurements, as made during the Small Cumulus Microphysics Study (SCMS). To this purpose an LES case is
first constructed, based on available observations. Then the simulations are directly compared to the in-cloud measurements by using conditionally sampled fields. An advantage of the SCMS data-set isthe combination of arange
of different surface measurements, in-cloud measurements by an aircraft at many levels in the cloud layer, and the
availability of high-resolution Landsat images.
Theresults show thatgiventhecorrect initial andboundary conditions theLESconcept iscapableof realistically
predicting thebulkthermodynamic propertiesoftemperature, moistureandliquidwatercontentofthecumuluscloud
ensemble as observed in SCMS.Furthermore the vertical component of the in-cloud turbulent kinetic energy and
the cloud size distribution in LES were in agreement with the observations. These results support the credibility of
cloud statistics asproduced byLESingeneral, andencourage itsuseasatool for testing hypotheses and developing
parameterizations of shallow cumulus cloud processes.
Several hypotheses which make use of conditionally sampled fields were tested on the SCMS data. The
magnitudes and the decrease with height of the bulk entrainment rate following from the SCMS data confirm the
typical values first suggested by Siebesma and Cuijpers (1995) using LES results on BOMEX. An alternative
formulation of the lateral entrainment rate as a function of the liquid water content and the mean lapse rate agrees
well with theoriginal formNbased ontheconserved variables. Applying the simplified equation for thecloud vertical
velocity (Simpson andWiggert, 1969)totheaircraft-measurements results inareasonably closed budget.
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3.2 Introduction
Trade-wind cumulus cloud fields cover up to 30% of the total area of the globe. Although
the typical cloud fraction in the Trades of about 20-40% is relatively low, shallow (nonprecipitating) cumulus clouds are vital in the vertical transport and distribution of thermodynamics and momentum over the depth of the boundary layer. Several impact studies on
shallow cumulus convection in general circulation models have increased the awareness in
the numerical weather prediction (NWP) community that it plays a key role in feeding and
maintaining the tropical Hadley-circulation. Existing parameterizations inthegeneral circulationmodels(GCM)stillhavegreatdifficulty inrepresentingshallowcumuluscorrectly,and
are in need of significant improvement. Inorder to improve our understanding of thephysical processes behind this type of convection, several measurement campaigns have been
organized in the past in which the cloud fields were studied in many different ways (e.g.
Brown et al.,2002;Stevens etal.,2001;Siebesmaetal.,2002).
ParameterizationsofshallowconvectioninGCMsaretorepresentthethermodynamicand
turbulent state of whole cloud populations in a single GCM grid-box. Acommon approach
inmany singlecolumn models (SCM) is tomakeadecomposition between cloudy and noncloudy air,andtopredicttheverticalprofiles oftheaveragepropertiesofthesetwo fractional
areas (Asai and Kasahara, 1967;Tiedtke, 1989). This method is alsoknown as the 'top-hat'
approach. Applying such a decomposition on data is known as conditional sampling. It is
important torealize that thevertical profiles of these top-hat averages arecontrolled heavily
by the changing cloud population with height (as large clouds reach greater heights than
smallclouds).Unfortunately, thetypicallowcloudcoverof shallowcumuluscomplicatesthe
derivation of reliable cloud-ensemble averages from aircraft-measurements, simply because
typically too few clouds are sampled. Raga et al. (1990)presented cloud-averages based on
aircraft measurements inseventeen activecumulus cloudsonly.
In the last decades, large-eddy simulation (LES) has become an important new tool in
boundary layer research. Itcan provide data which is almost impossibleto measure directly
innaturalcloudfields.Ithasalreadybeenusedwidelytostudytheturbulent structureofclear
andcloudyboundarylayers.AseriesofintercomparisonstudiesaspartofGlobalEnergyand
Water-cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Cloud System Studies (GCSS) and EUROCS showed
that most existing LES models agree onthebasic structure of shallow cumulus cloud layers
(Siebesma et al., 2002; Stevens et al., 2001;Brown et al., 2002). An important advantage
of using LES in studying the conditionally sampled properties of shallow cumulus cloud
fieldsis that it provides complete instantaneous three-dimensional fields with a reasonably
high resolution. Several budget studies of conditionally sampled properties using LES have
alreadybeenpublished(SchumannandMoeng, 1991a,b;SiebesmaandCuijpers, 1995;Wang
andStevens,2000;DeRoodeandBretherton,2002).
However, despite these encouraging results, some important LES results on cumulus
clouds still remain unsupported by observations, mainly caused by the scarcity of suitable
in-cloud measurements. For example, after the many intercomparisons mentioned above,
there has still notbeen a qualitative comparison of the in-cloud thermodynamics and turbulence asproduced byLES with direct measurements inside natural shallow cumulus clouds.
Another LES result yet unsupported by measurements is the typical decrease of the cloud
fraction withheightin simulated cumulus cloudfields.Butperhaps themostimportantissue
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Figure3.1 AmapofFlorida.TheSCMScampaignwassituatednearCocoaBeach,CapeCanaveral.
Theground-stations PAM1andPAM3areindicated bytheblack dots. Theradiosondes werereleasedintheclosevicinityofthePAM3station. TheareaofflightRF12andtheareacoveredby
theLandsat5imageareindicatedbytherectangles.
in theparameterization of cumulus convectionis theinteraction or mixing between shallow
cumulus clouds and the dry air of their surrounding environment (Arakawa and Schubert,
1974). To describe the changing conditionally sampled profiles with height, a bulk mixing
rate has to be used which is an average over the whole ensemble of clouds (Simpson and
Wiggert, 1969;Gregory,2001).Thelittleobservationalevidenceyetpresentedforthesekind
of bulk entrainment rates shows that it has to be inthe order of magnitude 10~ 3 m _ 1 (Raga
etal., 1990;Barnes etal., 1996).
Theseissues emphasizethatthoroughandcritical evaluation ofLESresults against measurements inside real clouds remains necessary for a better understanding of the strong and
weak points of LES. This paper describes such an attempt, using direct in-cloud aircraftmeasurements of turbulence and thermodynamics during the Small Cumulus and Microphysics Study (SCMS) in Florida in 1995. In the experiment, many clouds of different size
were sampled atalllevelsinthecloudlayer. AnLES caseisconstructedbased ondata from
surface-instruments andradiosondes of acertain day during this campaign,onwhich adiurnal cycle over land was observed. It features a steadily growing clear convective boundary
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layer in the morning,resultingin a well-developed cumulus cloud layerlater on theday. Of
both the LES and the aircraft data, conditionally sampled averages offirstand second order
moments of thermodynamic and turbulent properties are calculated. Based on these results,
bulk entrainment rates and some other well-known parameterizations arederived and evaluated. Finally, several cloud size distributions are calculated in LES.These are compared to
distributions derivedfrom high-resolution Landsat imagesoftheSCMS area.
Theinstrumentation aswell astheobservationsofthediurnalcyclearedescribedinSection 3.3.TheLEScaseconstructed onthesedataispresented in Section 3.4. Themethodsof
conditional sampling as used for the observations and for LES are discussed in Section 3.5.
Several parameterizations which willbe tested in LES and the data are described in Section
3.6. The results are presented in Section 3.7. Finally a discussion and conclusions can be
found in Section 3.8.

3.3 Instrumentation and observations in SCMS
The Small Cumulus Microphysics Study (SCMS) took place from July 17until August 13,
1995 in Florida, near Cocoa Beachjust north of Cape Canaveral (see Fig.3.1). On August
5th aclear convectiveboundary layer overland developedintheearly morning. It deepened
in time, and during the course of the morning a shallow cumulus cloud layer developed.
The clouds were categorized as shallow non-precipitating cumulus with a cloud fraction of
10-20 %. This particular 'golden day' was part of a period in which persistently every day
a shallow cumulus topped boundary layer developed. Observations of the geometrical and
micro-physical structureofthecumuluscloudsinthisperiodinSCMShavebeenreportedby
Knight andMiller (1998)andFrenchet al.(1999).Thelargescaleconditionsdidnotchange
significantly during this period, nor where they very large compared to the local forcing by
the surface fluxes. These conditions make the 5th of August a suitable day on which to
baseanLEScase. This sectiondescribestheinstrumentsandmeasurements ofSCMS which
are relevant for the setup of the LES case and for the comparison between the model and
observations.
Twoportable meteorological stations ofthe flux-PAM typewere employed inthe SCMS
campaign,for adetailed description seeHorst andOncley (1995) andMilitzer et al.(1995).
Theyweresituatedabout50kminlandtothewestofCapeCanaveral(seeFig.3.1).Thenearsurface fluxes ofmomentumandvirtualtemperaturearemeasuredbyeddy-correlation,using
a 3-component sonic anemometer. The water vapour flux is calculated from the directlymeasured virtualheat flux by means of a 'virtual' Bowen ratio,measured astheratio of the
virtual heat flux to the water vapour flux. The water vapourfluxcan then beused to extract
the sensible heat flux from the measured virtual heat flux. Figure 3.2 shows that clearly an
imbalance exists in the PAM3 measurements between the incoming net-radiation plus the
soilheatfluxononesideand thelatent plus sensible heatflux ontheother. What causes this
gap is unknown. Temperature and humidity are measured at aheight of 2m with a Vaisala
50Y Humitter that includes aplatinum-resistance thermometer and a solid-state capacitance
sensor for relative humidity. The corresponding timeseries are plotted in Fig.3.3. Near the
RAM 3 station radiosondes were released at intervals of approximately 3 hours, giving the
vertical profiles of the temperature, specific humidity, wind-direction and wind-speed (see
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Fig.3.4). This range of measurements is used to align the LES case to reality, as will be
described in section 3.4.
The C-130 operated by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) carried
instruments measuring turbulence,thermodynamics and microphysics. A detailed description
of theinstrumentation onthis aircraft and the statistical quality oftheresulting cloud-averages
is given by Rodts et al. (2002). The liquid water content (qi) of the clouds is obtained from
a Particle Volume Monitor (PVM). The details of this method and its application in SCMS
havebeen published by Gerber et al. (2001), and will therefore notbe describedin great detail
here. Flight RF12 on August 5 started at 18:00UTC and lasted until 21:00UTC. Immediately
after take-off, the aircraft made a vertical sounding up to 4 km, giving the vertical profiles
of the temperature and specific humidity in the flight area. This was followed by a descent
to lower altitudes where the clouds were located. Three consecutive hours of measurements
through the whole cloud layer then followed. The area of the flight-path is shown in Fig.3.1.
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Figure 3.2 Measured time-series of the of the latent (LE) and sensible (H) surface heat fluxes at a)
PAM1andb)PAM3on August 5,1995. Forcompleteness thenetincoming radiation (Fne()andthe
soilheatflux(G) arealso plotted.
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Figure3.3 Measuredtime-seriesofa)thetemperature(7*)andb)thetotalspecifichumidity(q,)at 2m
heightatPAMl andPAM3.
These measurements areused tocalculate conditionally averagedprofiles inthecloud layer,
aswillbedescribedin section3.5.
OnAugust 10,1995high-resolutionimagesweretakenofthe cloudfields overFloridaby
theLandsat5satellite. Theseimagescanbeusedtocalculateso-calledcloudsizedensities,or
theprobabilitydensityfunction ofthecloudpopulationasafunction ofcloudsize. Cloudsize
densitieshavebeencalculatedinthepastofmanyobservedcloudpopulations,usingavariety
of methods (e.g.Plank, 1969;Wielicki andWelch, 1986;Cahalan andJoseph, 1989;Benner
and Curry, 1998). The availability of high-resolution Landsat images of the SCMS area as
wellasanLEScasedirectlybased on(almost)simultaneousobservationsenableadirectand
straightforward comparison between the simulated and observed cloud size densities (e.g.
Neggers et al., 2002b). Only the images of August 10were available tous, which is 5days
later than the day selected for simulation. Nevertheless, the large scale conditions did not
change significantly during the period of 1-15August, and the diurnal development of the
shallow cumulus clouds was observed to be roughly the same every day. The method of
calculationofthecloud sizedensitiesisdescribed inChapter 4. Amorethoroughanalysisof
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Figure 3.4 Radiosonde soundings of a) the potential temperature and b) the total specific humidity
near station PAM3.The idealized profiles based onthevertical ascent offlight RF12at 18:00UTC
arealso shown for comparison.
the cloud size densities which can be obtained from this Landsat image is presented by Rodts
et al. (2002). The image was taken at 14:53UTC. The size of the area captured by the image
is 68.5km squared, with a horizontal grid-spacing of 30m. 8402 individual cumulus clouds
were captured by the image.

3.4 Setup oftheLEScase
The aim is to construct a case for LES of which the development in time stays as close as
possible to the range of different kind of measurements made during the day. Once that
is achieved, the resulting cloud properties can be studied and compared to the available incloud observations in detail. Therefore, let us first consider the initial profiles of the two basic
thermodynamic variables, the potential temperature (G) and the total specific humidity (qt).
The vertical soundings by theradiosondes and the aircraft are used tothis purpose. Figure 3.4
gives an overview of all radiosonde profiles. Also plotted is are the idealized profiles derived
from the aircraft sounding at 18:00 UTC. It is clear that the latter sounding is about 2K
cooler and 2g/kgmore moist than the radiosonde sounding of the inland-stationPAM 3 at the
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Figure 3.5 a)Theinitialprofiles for LESat 12:00UTCof thepotential temperature 6andthetotal
specifichumidityqtoftheSCMScase.Theidealizedprofilesbasedontheverticalascentofflight
RF12at18:00UTCarealsoshownforcomparison,b)Thesurfacelatentandsensibleheatfluxesas
measuredbyPAM3,aswellasthecorrespondingvaluesimposedonLESasaboundarycondition.
correspondingtime,overthewholedepthoftheboundarylayer. Thismustbeduetotheclose
proximity of relativelycool andmoist sea-air. The second significant difference between the
aircraft- and the radiosonde profile at 18:00 UTC is that the inversion height in the flight
area is about 500m higher. Thefinalremarkable feature in the radiosonde soundings is the
decreaseoftheinversionheightbetween 12:18and 15:12UTC.Inthe successive radiosonde
soundings,theinversionclearly risesintime.
Fortunately thelapse-rates intheconditionallyunstablelayerandtheinversioninthetwo
different soundingsagreeverywell(seeFig.3.4).Aproblemhoweveristheobservedinitially
sinking inversion, because it can never be explained by a developing convective boundary
layer which is driven by increasing surface heat fluxes in time. In that case the inversion
height would only increase. The sinking inversion in this particular period may perhaps be
caused by by some residual layer which is still present in the morning. In any case, the
LES model can not be expected to resolve this sinking inversion in the early hours, and
accordingly itis neglected. Theinitial inversion height is obtainedby estimating the growth
of the inversion height between 12:00 and 18:00 UTC from the radiosonde soundings and
subtracting it from theinversion height in the aircraft sounding at 18:00UTC.The resulting
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initial profiles aredisplayedinFig.3.5a.
Apart from to the initial thermodynamic state, realistic boundary conditions have to be
providedtotheLESmodelduringthenumericalsimulation. Themeasurementsofthe surface
energybalance areused toextract the surface latent and sensible heat fluxes (seeFig.3.5b).
The reason for the surface energy imbalance at PAM3 is unknown, and therefore the LES
surface fluxes are based on the more balanced PAM1 data only. After several test runs we
assumed asinusoid shapefor the surface fluxes, with themaximumat 18:00UTC andcorresponding values of 100and 300 W m - 2 for the sensible and latent heat fluxes respectively.
Anotherboundarycondition inthemodelistheroughnesslengthatthesurface zo= 0.035m,
which isatypicalvaluefor flat land surfaces.
The radiative and large scale forcings which may act on the area have to be accounted
for in the simulation. Unfortunately, a network of radiosonde measurements over the area
was notavailable, and asa consequence novariational analysis could be applied to estimate
the large scale advective temperature and moisture forcings. The offset in temperature and
moisture between the soundings of the inland radiosondes and the aircraft at the coast only
suggests that there was a large scale cooling and moistening tendency, probably due to the
proximity of the ocean. Any measurements of theradiative forcings were neither available.
Thislackofobservationaldatamakesitverydifficult tomakearealisticestimateontheforcingtendencies. Asthemaininterest ofthispaperliesinevaluatingcharacteristic LES results
usedinentrainment models andbudget studies,a smalloffset between themean temperature
or moisture profile in LES and reality is acceptable. However, it is important torealize that
in order to compare the LES cloud field to the in-cloud observations, it is essential that the
simulated cloud base and cloud top are located at thecorrect heights. Fortunately, measurementsofthetime-seriesofthesurface temperatureandspecific humidityatthePAMstations
are available,whichcanbe usedto align the developmentof thethermodynamic state of the
boundarylayerinLESduringtheday(seeFig.3.3).Thesefiguresclearly showthatthemixed
layer warmsupinthemorning. Thereisless consensus between thetwoPAMstations about
the specific humidity.
To summarize, the LES case is designed to reproduce the heights of cloud base, cloud
top and the inversion as observed by the aircraft and the radiosondes, using the large scale
tendencies asatoolforcalibration andthemeasured surface time-series asaconstraint. This
resultedinanettemperature forcing of-3 K/day. Thistendencyissettodecreasewith height
towards zerojust above the inversion. The moisture forcing is set to zero. Finally, based
on the radiosonde-data the initial mean horizontal wind inthe simulation is set to (-4,4)m/s
in the zonal and meridional directions. The geostrophic wind is also set to these values, as
detailed information of thisforcing wasunavailable.

3.5 Conditional sampling
Once theLES case is constructed, a methodhas tobe chosen tocompare the LES results to
the available observations. To this purpose we use the conditional sampling technique. In
this method,horizontal averages arecalculated overacertain areadefined by some criterion,
which can be thepresence of liquid water, a positive vertical velocity, a positive buoyancy,
oranycombination. Inotherwords,adecomposition ismadeinwhichthehorizontal sliceis
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splitupintotwo areas.Conditionally sampledfieldsarewidely usedinbudget studies using
LES (e.g.Schumann andMoeng, 1991a,b;Siebesma andCuijpers, 1995;WangandStevens,
2000; De Roode and Bretherton, 2002) and in parameterizations of convection in GCMs
(e.g.Asai andKasahara, 1967;Tiedtke, 1989)whichmakeuseofthetop-hat approximation.
In LES, the conditionally sampled fields at a certain height and at a certain moment are
calculated using

4>C=irI>y<|>y,
where <|) is the variable to be sampled, iand j are the horizontal coordinates, and Np is the
total numberof cloudy pointsinthedomain. c, ; = 1if thepoint is cloudy and0if itis noncloudy. Usingflight legstoobtainconditionally sampledfieldsrequiresadifferent technique,
because the aircraft can not measure everywhere in the domain at the same time. Therefore
itisassumedthatanergodicequivalentcanbeused,inthiscaseatime-average,

1\T

t

Heretisthetimeduringtheflight andNT isthetotalnumberofcloudymeasurements during
the flight. Hereafter anover-bar will denote a domain-average, the superscript c will denote
a cloud-average,andthesuperscript ewilldenotean averageoverthedry environment.
These two definitions essentially givethe same valueof §c if i) the cloud ensemble is in
steady state,andii)the aircraft flies enough straight legs through the wholedomainto catch
a realistic size distribution of sampled clouds. Typically, acloud ensemble consists of many
small clouds and fewer large clouds (Plank, 1969;Wielicki and Welch, 1986;Cahalan and
Joseph, 1989;Benner and Curry, 1998). The contribution to (|)e as a function of cloud size
is abalancebetween cloud number and individual contribution per cloud, and itis therefore
important to sample arealistic distribution. Flight RF12flewin straight legs of about 20km
length, after which it turned around to stay in the same area. The length of 20 km of each
straightlegiscomparabletothedomain-sizeofLES,andtherefore itisreasonabletoassume
that the sampled cloud size distribution is of comparable quality. One of the objectives of
the SCMS campaign was tostudythemicro-physics of thelargercumuli,andforthatreason
a ground-based radar guided the air-plane after each turn towards a certain large specimen.
Each preferred large cloud was traced in time by the radar in order to sample it as often as
possibleduringitslifetime. Accordingly,thismayleadtoaslightoverestimationofthecloud
fraction. Forcloud-averagescalculatedwith(3.2)aslightoverestimationofthecloud fraction
is not abig problem, asthey areindependent ofthecloud fraction. Incontrast, on fractional
properties likethemassfluxthisdoeshaveasignificant impact.

3.6 Parameterizations
Oncetheprofiles of theconditionally sampledfieldsareknown,hypotheses and parameterizations whicharebased onsuchdecompositionscanalsobeevaluated. Onegoodexampleis
the bulk entrainment rate (ec) of the cloud ensemble, which is normally calculated by using
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the simplified lateral mixing equation

-(f-^)-1

£c =

d

±

(3.3)

(Betts, 1975;Anthes, 1977;Tiedtke, 1989;Raga et al., 1990). This entrainmentrate can be
interpreted astheinverseofthedepthin which theexcessovertheenvironment (<|)c—<>
| ) has
decreased by a factor e~l. <|)ccan be the liquid water potential temperature 6; or the total
specific humidity qct, which are both conserved variables for moist adiabatic ascent. Any
change of §c is therefore caused by whether a diabatic process like mixing or a statistical
process like a changing cloud size distribution with height. The LES results onBOMEX of
SiebesmaandCuijpers (1995)gavetypicalvaluesof£= 1.5 to3• 10~3m _ 1 , decreasingwith
heightinthecloudlayer.
The process of cloud mixing has also been formulated in terms of other variables. A
definition which is often used is the ratio between the measured qi at a certain height in a
cloud andthemoist adiabatic valueq"f of anundilutedparcelthathasrisenfrom cloudbase
tothatheight(e.g.Warner, 1955;Ragaetal., 1990).Measurementshaveshownthattypically
this ratio strongly decreases with height in a shallow cumulus cloud layer towards values
around 0.3 ~ 0.4 near cloud top, which points at significant mixing. How does definition
(3.3)relatetothisratio? Onepossible approachistowrite0; asafunction of0Cand q\,
qc

=

C

jV{Qc

_0C}

( 3 4 )

where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, L is the specific latent heat of the phasechangebetweenwater vapourandliquid water,andn istheExnerfunction. Atthispointwe
introduce an assumptionbased onobservations andLESresults,which show that in shallow
cumulus the cloud-average potential temperature at a certain height (0c ) is typically almost
equaltothatof the environment,
0C« 0.
(3.5)
Furthermore, the typical very small cloud cover of shallow cumulus allows for the wellknown assumption 0; RJ0. Substituting 0C « 0/ in (3.4) and then using (3.3) with § = 0;
gives
q

(3 6)

< ~ ? L dz •
Substituting (3.4)for Q } andagainusing (3.5)inthelapseratefinallygives

'

c

.
e

1 CpU30

3 , . „.

3 , . „ i.

ln(

ln(n

' = 4j -T d~z - 3i

^ - di

,„ _
}

"

(3J)

Theadvantageofassumption (3.5)isthate c isnowonlydependentonthepressure,themean
temperature lapse rateand theliquid water content. The first twopropertiescan be obtained
from datameasuredbyaradiosonde,whileagroundradarcanremotelymeasurecloudliquid
water contents. This enables the calculation of the bulk entrainment rate without direct incloudmeasurements byaircraft. Theindividualtermsof (3.7)andthevalidity of assumption
(3.5)willbeevaluated withtheaircraft dataandLESresults.
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Knowledge of the entrainment rate is useful in other parameterizations. The clouds are
responsible for the bulk of the vertical transport in the cloud layer (Siebesma and Cuijpers,
1995). Accordingly, singlecolumn models (SCM) in GCMs are often equipped with a simplified equation for thevertical velocity oftheclouds,
\^-(wc)2 = -|3e c (w c ) 2 + oB c ,
(3.8)
2az
(Simpson and Wiggert, 1969; Siebesma et al„ 2002). The term on the left hand side is the
advection term, and the first term on the right is the mixing term enhanced by a factor Pto
accountfor theimpact ofpressureperturbations. Itis assumed herethatthe domain-average
vertical velocity w can be neglected. Bc stands for the buoyancy of the clouds, which is
reduced by a factor a to account for loss of potential (gravitational) energy to sub-plume
turbulence. Simpson and Wiggert (1969) suggested (3 = 2 and a = | , while the operational
ECMWF model uses <x = | . Siebesma et al. (2002) applied (3.8) as a rising plume model
for the BOMEX case and compared it with LES results. Here (3.8) will be applied to the
RF12 data, using P= 2 and a = \, the latter being an intermediate value between the two
mentionedabove.

3.7 Results
The LES model used in this study is described in detail in Cuijpers and Duynkerke (1993).
TheLESsimulationwasperformed onadomainof6.4kmx6.4kmx5km.Thecorresponding
grid-spacing was 50m x50m x40m. Acentered-difference integration scheme wasused. In
thetime-integrationatime-stepof 1 secondwasusedtopreventanypossiblenumericalinstability. Adamping layer is implemented in themodel above 3700m toprevent gravity waves
from unrealistically bouncing downwardsatthetop. Anall-or-nothingcondensation scheme
is used, meaning that any grid-box is entirely saturated or entirely unsaturated. Hourly averaged vertical profiles were calculated of the basic thermodynamic variables. Every 300s
several cloud properties were evaluated. A period of 12hours was simulated, covering the
daytime cycle from 07:00 to 19:00 local time (which corresponds to 12:00 UTC to 00:00
UTC).

3.7.1 Daytimedevelopment
Wecommencewith ashortdescriptionoftheinitialdevelopmentoftheconvectiveboundary
layer in LES until 18:00 UTC after which in-cloud observations are available. Figure 3.6
shows the profiles of 6 and q~t in this period. The potential temperature gradually increases
withtimeinthemixedlayer. Itinitiallymoistens,followed byalongperiodofdrying.Thisis
consistent withthesurface measurements asshowninFig.3.3. Thetemperatureandmoisture
intheconditionally unstablelayerdonotchange muchintime,whichisalso apparent in the
radiosonde soundings.
Figure 3.7a illustrates thatthefirst cloudsappearinLESat about 13:30UTC.Atfirstthe
cloud layer is very shallow, but within two hours it deepens to about 1500m. From 15:00
UTC the growth of the cloud top is controlled by the rise of the capping inversion. The
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Figure3.6 Thedevelopmentintimeofthedomain-averaged profilesofa)thepotentialtemperature6
andb)thetotalspecifichumidity~qt asproducedbyLES.
development of the cloud fraction and the integrated liquid water path is shown in Fig.3.7b.
Thecloudfractionpeakswith41%at 15:00UTC,atthesametimewhenthecloudsfirstreach
theinversion. From thenonthere isa steady decreaseof thecloud fraction with time. These
basicresultsarequalitatively similartotheresultsoftheintercomparisonstudybetweenmany
LES models of GCSS working group 1on a quite similar diurnal cycle, as observed over
the Southern Great Plains site of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program
(Brownetal.,2002).

3.7.2 Thermodynamic state
Fromthispointonwardswefocus ontheperiodbetween 18:00and21:00UTCduringwhich
the in-cloud measurements were taken by flight RF12. In order to get reliable statistics,
all measurements are averaged over this three-hour period. Figure 3.8 shows the profiles
in this period of the conserved thermodynamic variables in LES and the observations. The
conditionally sampled profiles are only shown at those heights where the cloud (or core)
fraction was higher than 1%. Figure 3.8a illustrates that there is a remarkable agreement
between LES and the observations concerning the liquid potential temperature (9;) in both
theenvironmentandtheclouds.Thesameistrueforthetotal specific humidity(qt), although
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Figure 3.7 a)Structureofthesimulated cloud layer. Thedotted linesmarktheperiod for whichincloud measurements by the RF12flightare available, b) Thetime-series of the projected cloud
fraction (left axis)andtheliquidwaterpath(rightaxis)asproducedbyLES.
the observations show a slightly dryer layer near cloud base (see Fig.3.8b). As the exact
magnitude of the conservedthermodynamic variables is highly tunable in LES,it is perhaps
more interesting to look at the excess values and the vertical gradients of the conditionally
sampled variables. Figures 3.9a andb showthatingeneral theincreasing excessvalues with
heightof thecloudyaveragesinLES are supportedbytheobservations. Nearcloudbase the
specific humidity excess of the clouds is somewhat under-predicted by LES. The simulated
lapserates arealsoingood agreement withtheobservations,see 3.9c and d.
Theliquidwatercontentoftheclouds(q0,)isshowninFigure3.10a,whichillustrates that
the LES profile of qf lies very close to the measured values. Apparently the all-or-nothing
condensation scheme in LES is capable of predicting cloud liquid water contents which increase with height in the same order of magnitude as is measured by these instruments in
natural clouds. The ratio of the liquid water content to its moist adiabatic value is roughly
0.3- 0.4inthetop of thecloud layer,andcomparable tothevaluesfound byWarner (1955)
andRagaetal.(1990).AcurrentissueintheLEScommunityisthequestionifthedecreasing
cloud fraction with height in shallow cumulus cloud layers as typically observed in LES is
realistic. Theprofile of the cloud fraction is shown in Fig.3.10b. The six heights for which
data-pointsexistshowconsiderable scatter,butthecloudfraction certainlydoesnot decrease
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LESresultsareplottedasconnectedlines. ThecloudcoreaveragevalueinLESisalsoplottedfor
comparison,definedastheaverageoverallcloudypointswhicharealsobuoyant.
withheight. However,notethatthetimespentinsideclouds isincreasedbythechoicetoadjust theflight-pathtowardscertainlargecumuli.Accordinglytheaircraft measurements give
a cloudfraction whichisnotnecessarily equaltothe actualcloud fraction ofthepopulation.

3.7.3 Lateral mixing
The fact that LES produces realistic conditionally sampled fields in this case encourages
the use of LES as a tool to evaluate hypotheses or parameterizations which are based on
conditional averages. A good example of such a parameterization is the bulk entrainment
ratee c whichcanbecalculated from these averagesusing (3.3). Figure 3.11a illustrates that
theorderofmagnitudeiscomparabletothatfound inobservationalandLESstudies(Ragaet
al., 1990;Siebesma and Cuijpers, 1995). In fact, if 9; e is used in (3.3),the observed e c even
decreases withheightandliesclosetotheLESentrainmentrate.Thedecreasewithheightof
ec ismainly aresultof theincreasewithheight of the excess (0; e —9;), while thelapse rate
dQf/dz is fairly constant with height. Inthe lowerhalf of the cloud layer, thecalculation of
ee using qtc gives much lower results for the observations compared to LES.This is caused
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bybothasmallerlapseratenearcloudbase and alargerexcess of theobservedq tc.
Figure 3.10a illustrates that the measured cloud-average liquid water content is considerably smaller than the moist adiabat, pointing at significant cloud mixing. Equation (3.7)
relates thebulk mixing rate e c defined in (3.3) to theliquid water content q\, using assumption (3.5). Figure 3.11b shows that (3.7) corresponds well with (3.3) in both LES and the
observations except atcloud base andtheinversion. This is caused by assumption (3.5) (see
Fig.3.12a), which applies remarkably well in the bulk of the cloud layer but no longer at
its boundaries. For completeness, Fig.3.12b shows the individual terms of (3.7). It is clear
that thepressure termin (3.7) can beneglected, andthat themeasurements supportthe LES
budgets for thetworemainingterms.

3.7.4 Vertical transport
The conditionally sampled vertical velocity wc is plotted in Fig.3.13a. Despite the scatter
in the observations we can say that the magnitude of the in-cloud vertical velocity in LES
is comparable to the observations. The mass flux plotted in Fig.3.13b is the product of the
cloudfraction andcloudaverageverticalvelocity. IncontrasttoLESthemeasuredmassflux
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clearly increases with height. This is remarkable, as LES and the measurements agree very
wellonotherconditionally sampleddynamicalpropertieswhichareindependentofthecloud
fraction, like theprofiles of vertical velocity andthebulkentrainmentrate. Itisobvious that
the increasing mass flux is mainly caused by the measured increasing cloud fraction with
height (see Fig.3.10b). As noted earlier, the cloud fraction as obtained from the aircraft
measurements might beanoverestimation oftheactualcloudfraction, duetothe adjustment
of the flight-path towardslargecumuli. As aconsequence,noconclusion canbemade about
thedecrease-orincreaseofthemassfluxwith heightbased onthesedata.
Thebuoyancyinthecloudsisanimportant sourcefortheproductionofTKEinthecloud
layer. Figure3.14a showsthatLESisingoodagreementwiththeobservationson magnitude
andshapeoftheverticalprofileofthevirtualpotentialtemperatureexcessoftheclouds. The
clouds areonly marginallybuoyant,witha9v-excessof only afew tenths ofdegrees Kelvin.
The negative buoyancy at cloud base and cloud top is present in both the observations and
LES, indicating the statically stable layers which envelope the conditionally unstable cloud
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layer. TheLESresults showthatthecloudcoreis significantly morebuoyantthanthe clouds
and also has a much higher vertical velocity, reflecting that the production of TKE in the
cloudsisassociated withtherelatively highbuoyancy ofthecloudcoreelements.
Next some vertical velocity budgets are calculated from the RF12 data. Figure 3.14b
illustrates that the cloud-average vertical acceleration is almost negligible. The simplified
budget equation (3.8)reproduces this feature reasonably well intheregion wherethe clouds
are marginally buoyant. Apparently the factors a and Pwhich are included in the equation
to account for sub-plume turbulence andpressure perturbations, and of which the particular
valueswereoriginallytunedforthecloudcore,alsoresultinabalancedbudgetforthecloudaveragevertical velocity.

3.7.5 In-cloud turbulence
After evaluatingthecloudaverageverticalvelocityitisinterestingtotakeacloserlookatthe
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) inthecloud layer. Thevertical component of the TKEis the
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vertical velocity variance a;;, defined by

=" ' 2 ^N-K

(3.9)

•w)2,

wherewisthehorizontallydomain-averagedverticalvelocityandNisthenumberofsampled
points. Comparing the measured vertical velocity variance with that produced by LES is
a critical test for the capacity of LES of resolving the organized turbulent motions in the
cloud layer. Also, little observations of thein-cloudvertical velocity variance haveyet been
reported, while it is animportant variable inparameterizations relying onTKE todefine the
intensity ofverticaltransportbyturbulence inthecloudlayer.
The results for thedomain- and environmental average variance are shown in Fig.3.15a.
The average over the whole domain (a™) in LES is much smaller than the observed value.
This is probably due to the high cloud fraction resulting from the flight legs, which might
be an overestimation of the actual cloud fraction as explained earlier. However, a ™ in LES
is even somewhat smaller than the observed average over the dry environment (o£). This
means that in any case the turbulent activity of the environment is slightly under-predicted
inLES.Theprofile of a ™ inSCMS canbecomparedto flight A210on 14June 1992of the
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Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition Experiment (ASTEX, see Albrecht et al., 1995), during
which cumulus clouds were sampled and o™ was measured (De Roode and Duynkerke,
1997). The SCMS data are consistent with the ASTEX data in that o™ slightly increases
with height in the cloud layer, with a maximum near cloud top.
The cloud average variance is plotted in Fig.3.15b, illustrating that LES reproduces the
observed profile of the cloud-average vertical velocity variance ( o ^ ) 2 remarkably well. The
observed o ^ is much larger than aJ , which reflects that the generation of TKE in a cumulus
layer mainly takes place inside the clouds, and that the environment is fairly laminar and
statically stable. Clearly the linear increase of ( o ^ ) 2 with height above cloud base in LES
is supported by the aircraft data. The good agreement between o„ in LES and the aircraft
measurements gives confidence in the capacity of LES to realistically resolve in-cloud turbulence. This result promotes the use of LES results in parameterizations of cloud dynamics,
as an alternative for the scarce and often incomplete in-cloud measurements. A recent example of a parameterization primarily based on LES results is the similarity theory for shallow
cumulus as formulated by Grant and Brown (1999). They make use of the linear increase of
the in-cloud vertical velocity variance with height in the cloud layer as seen in LES, a feature
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now supportedbythein-cloudmeasurements of SCMSpresentedhere.

3.7.6 Cloudsizedensities
Finally the geometrical properties of thecloud population are evaluated by using cloud size
densities (seeFig.3.16a). Thedensities arenormalized bythetotal numberof cloudsN.The
bin-sizes areequal tothehorizontal grid-spacings of theLES and Landsat fields, being 50m
and 30m respectively. Thegeneral outcome of Neggers et al. (2002b)was that the densities
in LES are well described by a power-law, scaling up to a certain size (the scale-break).
Accordingly, we evaluate the cloud size densities here by comparing power-law exponents
andscale-break sizes. ItisclearthatboththedensitiesofLESandLandsatarewell described
by a power-law at the relatively small cloud sizes, with an exponent of -1.70. The area of
scaling is aboutonedecade wide,upto a scalebreak atabout 800m which is reproducedby
LES. At sizes larger than the scale-break, the densities decay rapidly with cloud size. This
decay is not as strong in Landsat as inLES:significantly larger clouds occur in the Landsat
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Figure3.16 a)Log-logscaleplotofthecloudsizedensityNnormalizedbythetotalnumberofclouds
N.ThesolidlinerepresentsthefitN(l) ~ l~h70byNeggersetal.(2002b),whichisbasedonLES
results on arange of different cumulus cases, b)Thecloud sizedecomposition ofthevertically
projected (or 'shaded') cloudfraction ap. Theareacovered bythehistogram isequaltothetotal
shadedcloud fraction.
images. Thelimited domain sizeof6.4kminLES maypreventthegrowthof clouds atthese
largestsizes.
The corresponding cloud size decomposition of the vertically projected (or 'shaded')
cloud fraction is plotted in Fig.3.16b. Very clearly an intermediate dominating size exists
atthesamesizeasthescale-breakinN, aswasshownbyNeggersetal.(2002b).Thelargest
sizes in Landsat do not occur in the LES domain. At the sizes smaller than the scale break
size, the LES clouds contribute relatively much to the shaded cloud fraction compared to
Landsat. However,thetotalshadedcloudfraction, equaltotheareacoveredbythehistogram,
doesnotdiffer thatmuchinLandsatandLES,being 19.7%andabout20%respectively. This
meansthatmoresmallcloudsoccurinLES.
Apart from a possible physical reason, there might be other explanations for the differencesbetweenLES andLandsat. Atfirst,thecloudfieldsarenotexactlythesame. TheLES
caseisbased onmeasurements onAugust 5,whiletheLandsatimage is madeatAugust 10.
At second, note thatthe Landsat image was taken at 14:53UTC.Figure 3.7b shows that this
time corresponds to the very beginof thedaytimecycleof clouds inLES.Toget qualitative
distributions inLES,wehad to sampleoverathree-hourperiodbefore anumberof sampled
clouds was reached which was comparable to the number captured by the Landsat image.
In this period thecloud size distribution may change significantly. Werealize thatthesedifferences may frustrate adirect comparison. However, in that view the similarities we found
betweenLESandLandsatonlygetmoremeaning:thepowerlaw-exponentsagreeremarkably
well in LES and Landsat, and inboth cases a scale-break is present (implying a dominating
size inthecloudfraction decomposition). These resultstherefore emphasizethe universality
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ofthefunctional formwhichdescribesthecloudsizedensitiesanddecompositionsinshallow
cumulus cloudpopulations (e.g.Neggers et al., 2002b). This conclusion could be illustrated
by dividing the cloud fraction decompositions by the total number of clouds N. As a p and
TVarecloselyrelatedby (3.12)(seeAppendix 3.A),itisevidentfrom Fig.3.16athatthesize
decompositions ofLESandLandsat wouldcollapse atthe sizesbelowthe scale-break.

3.8 Discussion and Conclusions
We choose to use conditionally sampled fields to evaluate the LES results against in-cloud
measurements. This means that in fact we are studying the bulk properties of the cloud
ensemble. Apart from givinggood statistical averages,this alsoenablestheanalysis of some
well-known parameterizations which are based on such ensemble-average properties. The
SCMS data-set was chosen for this study because of thecombination of arange of different
surface measurements, in-cloud measurements by aircraft at many levels in the cloud layer,
andtheavailability ofhigh-resolution Landsatimages.
The results show that LES accurately predicts the thermodynamic and turbulent state of
the shallow cumulus cloud layer. More specifically, the first statistical moments of many
thermodynamic variables as well as the vertical velocity variance of the cloud ensemble
agree well with the aircraft observations. The evaluation of the cloud size distributions of
LES against Landsat supports the results on size statistics of Neggers et al. (2002b). While
SiebesmaandJonker(2000)showedthatLESreproducedthetypicalmorphologyofindividualcumulusclouds,theseresults showthatthe sameistruefor cumulus cloud populations.
Unfortunately theaircraft datacannotprovidereliable verticalprofiles ofthecloud fraction and mass flux, due to the choice to adjust the flight-path towards certain large cumuli
duringtheflight. Thequestion whether the cloud fraction and mass flux in shallow cumulus
de- or increases with height could not be answered. To this purpose new flight campaigns
would have to be organized, in which several aircraft measure the cloud fraction at different heights simultaneously. Alternatively other techniques could be used, perhaps by using
ground-basedor airborneradarmeasurements ofcloud droplets atlow angles.
Several hypotheses which make use of conditionally sampled fields were tested on the
SCMS data. The lateral entrainment rates in LES derived from the bulk profiles compare
well with thosederivedfrom theSCMS data. Theirmagnitudes andthedecrease with height
as following from the SCMS data confirm the bulk entrainment rates for shallow cumulus
convection first suggested by Siebesma and Cuijpers (1995). The alternative formulation of
the lateral entrainment rate as a function of the liquid water content and the mean lapse rate
agreeswellwiththeoriginalformbased ontheconservedvariables. Finally,theuseof RF12
datainthesimplified equationfortheverticalvelocity(SimpsonandWiggert, 1969;Gregory,
2001; Siebesma et al.,2002)results in amoreorlessbalanced budgetfor the cloud-average
vertical velocity.
These results give confidence in the credibility of cloud statistics as produced by LES
in general. Despite all the gaps and inaccuracies in the measurements and the associated
unavoidable assumptions in the setup of the case, it appears that the LES concept still
predicts realistic cumulus cloud fields. This supports the intercomparison-studies by the
EUROCS and GCSS working-group 1, in which specific observed cases are simulated
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by many LES and SCM models in order to get more insight in the general problem of
parameterizing cumulus convection. The use of LES results next to measurements in
developing parameterizations significantly adds to the research possibilities. There is full
control over all conditions in the simulated domain. Secondly, in contrast to observations
in real cloud fields all LES data can be reproduced exactly. Finally, LES offers almost
unparallelled statistics, as the three-dimensional fields of the model variables are simulated
athigh spatial andtemporal resolutions.
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Appendix 3.A Cloudsizedensities
For adetailed description of thisprocedure werefer toNeggers et al. (2002b). The sizeof a
cloud (ln) is defined asthe square-root ofthevertically projected areaofthecloud(A p),
In = VAj.

(3.10)

Once the linear sizetn has been defined, we can sort all the clouds by their size and build
histograms. The total number of cloudsN present in the domain at acertain time is defined
bytheintegral ofthecorrespondingcloud numberdensity N:
N= f N{l)dl

(3.11)

where the term N(l) is the number of clouds of size / in the domain. It is convenient to
normalizeN with thetotalnumberofcloudsinthedomain N.
Theprojected cloudfraction of acloudfield(ap) is defined astheratiobetween the area
coveredby allclouds andthetotal areaof thedomain. Thecloud fraction decomposition a p
denotesthecontributiontoap asafunction ofcloud size /, andcanbewritten as

-'(0=^ 2 .

an>
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ThismeansthatonceN isknownap is alsoknown.ap isthensimplytheintegralofap over
thecloud size/,

ap = f ap(l)dl.
Jo
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Chapter 4

Sizestatisticsofcumuluscloud
populationsinlarge-eddy
simulations
Neggers, R.A.J., H.J.J.JonkerandA.P.Siebesma. Acceptedfor publication in theJournal ofthe
Atmospheric Sciences,August 2002.

4.1 Summary
Cloud sizedistributions ofshallow cumuluscloudpopulations arecalculated usingtheLarge-Eddy Simulation (LES)
approach. Arange of different cases is simulated, and the results are compared to observations of real cloud populations. Accordingly the same algorithm is applied as in observational studies using high-altitude photography or
remote sensing.
Thecloud sizedensity of the simulated cloud populations isdescribed wellbyapower-law atthe smaller sizes.
This scaling covers roughly one order of magnitude of cloud sizes, with a power-law exponent of -1.70 which
is comparable to exponents found in observational studies (Cahalan and Joseph, 1989; Kuo et al., 1993; Benner
and Curry, 1998). A sensitivity test for the resolution suggests that the scaling continues at sizes smaller than the
standard grid-spacing. In contrast, on the other end the scaling region is bounded by a distinct scale-break. When
the cloud size is non-dimensionalized by the scale-break size, the cloud size densities of all cases collapse. This
corroborates theidea of auniversal description for thewhole cloud sizedensity, withthe scale-break size astheonly
variable. The intermediate dominating size inthe cloud fraction and massfluxdecompositions isdirectly related to
the presence of the scale-break in thecloud size density. Despite their large number, the smallest clouds contribute
very little to the total vertical mass transport. The intermediate size of the dominating clouds in the cloud fraction
and massfluxisinsensitive tothe resolution ofLES.

4.2 Introduction
Shallow cumuluscloudfields areinhomogeneous andbrokenin structure,andthe individual
clouds are irregular over a wide range of scales. This complicates the parameterization of
the radiative and transport effects of such cloud ensembles in General Circulation Models
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(GCMs) in several ways. Firstly, such cloud populations scatter incoming solar radiation in
all directions. A radiation scheme that has knowledge of the geometrical structure of such
a cloud field is required. Secondly, convection schemes in GCMs are used to predict the
verticaltransport of heat, moisture and momentumbyconvectivecloud fields (e.g.Arakawa
and Schubert, 1974; Tiedfke, 1989; Gregory, 2001). To describe the interaction between
clouds and their environment, entrainment and detrainment rates are used. Many theories
exist ontherelationbetweencloudmixingandcloud size. Accordingly,more observational
evidence is needed about the cloud size distribution, and about the clouds which contribute
most tothecloudfraction andvertical transport.
Theseissues havebeen themotivation behind many observational studies of shallow cumulus cloud populations. Such studies have used aircraft photographic images, radar data,
satellite images and other remote sensing instruments. There have been many efforts to extractafunctional relationforthecloudsizedensity,defined astheprobabilitydensity function
ofthenumberofcloudsasafunction ofcloudsize. Thegoalistofindoutif auniversal functional form exists that contains a minimum but enough non-universal parameters to apply
to all situations. However, there is no agreement on this yet. Several possible candidates
are mentioned in the literature: an exponential (Plank, 1969;Wielicki and Welch, 1986),a
log-normal (Lopez, 1977) and various power-laws (Cahalan and Joseph, 1989; Kuo et al.,
1993;Benner and Curry, 1998). The three studies last mentioned report a scalebreak in the
power-law, which has been related by Cahalan and Joseph (1989) to the largest individual
convective cells which exist in the boundary layer. Nevertheless, Lopez (1977)pointed out
that noanalysis of observationalresultshas yetbeen abletoexclude anyofthese candidates
for certain.
Concerningthecloudfraction, smallcumuluscloudsarethemostnumerousinthepopulationbutcoverarelativelylittleareaindividually. Ontheotherhand,largecloudsindividually
cover a large areabut seldom occur. Due to this trade-off between cloud number and cloud
size, it is not known a priori what size clouds contribute most to the total cloud fraction of
the population. Observational evidence was presented by Plank (1969) using photographs
of cumulus cloud fields overFloridataken from aircraft, andby Wielicki and Welch (1986)
using Land-Sat images. In all cases, an intermediate size between the largest and smallest
sizepresent inthepopulation dominated thecloud fraction. Thedominating sizevaries over
the cumulus scenes studied, but is always well-defined and intermediate. Closely related to
thecloud areais the vertical massflux by acloud,being theproductof cloud area and cloud
verticalvelocity (ArakawaandSchubert, 1974;Tiedtke, 1989).Knowledgeoftheverticalvelocities inside clouds is required to calculate mass flux distributions. Measurements of both
the cloud diameter and the vertical velocity of individual clouds can beprovided by aircraft
trajectories through cumulus clouds (e.g.Warner, 1970b, 1977;Raga et al., 1990;Barnes et
al., 1996)or radar measurements (e.g.Lehrmitte, 1987;Knight and Miller, 1998;French et
al., 1999;Kollias etal.,2001).However,thenumberof cloudsmeasured withthese methods
is typically much smaller than the number captured by satellite images, which complicates
thecalculationofreliablecloud sizedensities.
Due to improved supercomputer capacity over the last decades, Large Eddy Simulation
(LES)hasbecomeanothertooltostudyboundarylayerclouds. TheLESconcepthas several
useful advantages which observational data can not offer. Firstly, it canbe used to simulate
detailed, time-dependent, full three-dimensional fields of the thermodynamic variables and
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(vertical) momentum. For example, mass flux distributions as a function of cloud size can
be calculated easily in LES. Secondly, it offers unparallelled statistics because the number
and duration of the simulations are only limited by the ever growing supercomputer capacity. Thirdly and most importantly, all conditions of the simulated case are exactly denned
and completely controlled by the user, which enables the reproduction of obtained results
for similar settings. This makes LES useful for studying the impact of certain key variables
which are thought to be relevant in the problem. It is therefore ideal to test hypotheses or
parameterizations for GCMs. Several LES inter-comparison studies by the GEWEX Cloud
Systems StudiesWorking-group 1(GCSSWG1)haveshownthatLESisrobust inreproducingthebulkverticalturbulenttransportofthecloudensemble(Siebesmaetal.,2002;Stevens
etal.,2001;Brownetal.,2002).
In spite of alltheseadvantages,LES is still anumerical model, andthequestion remains
ifLESrealistically resolves theindividualcloudswhicharemost importantforthe projected
cloud fraction and mass flux. More insight into this problem can be obtained by studying
theproperties of simulated clouds andcomparethemto observations of real clouds. Forexample, Xu and Randall (2001)compared the updrafts and downdrafts in cumulus clouds as
simulated by a cloud resolving model to aircraft observations. Siebesma and Jonker (2000)
showed that the fractal dimension of individualcloud boundaries arein excellent agreement
withobservations (Lovejoy, 1982).However,tocharacterize wholecloudpopulations, cloud
sizedistributions havetobeused. Oneoftheearliest attempts todothis inLESis described
byBenistonandSommeria(1981),butthentheresultswerestillhamperedbyacoarseresolution. Themostrecent studyof simulatedcloud sizedistributionsusingLESwaspublishedby
Brown (1999b),whoevaluatedthe sensitivity of thecloud sizedistributions tothe numerical
resolution.
This study critically compares the cloud size densities produced by LES tothose of observed natural cloudfieldsas reported in the literature. Toenable a straightforward comparison,exactly the samemethodisused inderivingthecloud sizedensities, anda comparable
numberof cloudsis sampled. Several different shallowcumuluscases aresimulated, andthe
results are used to study the universality of the functional form thought to be applicable to
thecloud sizedensity. Tothispurpose,typicalrelevant scales aresearchedinordertoreduce
the problem of reconstructing the cloud size density to a minimum number of parameters.
Furthermore,theunderlyingrelationsbetweenthecloudsizedensity andthe decompositions
of the cloud fraction and mass flux with cloud size are used to investigate which cloud size
contributesmosttotheseproperties.Finally,somesensitivitytestsareperformed tostudythe
impact ontheseresults of severalnumericalfeatures andofthevertical wind-shear.
TheLES modelused inthisstudyandthecumuluscases simulated aredescribed briefly
in section 4.3. The necessary definitions and the method are presented in section 4.4. The
results aregiveninsection4.5, andarediscussed in section4.6.

4.3 The LESmodeland case descriptions
A detailed description of the LES model used in this study is given by Cuijpers and
Duynkerke(1993),therefore onlyashortdescriptionwillbegivenhere.ThegoverningequationsforhighReynolds-numberatmosphericflowareappliedtoalimited three-dimensional
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domainandfilteredatacertainlength-scaleintheinertialsubrangeofturbulence. Theresulting discretized equations are solved using acentered difference advection scheme and time
integration isperformed. The sub-grid model uses aprognostic equation forthe turbulent
kinetic energyon sub-grid scales. The sub-grid length-scale ^oisrelated tothe grid-spacing,
£o ~ (AxAyAz)3. Closetothesurface €oistakenproportionaltotheheightabovethe surface.
The sub-grid length scaleisalsocorrectedfor stable conditions.
Three different shallow cumulus cases areselected for simulation. Each LES caseis
based onthemeasurements andobservationsmadeduringthemeasurement-campaign of the
corresponding name. Anoverview ofthe vertical profiles ofall cases is given in Fig.4.1.
For the details ofthe simulations see Table 4.1. The first case isbased onBOMEX during
which steady statecumulusconvectionwas observedfor aperiodofseveraldays. Adetailed
description can be found inSiebesma and Cuijpers (1995). The convection in the boundary
layer isdriven by surface fluxes, the latent and sensible heat fluxes being 150and 8W/m 2
respectively. Adrywell-mixed layeristoppedbyaconditionally unstablecloudlayer,which
in turn iscapped by a stable Trade-wind inversion (see Fig.4.1a). Aprescribed large scale
subsidenceattheinversion causesdryingandwarmingintheLEScase,balancing themoistening and cooling effect oftheclouds. An ensembleof10BOMEX runsis performed, each
member initialized with adifferently randomnized initial temperature profile which causes
theruns tobe statistically independent. The first three hoursofeach simulation are considLES BOMEX
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Figure 4.1 Overview ofthe vertical profiles oftotal specific humidity qt and liquid waterpotential
temperature6/ofa)theBOMEXcase,b)theARMcaseandc)theSCMScase.Theinitialprofiles
aredrawnassolidlines,subsequent hourly averagesoftheLESsimulationshaveadifferent style
asindicatedbythelegend.
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Figure4.2 Timeseriesofa)theheightsofcloud topandcloudbaseandb)thesurfacefluxesduring
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fluxes. LocaltimeisUTCminus6hours. TheheightofthelevelofminimumbuoyancyfluxZ„QV
isalsoplottedina)toindicatethedepthofthedryconvectiveboundarylayer.Atabout01:00UTC
thecumulusconvectionbreaksdowntotally.
ered asthestartup phase inwhich thesystem hadtofind its steady state equilibrium. This
results inabout 4 •104sampled clouds, which makes thestatistical quality ofthe resulting
histograms comparabletoobservational studies,which aretypicallybasedon104 clouds.
The second case is based on observations on August 5th, 1995of the Small Cumulus
andMicro-physics Study(SCMS).ThiscloudmeasurementcampaigntookplacenearCocoa
beach, Florida. Onthis day,strong cumulus convection was observed over land. Theinitial
profiles arebasedonflightlegsmadeduringtheafternoon, duringwhichthetemperatureand
humidity ofthecloud-free atmospherewas measuredupto4km. Thecloudlayer was about
1.5kmthickandwasdeepeningwithtime,seeFigAlb. Thesurface latentandsensible heat
fluxeswere set constant in time at300and 150W/m 2respectively. Note that the sensible
heat fluxis about twenty times larger than that ofthe BOMEX case. Thegeostrophic wind
forcing was (-4,4)m/sinthezonal andmeridional direction,andfairly constant with height.
The friction velocity atthesurface was0.18 m/s. Thestronger surface fluxes compared to
the BOMEX case cause more vigorous vertical transport bytheclouds. Consequently, this
case is suitable foruseina sensitivity test onthedomain size used inLES. When chosen
too small,thedimensionsofthe domainatsome stage limit further growthofthe maximum
cloud sizeinthespectrum.
Finally, the thirdVase is based on development of shallow cumulus over land such as
observed on June 21st, 1997at the Southern Great Plains (SGP)site in Oklahoma ofthe
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case

grid spacing [m]

domain
size [km]

Ax,Ay

Az

LxiLy

BOMEX
reference
high resolution
low resolution
high shear2x
no shearOx

50
25
100
50
50

40
»»
»*
»»

6.4

SCMS
reference
largedomain
small domain
ARM
diurnal cycle

LZ

SH

55

55

55

55

55

»5

55

55

50
100
25

40

5

»>

6.4
12.8
3.2

66.67

40

6.4

4.4

8

150

numberof
sampled
clouds

SL

3

»»

3>

surface fluxes
[W/m2]

150

300

140
500
max. atnoon

36.776
25.417
22.652
18.379
20.542

20.268
16.404
18.118

35.137
wholeday

Table4.1 Overviewofthedetailsofthesimulationsofallcases. Ax,Ay andAz arethegrid-spacings
on the three spatial axes, and L*,Lyand Lz are the corresponding dimensions of the simulated
domain. SHandSLstandforthesensibleandlatentheatfluxatthesurface. Every5minutesa3D
instantaneousfieldwassampledfor clouds. Toobtain sufficient statistics,morethanonerunwas
performed,usingadifferently randomnized initialtemperatureprofile.
Atmospheric Radiative Measurement (ARM) program. This case has been designed for an
LES inter-comparison study of GCSS (Brownet al.,2002). Adiurnalcycle was observed in
a cumulus topped convectiveboundary layer overland. Radiosonde soundings, surface flux
measurements and cloud radar observations were made on this day. This case is initialized
at 11:30UTC around sunset with a stable boundary layer, see Fig.4.1c and Fig.4.2. During
the morning the surface fluxes increase to a maximum at 19:00UTC, and as a result a dry
convective boundary layer develops. Above this layer a conditionally unstable cloud layer
forms at about 14:30UTC whichdeepens withtime. Itis interesting to study how the cloud
populationreactstothedeepeningcloudlayer andthechanging surface fluxes inthiscase.
Fewer clouds could be sampled in the SCMS and ARM cases compared to BOMEX,
because they are not in steady state, and the sampling period per run was therefore kept
relatively short.
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Figure4.3 Severaldifferent measuresofasinglecumuluscloud,showninaschematicverticalcrosssection.

4.4 Definitions
The cloud size distribution of cumulus cloud populations is denned as the integral over a
probability density function (pdf). Thispdf, alsoknownasacloudsizedensity, istheprobability ofoccurrenceofacloudofacertain size. Cloud sizedecompositionscanbe calculated
for some important properties which characterize the population, i.e. the cloud fraction and
theverticalmassflux asafunction of cloud size.
Analgorithmhastobedefined toextractcloud sizedensities from simulatedcloud fields
produced by LES. The method of deriving them will be kept as close as possible to those
of previous observational studies, in order to be able to compare the LES results to data of
real cloud populations. Each cloud («) in the population is first given a unique linear size
(£„). Although seemingly trivial, this is an important subject as there are many options for
the definition of the 'size' of a cloud (seeFig.4.3). The most simple definition is to take the
squarerootoftheareaofthecross-section ofacloudatacertainheight. Butwhenusingtwodimensional (projected) images of real cloud fields taken from high altitudes, the vertically
projected areaAn ofacloudnhastobeused.

4 = VA%

(4.1)

As there have been many analyses of satellite images in the past, we want to compare the
LESresultstothesestudies andaccordingly weprefer tousethis definition.
Oncethelinear size£„hasbeendefined, wecan sort allthecloudsbytheir sizeandbuild
histograms. This algorithm is described in detail in Appendix A, only the most important
definitions will be mentioned at this point. The total number of clouds N present in the
domain at a certain time is denned by the integral of the corresponding cloud size density
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N(l):
N= f N(l)dl
Jo
where the term N(l) is the number of clouds of size / in the domain. The cloud fraction
of a cloud field is defined as the ratio between the area covered by all clouds and the total
area of thedomain. From verticalprojections of real cumulus cloud fields as observed from
high altitudes, only the verticallyprojected cloud fraction ap can be derived, defined as the
integral ofthecloudfraction decomposition ap overthecloud size /,

(4.2)

ap = f ap(l)dl.
(4.3)
Jo
The cloud fraction decomposition ap denotes the contribution to ap as a function of cloud
size /, andcanbewritten as
l
aP{l)
(4

= lMl_

.4)

L'x'-j

where Lx and Lyare the horizontal dimensions of the domain. This means that once N is
knownap is alsoknown.
Another property often studied is the cloud fraction at one height a(z), defined as the
horizontal area covered by clouds at height z divided by the total area of the domain. This
cantypicallybederivedfrom datameasuredbyaircraftflyingthroughcumulusclouds.Evaluating a(z) at different heights using cloud size densities gives information about the most
important clouds for thecloud fraction as a function of height. The definition of the heightdependent cloud fraction decomposition a(l,z) is comparable to (4.4) and (4.3), the only
difference isthat N isnowcalculated for anumberofdifferent heightranges.
Theverticalmassfluxassociated withacloudpopulationisusuallydefined astheproduct
of thecloud fraction andthecloud-averagevertical velocityw,
m(z)=a(z) w(z).

(4.5)

Themassfluxdecompositionn(l,z) atheightz isdefined as

i{z) = fn(l,z)dl,
mi

n{l,z)=a(l,z)w(l,z),

(4.6)

Jo
where w(z,I) is the average vertical velocity of the clouds of size I at height z. In order to
reach a height-independent definition of the mass flux, we introduce an average mass-flux
overthedepthof thecloud layer,

(4.7)
m = r»{l)dl, n{l) =1 / n{l,z)dz
Jo
hc Jhc
wherehc isthedepthofthecloudlayer. Topreventacloudfrombeingrepresentedin different
bins at different levels when calculating /i(l) using (4.7), the clouds are sorted using the
same size at all heights, namely its vertically projected area (see (4.1)). In this way,n{l) is
analogous to ap(l).
Itislikelythatap(l) differs from a(l,z), ascloudoverlaphasasignificant impact. Brown
(1999b) calculated cloud fraction decompositions at one height in BOMEX using LES. In
contrast, we will concentrate on the vertically projected fields to enable a straightforward
comparison tosatellite data.
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4.5 Results
In order to critically compare the cloud populations produced by LES tohigh-resolution
observations of real cloud populations, the cloud size densities need to be characterized by
fitting oneof thefunctions proposed intheliterature. Subsequently theresulting parameters
canbecomparedtotheobservedvalues.
As mentioned in the introduction, there have been many efforts to extract a functional
relation for the cloud size density from observations of natural cloud populations,but there
is no agreement on this yet. An early proposed functional form is the exponential (Plank,
1969; Wielicki and Welch, 1986). Lopez (1977) suggested the log-normal function. The
most frequently mentioned proposition in recent years isthe power-law (e.g. Cahalan and
Joseph, 1989;Kuo et al., 1993;Benner and Curry, 1998). Accordingly, to the purpose of a
comparisonofLESresultswithrecentobservationsasquantitatively aspossible,wealsouse
thepower-lawfunctional form, dennedby
N(l)=alb.

(4.8)

A scale-break is defined as the cloud size at which this functional relation breaks down, or
in other words the size where the exponent b suddenly changes. The match between LES
and observations in terms of theparameters resulting from power-law fits onthedensities is
agoodindication ofhowrealistic the simulatedcloudpopulationsactually are.
All histograms presented in this section were obtained by sorting in equidistant bins on
a linear £axis. However, the cloud size density N is normally plotted using log-log axes,
for better visualization. The relationship between the histogram A f o n a linear and ona
logarithmic /-axisis givenby
N*(logl) =N(l)^=l\nlON(l).
dlogl

(4.9)

Note that ifN(l) isapower-law, N*(logZ) isalso apower-law but with the exponent increasedby 1.

4.5.1 Cloudsizedensities
Figure 4.4a showsthehistogram of the cloud size densityN * for the simulated cases based
onARM,BOMEX and SCMS.Each case is simulated using the same domain size andapproximately the sameresolution. N*is normalized by the total numberof clouds (AT) in the
domain. What immediately catches the eye is the collapse of the three histograms for the
smaller clouds. In all cases the slope of the density is approximately constant ina range of
sizes ofmorethan oneorderofmagnitudewide. This suggests thatinthisregionthedensity
is well represented by apower-law function with anegativeexponent. The other functional
forms are less likely to apply inthis region, as both log-normal (Lopez, 1977) and exponential (Wielicki andWelch, 1986)functions havenon-constantderivatives and intermediate
maxima inaloglog plot.
Accordingly,alinear least-squares fit is applied to the scaling range of sizes boundedby
thegrid-spacingononeend andadistinctscale-breakontheother,seeFig.4.4a.Theslopeof
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the density is -0.70, somewhat largerthanthevalueof -0.89 found byCahalan andJoseph
(1989) for remote sensed real clouds. The value of -0.70 corresponds by formula (4.9)
to b = —1.70in (4.8). Benner and Curry (1998) calculated power-law exponents of many
tropical shallow cumulus cloud populations, and found it to be on average —1.98for the
smallerclouds,with somespread aroundthis value.Therefore, consideringboththevalueof
thepower-lawexponentatthesmallersizesandthepresenceofascalebreak,these simulated
cloud populations using LES seem realistic. Figure 4.4b further emphasizes the robustness
ofthetypical slopeofthecloud sizedensitybelowthe scale-breakinLES.
The projected cloud fraction decomposition ap is uniquely determined by the number
density N, because itis simply aproductof N andtheprojected areaI2, see(4.4). Dividing
by the total number of clouds (A0makes the cloud fraction decompositions collapse at the
smaller cloud sizes, see Fig.4.5a and b. The power-law behaviour of the densities is even
moreprofound inthis figure. The intermediate maximum in a p is located at theposition of
the scale-break inN. Thefact thatap andN are soclosely relatedandbehave so uniformly
inthe three simulated cases, supports theideathat they can be parameterized by a universal
functional form. Knowledge of the position of the scale-break andthe power-law exponent
enables the reproduction of the cloud size density and the projected cloud fraction decomposition, at least for the cloud sizes smaller than the scale-break. The power-law exponent
seems to be rather robust over all cases, but in contrast the scale-break size differs considerably, seeTable4.2. During the ARM case,the location of the scale-break also progresses
towards larger sizes with time,reaching amaximum in the afternoon. One might think that
the suddenbreakinthescalingatthelargercloud sizesis aresult of insufficient statistics,as
theverylargecloudsseldomoccur. However,aconvergencetest (notshown)madeclearthat
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Figure4.5 Thenormalizedprojected cloudfraction decomposition aP */Nofa)theBOMEX,SCMS
andARMcases,andofb)subsequent stagesinthediurnalcycleoftheARMcase. Thelinearfit
correspondingtoFigure4.4ausing(4.4)isalsoplottedasasolidline.
this is notthecase: improving the statistical quality ofthehistogram byincreasing thenumber of sampled cloudsdoesnotaffect theposition of the scale-break, nordoesthe histogram
changeatthe sizes abovethebreak.
Theseresultssuggestthatthescale-breaksizeistheonlyrelevantlength-scaleinthecloud
sizedensity. Therefore wefurther scalethecloud sizedensities bynon-dimensionalizingthe
cloud sizewiththescale-breaksize(seeFig. 4.6).Thedata-collapseinthisfigureofallcases
overall sizescorroboratestheideaof auniversaldescriptionofthewholecloud size density,
alsoabovethescalebreak. Inthisregionclearly anotherexponentapplies,orperhaps evena
Case

BOMEX
SCMS
ARM 15-16UTC
ARM 16-17UTC
ARM 17-18UTC
ARM 18-19UTC
ARM 19-20UTC

Scale-break
size [m]

700
1050
400
700
1000
1100
1250

Table4.2 Thepositionofthescale-breakinthecloudsizedensitiesoftheBOMEX,SCMSandARM
case.
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Figure 4.6 Thenormalized cloud sizedensity N*/N of the BOMEX,SCMSand ARMcases. The
cloudsize(.onthehorizontal axisisdividedbythescale-break size£j.Thedottedlinemarksthe
scale-break.
totally different functional form. Nevertheless, Fig.4.6illustrates that the scale-break sizeis
theonly variable. Which mechanism controls theoccurrenceof the scale-break size is akey
question that stillremains open after this study. Theresults ontheARM case might suggest
that the depth ofthe (sub)cloud-layer plays arole (see also Fig.4.2). Cahalan and Joseph
(1989) suggestedthatthe scale-break sizeis related tothe largest individual convectivecells
which exist inthe boundary layer. Another possible mechanism was discussed byJonker et
al. (1999a). Inthis LES study the important role of(fluctuations in) the specific humidity
fieldwasrevealedbyfiltering outthelargescalehumidityfluctuations inthesub-cloud layer.
Thisimmediately hadadramaticeffect onthetypical cloud size ofthe population.

4.5.2 Dominationbyintermediatesizedclouds
Figure 4.7a shows the same projected cloud fraction decompositions, but now plotted nonnormalized with linear axes (acommon format inmany presentations ofobservational results). The total projected cloud fraction ap ineach caseisthe surface covered by the histogram (seeTable4.3).Alsointhisfigurethecloudsof anintermediate sizecontributemost
toap in allthreecases. Thefact thatthe dominating sizeisintermediate results from the existence ofthe scale-breakinN, whichisclosely relatedtoap, see (4.4).IfN wereasimple
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[%]

m
[m/s]

14.15
26.72
23.27

0.015
0.060
0.043

Case

BOMEX
SCMS
ARM 19-20UTC

Table4.3 Thetotalprojected cloudcoveraP andthetotal massfluxmfor theBOMEX,SCMSand
ARMcase.
power-law withexponentbwithouta scale-break,then

a"{I)~ /

(6+2)

b < —2 dominationbythe
smallest clouds
b > —2 dominationby the
largest clouds

(4.10)

Instead, in accordance with observations we do find a scale-break, with b = —1.70below
and b < —2 above the scale-break size. This implies that ap(l) increases with Ibelow the
scale-breakanddecreasesaboveit: henceadominatingsizewhichisintermediate. Againthis
shows that the existence of the scale-break in N is essential for thepresence of an intermediate dominating size in ap. Knowledge of theposition of the scale-break directly gives the
dominating sizeintheprojected cloud fraction andviceversa. Thisintermediate dominating
size is alsotypically found intheprojected cloud fraction decomposition of real shallow cumuluscloudfields (Plank, 1969;Wielicki andWelch, 1986).ItillustratesthatLESresolvesa
cloud population with characteristics comparable tonature. The one-gridbox-cloudsin LES
seemtocoversomewhattoomuchareaaswouldbeexpectedfrom theseobservations,which
typically show ap to be converging to zero for the smallest clouds. This is probably caused
bythenumerics ofthemodel(seenextsection).
In the mass-flux decomposition /i(l) as shown in Fig.4.7c the dominating size is even
betterdefined, although shifted somewhattowardsthelarger sizescomparedtothe projected
cloud fraction decomposition. This results from the fact that the mass flux is the product
of the projected cloud fraction and the cloud-average vertical velocity (see Fig.4.7b). The
smallest clouds in the spectrum contribute close to nothing to the vertical transport, mainly
becauseoftheir verylowverticalvelocities.
Moreinsightintheroleofthesmallestcloudsmaybeobtainedfrom Fig.4.8. Itshowsthe
vertical profiles of the contribution of clouds larger than a certain size to the cloud fraction
a(z) and the related massfluxm(z). At cloud-base (z=600m) the clouds smaller than 200m
indeed contribute the most. At greater heights the larger clouds become much more important. This reflects thepresence of the numerous small clouds near cloud base which do not
rise very far into the cloud layer. The smallest clouds contribute very little to the massflux,
except at cloud base where their large number somewhat compensates their low vertical velocities. Thelargestcloudsevenshowaslightlyincreasingmassfluxwithheight,duetotheir
approximately constantfraction (seeFig.4.8a) andincreasing verticalvelocity with height.
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Figure4.7 CloudsizedecompositionsoftheBOMEX,SCMSandARMcaseofa)theprojectedcloud
fraction ap andc)theverticalmassflux/J. Figureb)showsthecloud-averageverticalvelocitywas
afunction ofcloudsize.

4.5.3 Sensitivitytoresolution
Theresultsdiscussedpreviouslyinthissectionwereobtainedwithsimulationsusingonlyone
particular numerical configuration. Therefore, several aspects of the numerics are altered to
investigate whether the sizedistributions arerobust with respect tochanges in discretization
ornot.Firstly,theinfluenceofthehorizontalgrid-spacingisstudiedbyperforming additional
runs with horizontal grid-spacings of 25m and 100m, retaining the domain size. Fig.4.9a
illustrates that the smallest clouds are always the most numerous. The scaling seems to
continueateversmallersizes,whichfurther supportstheuseofthepower-lawfunction forthe
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Figure4.8 Verticalprofiles of thecumulativecloud sizedecompositions of a)cloud fraction a(/,z)
andb)massflux^(/,z).Thecumulativedecompositionisthesumofallbinsofthesizeslargerthan
acertainvaluelc, asindicatedinthelegend.
amax
aP
gP
Specifics of
m
amax
simulation
[%]
[m/s]
[%]

Ax=100m
Ac= 50m
Ax= 25m

14.48
14.15
16.41

5.85
5.57
6.12

2.48
2.54
2.68

0.0127
0.0145
0.0162

Oxshear
lx shear
2x shear

13.04
14.15
19.38

6.58
5.57
6.36

1.98
2.54
3.04

0.0145
0.0145
0.0149

Table4.4 Thetotalprojected cloudfraction ap,themaximumcloudfraction a"""inthecloudlayer,
theirratio,andthetotal massfluxmfor severalBOMEXsimulations. Thefirstthreesimulations
hadadifferent horizontalresolution,thelastthreehadavaryingwind-shear.
cloud size density below thescale-break. Nevertheless,atleast oneextraorderof magnitude
of small cloud sizes is needed to get some certainty about this. This would require a gridspacingofabout 1 or2minLES,aresolutionwhichisexpectedtobemanageableinthenear
future.
With decreasing grid-spacing each one-gridbox cloud also contributes less to the total
cloud fraction because its area is smaller. This counteracts the observed increasing number
of smallest clouds. A priori it is not known which of these two processes dominates, or in
other words, if the cloud fraction decomposition converges to small values for the smallest
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Figure 4.9 The a)cloud size densities N* and the size decompositions ofb) the projected cloud
fraction ap andc)themassflux/jforLESrunsoftheBOMEXcasewithhorizontal grid-distances
of25m, 50mand100m.
clouds with increasing resolution. Figure 4.9b illustrates that ap converges towards zero
at thesmallest cloud size with increasing resolution. Asaconsequence, theintermediate
dominating sizebecomesbetterdenned. Butthemost importantthingisthatits intermediate
position aswell asitsamplitude areinvariant inthis range ofgrid-spacings. Even in the
simulation with the very coarse grid-spacingof100/n,whichis closetothedominating size
in the cloud fraction and which isalso usedinthe GCSS caseofBOMEX (Siebesma etal.:
Large-eddysimulationintercomparisonstudyofshallowcumulusconvection.SubmittedtoJ.
Atmos. Sci.), thedominating cloudshavethe same size. Alsonote thatthelargest cloud size
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Figure4.10 Thecloud sizedecompositions ofa)theprojected cloudfraction ofandb)themass flux
fjforthreeLES runsoftheSCMScasewithhorizontaldomain-sizesof3.2km, 6.4km and12.8fcm,
averagedoverthe3dhourofsimulation.
produced by LESisrobustinthis rangeofresolutions. Ingeneral the conclusion is that the
shape ofthe cloud fraction decomposition is unaffected by changes ofgrid-spacings inthis
range.
Table 4.4shows that thechanges intheprojected cloud fraction andinthemaximum
cloud fraction atany level inthecloud layer are notsystematic. However, thetotal cloud
mass flux seems toincrease with improving resolution. Asmaller grid-spacing makesthe
LES model resolve the dynamics onincreasingly smaller scales, but note that the smallest
clouds are not responsible forthe increase inmass flux: thelargest differences are caused
by the clouds ofsizes equaltothe dominating size orlarger. The histogram ofAx=25min
Fig.4.9band9cclearly isnot smoothand shows significant peaksatthelargest sizes. Larger
cloudsoccurlessfrequently, andwhentheperiodofaveragingistooshortthiscauses scatter
in the cloud size density which increases with cloud size. Only afew high-resolution runs
couldbeperformed dueto limited available CPU-simulation time. Furthermore,The impact
ofthisincreasingscatterwithsizeinthecloudsizedensityonthedecompositionsofthecloud
fraction and mass flux isfurther amplified by the fact that larger clouds also coveralarger
areaindividually. Tosummarize,theimpactofscattercausedbybad statistics increases with
cloud size. This isclearly visibleinFig.4.9b and 9c. The increaseinmassfluxis therefore
likelyaresult ofdeteriorating statistics atthelargestcloudsizes withimproving resolution.

4.5.4 Sensitivitytodomainsize
Another numerical aspect which may affect the size densities isthe dimension ofthe simulated domain. Three simulations areperformed usingtheSCMS conditions,their horizontal
domain sizes being 3.2km, 6.4km and 12.8km. The number ofgrid-boxes inthe horizontal was kept constant at 128x128. This means that the resolution decreases with increasing
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domain size, but from Fig.4.9 we conclude that the potential effect of the domain size on
thedensitiesprobably overwhelmsthoseoftheresolution. Thecloud sizedecompositions in
Fig.4.10illustrate that the largest clouds of the undisturbed 12.8kmdomain run are missing
in the spectrum of the 3.2km run, which indicates that the growth of the largest cloud size
with time is already limited by this very small domain size in the third hour of simulation.
Also,thedominating sizesintheprojected cloudfraction andmassfluxdecompositionshave
shifted tothelargest cloud size. Wemayconcludethattheindividual cloudswhichmakeup
thepopulationare seriously affected if thedomain size ischosen too small.

4.5.5 Effects ofvertical wind-shear
Vertical shear of the horizontal wind in the cloud layer may influence the position of the
dominating sizeinthesizedecompositions,astiltingofcloudsincreasestheirprojected area.
Several runs are performed using the BOMEX basic setup with an altered wind-shear over
theboundarylayer,from zerototwicethestandardBOMEX initialwind profile. Asmay be
expected,enhancingthetiltingofcloudswithheightbyintensifying thewind shear increases
theprojected sizeofacloudandtherefore broadensthecloud sizedensity (seeFig.4.1la). As
aresult,thetotalprojectedcloudfraction getslarger(seeTable4.4).Thisisinagreementwith
the results of the study on the effects of shear by Brown (1999a). Note that the changes in
total cloud fraction by shear are significantly larger than theimpact ofchanges in resolution
in these ranges. Brown (1999a) reported a shift of the cloud size density to smaller cloud
sizes with increasing resolution. The heights of the clouds were not affected, which means
that the aspect ratio of cloud width over depth is smaller, implying less cloud overlap. This
would make the cloud fraction decomposition more sensitive to wind-shear. However, we
cannotobservesuchashift tothesmallersizeswithincreasingresolution (seeFig.4.9a),and
based onthisresult wedonotexpectthattheimpact of shear isdependentonthe resolution.
Figure4.1la illustrates that the position of the scale-break is quite dependent on the intensity ofthewind-shear. Asaconsequence,thecloselyrelatedintermediatedominating size
intheprojected cloudfraction andmassfluxdecompositions alsochanges(seeFig.4.1lb and
c). This increasing scale-break size is caused by the tilting of the clouds: the change of the
maximumcloudsizeisapproximatelyproportionaltothechangeofthescale-break size. The
existence of the scale-break itself is controlled by something else, as discussed earlier. The
presence of wind-shear in the cloud layer only complicates the relation between the exact
scale-break size and the process which determines its occurrence in the first place, such as
perhapstheboundarylayerheight.
Whilethegeometryoftheindividualcloudsisaffected bythewind-shear,thetotalvertical
massfluxremains approximately constant in all cases (see the area under the histograms in
F i g A l l c and Table 4.4). The vertical turbulent mixing by the clouds tends to destroy the
conditional instability in the cloud layer. This is not altered by a different wind-shear. The
shapeof thecloudsitself may change byincreasing the shear,butthetotal vertical transport
associated withthecloudfieldsremainsthesame.

4.5.6 Comparisontoanother LESstudy
Brown (1999b)reported cloud sizedecompositions inLES which shifted to smaller sizesby
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Figure4.11 Thecloud sizedensitiesanddecompositions ofthreedifferent LES runsof the BOMEX
case, in which the initialprofile of thehorizontal wind is multiplied by 0, 1and 2at alllevels,
respectively. Figure a) showsthe normalized cloud sizedensities N*/N,andb)and c) showthe
sizedecompositionsofthe projectedcloudfraction aP andthemassfluxju.ThelinearfitofFigure
4.4aisalsoplottedina)asasolidline.
increasingthehorizontalresolution. Thisisin sharpcontrastwiththeresultspresentedhere,
in whichno shifting takesplace: thedominating sizeisrobust andthelargest cloud sizes are
found tobeinsensitivetoresolution. What istheexplanationfor thesedifferences? Notethat
the methods differ attwo major points. First, Brown (1999b)derived cloud fraction decompositionsatonelevel, whilewecomputeprojected cloudfraction decompositions. Secondly,
hecalculatedcloudsizesfrom thecross-sectionalareasof the cloudsatthatparticularheight,
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Figure4.12 Thea)cloudsizedensityN* andb)thecloudfraction decomposition of atz=900mfor
theBOMEXcase,for threedifferent horizontal resolutions. Thecloud sizesl(z) werecalculated
from thecross-sectional areasoftheclouds atthatlevel. Thecloud sizedensity of Fig.4.9awith
Ax= 50/nisalsoplottedforcomparison.
while in this analysis each cloud has one size, namely the square-root of its vertically projected area (see Fig.4.3). Thevertical projected areaof acloud takes into account the tilting
of clouds by horizontal wind shear and also the typical heterogeneity of the cumulus cloud
boundary (Lovejoy, 1982; Cahalan and Joseph, 1989; Benner and Curry, 1998; Siebesma
and Jonker, 2000). This method is exactly the same asused in satellite image analyses, and
is chosen here to enable a straightforward comparison between the LES results and these
observationalresults.
In order to compare our results with the results of Brown (1999b), we also applied the
method he used to the cloud fields as produced by our model. One particular level in the
cloud layer in BOMEX is chosen for evaluation, at z=900m. Figure 4.12a illustrates that
the cloud size densities produced by the two different methods are very different: when
using the projected cloud area, more small clouds and larger cloud sizes are obtained, and
the cloud size density decays more rapidly with cloud size. Small clouds can exist at all
levels inthecloud layer, while the largest clouds typically can be asdeep as the cloud-layer
itself. Therefore, when vertically projecting the cloud fractions at all heights 'onto' one
projected cloud fraction, the number of smaller clouds becomes very large. This results in
thetypicalnegativepower-lawexponentinthecloudsizedensityasfound forprojected cloud
fields. Figure 4.12b shows the cloud fraction decompositions at z=900m, using the method
ofBrown (1999b).Itisclearthatthisdecompositionalsodoesnotshift tosmallersizeswhen
thehorizontal resolution of the simulations is increased: the maximum cloud size as well as
the intermediatedominating sizearerobust inthisrangeofresolutions.
The remarkable different behaviour of the cloud size densities in these two LES studies may be due to different statistics. Many subsequent cloud fields are needed to sample
the clouds with largest sizes and time scales sufficiently. The histograms in this LES study
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are always based on about 104 clouds or more, which is a number typically captured by
high-resolution satellite images. The cloud size densities presented earlier in this paper are
calculatedwiththesamemethodasappliedinmanyobservationalstudies,andwefound their
power-law exponentand scalebreaktoberealistic. Thisgivesusconfidence inthe statistical
quality ofthehistograms aspresented here.
Anotherexplanation for thedifferent sensitivity tohorizontalresolution canbetheuseof
different types of sub-grid scale (SGS) models. The SGS model plays a significant role in
the mixing processes between the clouds and their environment, and might therefore have
an impact on the cloud size density. The KNMI LES model uses a prognostic sub-grid
TKE equation, while a version of the Smagorinsky model is applied in the LES model of
Brown (1999b). Stevens et al. (1999) reported that in smoke cloud simulations the use of a
Smagorinsky type SGS model results in a much higher sensitivity of the entrainmentfluxes
totheeffective resolutionwhencomparedtoaprognosticTKESGSmodel. Thisisduetothe
capacity ofthelattermodeltocompensatetheSGSeddyviscosity forchangeswhich leadto
a smaller resolved entrainment flux, because the same changes simultaneously enhance the
buoyant production of subgrid TKE.This feedback mechanism may also apply tothe SGSand resolved entrainment into simulated cumulus clouds, and can therefore be responsible
for the observed smaller sensitivity inthe KNMILES model tohorizontal resolution. These
issues needtobeinvestigated inmoredetail infuture studies.

4.6 Discussion and Conclusions
Themainconclusionofthisstudyisthattheshallowcumuluscloudpopulationsproducedby
LES matchnaturalpopulationsatseveralimportantpoints. The simulatedcloud sizedensity
is well described by a power-law for the smaller clouds, with an exponent of -1.70. The
scalingbreaksdownatacertaincloud size,abovewhichthenumberdensityquicklyfalls off.
The sensitivity test for the horizontal resolution suggests that this scaling continues at sizes
smallerthanthetypical grid-spacingofpresent-day LES,although atleastoneextraorderof
magnitudeofcloud sizesisneededtoactuallyproof this. TheseLESresults strongly support
thepower-laws and scale-breaks observedby Cahalan andJoseph (1989),Kuoet al. (1993)
and Benner and Curry (1998), and give no evidence for the exponential function (Wielicki
and Welch, 1986) or the log-normal function (Lopez, 1977). In conclusion, the observed
power law for the smaller cumulus cloud populations appears tobe an important and robust
geometricalfingerprint.Therefore aquantitativephysicalexplanationforthisbehaviourisan
outstanding scientific challengethatremains tobe resolved.
Theprojected cloudfraction decompositionisuniquelydeterminedbythecloud sizedensity. The existence of the scale-break, combined with the typical power-law exponent for
the smallerclouds,causes awell-defined, intermediate dominating sizeinboththe projected
cloudfraction andmassfluxdecompositions. Thisisconsistentwithcloudfraction decompositionsofobservedcloudpopulations. Thecloudsizedensities showaremarkable uniformity
overthethreesimulatedcases. Thisfeaturefacilitates theparameterizationofthesecloudsize
densities and decompositions. The only variable is theposition of the scale-break, and with
it the dominating size. Which process actually controls the scale-break size remains unclear
and is not answered in this study, although we have shown that the (sub)cloud-layer height
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and the intensity of wind-shear play a role. Another process which likely affects the size
distribution ofclouds isthenature ofthedryturbulence inthe sub-cloudlayer,as most large
clouds root in this layer. This would link the scale-break size to the cloud-subcloud layer
interaction. Perhaps the two distinctly different regimes of the cloud size density aboveand
below the scale-break represent two different processes,the onedetermined by the coherent
structures of the sub-cloud layer turbulence and the other by the decay of the large clouds
into smaller ones (the scaling region). Itis evident thatmorethorough research is needed to
giveinsightinthisproblem. LESwouldbeasuitablenumericallaboratorytoconduct further
researchonthissubject (e.g.Jonkeretal., 1999a).
The intermediate position of the dominating cloud size shows that the clouds which are
most important for the projected cloud fraction and vertical transport are not of resolutionscale but are significantly larger. This is fortunate, for the sub-grid model of LES plays an
important role in the dynamics of the smallest clouds, while the larger clouds are resolved
better by thediscretized governingequations. Wefind here thatthose larger, better-resolved
clouds contribute most to thetotal projected cloud fraction andmass flux of the population.
The smallest clouds contribute close to nothing to the vertical mass transport. This feature
is invariant over a range of horizontal resolutions for BOMEX. This point is important for
the interpretation of the performance of LES on shallow cumulus in general. Apparently,
apart from being robust in producing cloud-field-average statistics, LES is also consistent
in producing realistic cloud populations. The exact definition and complete control overall
conditions inLES has several important advantages: thepossibility of reproducing obtained
resultsfor similar settings,andtherefore thepossibilitytocarryoutsystematic impact studies
of key parameters in the system. On top of this LES offers almost unparallelled statistical
possibilities byperforming independent ensembleruns.
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APPENDIX 4.A

ELEMENTARY DEFINITIONS OFCLOUD SIZE DENSITIES

Appendix 4.AElementary definitions ofcloud size densities
An instantaneous 3d cloudfieldis denoted by c(i,j,k,t) £ {0,1}, (0: non-cloudy, 1: cloudy
grid box, where cloudy is defined as the grid-box being saturated). The indices i,j,k are
the 3d coordinates of the grid-box, and t marks the time. An off-line algorithm determines
the number of individual clouds at time t, denoted by N(t). The algorithm creates N fields
cn(i,j,k,t){0,1}, n= 1,{... ,N}, which indicate whether ornota grid boxbelongs to cloud
numbern. Wewill omitindication oftime hereafter.
Thevolumeofcloud nis
Vn =AxAyAzJJcn(i,j,k)

(4.11)

ijk

The areaofcloudnatheightZk = (k—1/2) Azis
An (zk) = AxAyX cn(i, j , k)
U

(4.12)

Theheight averagedareais givenby
kn,lc

Aan =-

X Mzk)Az

(4.13)

[

k=kn

wherehn istheheight ofcloudn
hn =Az[k„jtop - k„tbase + 1]

- (4.14)

Themass-flux of cloudnat heightZk is (with p= 1)
Mn(zk) =AxAyY,c„{iJ,k)w{i,j,k)

(4.15)

ij

Itisuseful todefine the 'vertically projected' fields:
cpn(iJ)=H

^cn{i,j,k)

(4.16)

k

whereH denotestheHeavisidefunction. Theverticallyprojected areaof cloudnis then
AP= AxAy^cP(i,j)

(4.17)

ij

Each cloudninthepopulation is given aunique size £„, asdefined in thetext. Then, we
define thefollowingset:
I(l) = {l<n<N\£n<l}

(4.18)

i.e. /(/) represents the set of clouds which have linear size smaller than a given size t. The
numberofclouds smallerthanI is
N(l) = |/(/)|

(4.19)
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Obviously
limN(l)=N

lim/(/) = { l , . . . , # }

(4.20)

The 'projected' areaofclouds smaller than £is

Ap{l) = I A?

(4.21)

nei(l)

withAn dennedby(4.17).Themass-flux atZk transported byclouds smallerthanI is

M{l,zk) = X Mn(zk)

(4-22)

nel(l)

withM„(zk)defined by(4.15).
RatherthanM(/,z) andAp(Z) wearegenerallymoreinterestedinthefractional quantities,
such asprojected cloud fraction etc.

„ (u)s ffii)

,msm

(4.23)

whereLx andLyandrefer tothehorizontal domain sizes.
Thefollowing equations follow directly from thedefinitions. Thetotalnumberofclouds,
thetotalprojected cloud fraction, andthetotal fractional mass-flux is
m (zk) =
=

(LxLy)-l^M„(zk)
(4.24)

limm(l,Zk)
/-yoo

a? =

{LtLyY^A?

=

lim a"(I)

(4.25)

N =

l i m AT(Z)

(4.26)

ethe<:orrespondingdensities

N(l)

5

> >
f(l,Zk

ap{l) =

d P
dia (l),
(4.27)

)= Jim^1^-

whichpermits usto write

N= f N(l)dl,
Jo

ap=

f"'ap(l)dl,
Jo

m{Zk) = [°°v(l,Zk)dl.
Jo
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Amultiparcelmodelforshallow
cumulusconvection
Neggers, R.A.J.,A.P.Siebesma and H.J.J.Jonker, 2002. Journalof theAtmospheric Sciences,
vol. 59,p. 1655-1668

5.1 Summary
Anewparameterization forcumulusconvection isformulated, whichconsistsofanensembleofsmall,risingparcels.
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) results are used to parameterize the lateral mixing of such a parcel: for the mixing
process a relaxation time-scale is defined and its value is determined by investigating individual LES clouds. The
time-scale is found to be nearly independent of cloud depth, which implies that the entrainment rate is inversely
proportional to the vertical velocity. As a consequence a dynamical feedback mechanism is established: the parcel
dynamics influence the mixing rate, which, together with the environmental properties, feeds back on the parcel
properties and therefore onthe parcel dynamics.
The multi parcel model is tested with LES fields. The characteristics of the buoyant part of the clouds are
reproduced: the decreasing fractional cover and increasing liquid water content with height, the vertical dynamics
and mass-flux, the conserved properties and the marginally buoyant state. The model also produces the variability
typical for shallow cumulus.

5.2 Introduction
Turbulent mixing between a cumulus cloud ensemble and its environment has been recognized asakeyissuefor understandingthedynamics ofcumulusconvectionalready sincethe
workof Stommel (1947). However,thecoexistence of awiderangeofmodels,each emphasizing different aspects of the mixing mechanism, indicates that there is still no consensus
ontheprincipalmixingmechanismfor turbulence incumulusclouds(for areview seeBlyth,
1993;Siebesma, 1998).Theearlycloudmodels,developedinthesixties(SquiresandTurner,
1962;Simpson, 1965;Simpson andWiggert, 1969;Simpson, 1971),essentially consistedof
a rising parcelthat is dilutedby environmental airthrough lateralmixing. But a fundamental problem waspointed out already by Warner (1970b). Comparison of a lateral entraining
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cloudmodelwithcloudmeasurements showedthatitwasimpossibletosimulateboththeliquid water content and cloud top height for individual cumulus clouds. A second problem is
theobservationofstrongrandomfluctuations ofliquidwater,temperatureandverticalvelocity inthecloud withno systematicvariations from cloud edgestowardsthemiddle (Warner,
1977;Jonas, 1990). This is difficult to explain with a simple lateral entraining cloud model
alone.
Not only the dynamics of individual clouds, but also the modeling of a whole cumulus
cloud ensemble has always received great interest because of the use in parameterizations
of cumulus convection in General Circulation Models (GCM).Recently, results from Large
EddySimulations(LES)ofnon-precipitatingshallowcumulusconvectionhavebeenreported
(Siebesma andHoltslag, 1996)that suggest that vertical transportof heat and moistureby a
shallow cumulus ensemble can be described by a simple lateral entraining bulk model,providedthattheappropriate valuefor thelateralmixingrateisused. Severalauthors (Nordeng,
1994; Grant and Brown, 1999) have formulated new parameterizations in order to estimate
the mixing rate for the whole cloud ensemble. However, the typical variability of temperature, moisture and vertical velocity as observed in cumulus cloud ensembles can never be
properly understood on the basis of a single pragmatic bulk model. This variability is an
essential variable in statistical cloud schemes for GCMs (e.g. Cuijpers and Bechtold, 1995)
whicharebasedontheideapresentedby SommeriaandDeardorff (1977).
These problems have led to the formulation of a class of models that we will refer to as
stochastic mixing models. The essence of these models is that a cloud or cloud-ensemble
is represented by an ensemble of air-parcels, each having a different mixing fraction with
environmentalair.Themajorprobleminstochasticmodelingishowtodefine thedistribution
of these mixingrates inthe ensemble. Alack of suitable observations of mixingin cumulus
clouds that could be used as a critical test, has caused a divergence in the formulation of
thesestochasticmixingmodels(Emanuel, 1991;RaymondandBlyth, 1986;KainandFritsch,
1990;Hu, 1997).
This study is an attempt to use LES results instead to formulate an expression for the
lateralmixingrateofasmallupdraught-parcelasafunction ofitsownpropertiesandofthose
of the environment it interacts with. Then, as atest of this new parcel-model, a distribution
of buoyant cloud parcels is released from cloud base in an attempt to reproduce the typical
variability observed in cumulus convection. The parcel ensemble will be initialized on and
evaluated against 3DLES fields. Inprevious multiparcel methods,observational cloud data
wereusedfor validation purposes.
Morespecifically, themodelshouldbeabletoreproducesomewellestablished properties
of thedynamics of a shallow cumulus ensemble such asproduced by LES: 1)the monotonically decreasing cloud cover with height, 2)thetemperature, specific humidity and vertical
velocityprofiles,3)thebulkvalueofthelateralmixingrateofthecloudensemble,and4)the
variancesandcovariancesoftemperature,specific humidityandverticalvelocityofthecloud
ensemble. Insection 5.3 themotivation for this study is further discussed using a conserved
variablediagram. Insection 5.4thesingleparcelmodelwillbedescribed anddiscussed, and
the method of validation will be presented in section 5.5. Results of the multi parcel test
are compared with LES results in sections 5.6. Finally conclusions andperspectives will be
givenin section 5.7.
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5.3 Conserved variable diagrams
The direct motivation for this study is given by a conserved variable diagram, also called
a Paluch-diagram (Paluch, 1979). In these diagrams, the liquid potential temperature 9/ is
plotted against the total specific humidity qt•These thermodynamic variables are conserved
for phase-changes in shallow non-precipitating cumulus; they can only change by mixing
with air of different q, and 0;. Therefore these diagrams characterize the mixing processes
in a shallow cumulus cloud ensemble. Figure 5.1 is an example of such a diagram for the
1260m-levelof acloudensembleproducedbyLESoftheBarbados Oceanographic andMeteorologicalExperiment (BOMEX).Theverticalprofile ofthehorizontal meanvaluesisalso
plotted. The top left end of this profile represents the relatively moist and cool sub cloud
layer, and the warm and dry inversion is positioned in the lower right corner. The conditionally unstable cloudlayer stretches inbetween. Thediamonds represent thevaluesof the
grid-points at the 1260m level. The saturation curve and zero buoyancy line of this height
are also plotted, dividing the figure into four sectors. All points above the saturation line
represent the clouds, and the so-called 'cloud core' is defined as the group of points in the
saturated,buoyant sector.
What immediately catches the eye is the 'tail' formed by the cloudy points, and the diffusive 'blob' aroundtheenvironmentalaverages. Itdemonstrates thatthedistributions of the
conservedvariablesofthecloudensemblearehighlycorrelated. Thisisthestrongfingerprint
of the mixing processes in thecumulus ensemble. Note that both the highest vertical velocities and the largest excess values of 0; and qt are found in the cloud core. This illustrates
that the cloud core is responsible for most of the vertical transport of the conserved variables in acumulus cloudfield,as was shownby Siebesma andCuijpers (1995).The various
intercomparison-studies of the GEWEX Cloud System Studies (GCSS) working-group 1 on
shallow cumulus (Siebesma et al., 2002;Stevens et al., 2001;Brown et al., 2002) illustrate
that thereis consensus aboutthis intheLES community.
The precise nature of the responsible mixing mechanism has been the subject of many
studies inthepast. Early analyses of sail-planemeasurements insidedevelopingcumuli congestus (Paluch, 1979), gave similar results as the one presented in Fig.5.1: the cloud data
are scattered fairly well ona straightbetween cloudbase andapoint (the so-called sourceof
entrainment) well abovethelevelof observation. Theseresultswereinterpreted as empirical
evidence for vertical mixing of undiluted air from cloud base with environmental air near
cloud topthroughpenetrativedowndrafts. SincePaluch (1979),numerous studieshave been
reportedthatusedthesameanalysistoinferthesourceofentrainment,withrather ambiguous
conclusions. Some studies claimed that the source of entrained airoriginated near the cloud
top (Lamontagne and Telford, 1983;Austin et al., 1985;Jensen et al., 1985;Pontikis et al.,
1987),but also entrainment sources were reportednear the observation level (Raymond and
Wilkening, 1982;BoatmanandAuer, 1983;Blythetal., 1988).Inmostcasesthesourcelevel
wasless than 1 kmfrom thelevelof observation.
Amorerefined view was put forward by Blyth et al. (1988) that favours apicture of the
topacloudthatconsists ofaundilutedrisingcorewith atoroidalcirculation. This advancing
cloud top is inducingmechanically forced downdrafts of the environmental air that is mixed
with the core slightly below the advancing top. The resulting mixed parcels have a reduced
buoyancy and are left behind in a trailing wake. With this mechanism the mixed air at each
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Figure5.1 AconservedvariablediagramfortheBOMEXcaseof9/andqtasproducedbyLES.The
verticalprofile ofthemean9/ andqiisplotted asasolidline,ofwhichthesubcloud layervalues
aresituatedintop-left corneroftheplot.Thedashedlineisthesaturationcurveatthisheight,while
thedash-dottedlineisthelineofneutralbuoyancyrelativetothemeanstateatthisheight. Points
with—1 < w<1 areplottedasagreyo, l < w < 2 a s a + and2<wasaA,and—2< w<—1 as
level consists of two-point mixture of cloud base air (theundiluted core) and environmental
air slightly abovethe level of observation, in agreement with theobserved mixing line. The
weak point of this proposedmechanism is that only undiluted cloud airfrom the cloud base
mixes with the environmental air. Indeed it is true that undiluted air has been found at all
levels within cumulus clouds (Heymsfield et al., 1978;Jensen et al., 1985)butthis airrepresents only a small fraction of thecloud. Itisthendifficult tounderstand howonlythis small
undiluted core region participates in all mixing events with the environment. Also Fig.5.1
doesnot support suchamechanism sincemost of cloudyupdraft pointsare diluted.
Although the interpretation of straight lines as a two-point mixing process is tempting
due to its simplicity, one should be cautious with it. In a recent study by Lin and Arakawa
(1997), an analysis on the output of a 2-D cloud-resolving model has been applied. If the
data points in a cloud are plotted in a conserved variable diagram they are distributed on a
quasi-straight linethatintersects the soundingclosetothelevelof observation. At first sight
one might interpret this asa two-point mixing of cloud base air with environmental air near
theobservationlevel. However,bycalculatingthebackwardtrajectories itwasshownthatthe
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cloud air originated from multiple levels, all belowthe level of observation. These findings
coincidewithamechanismputforwardbyTaylorandBaker(1991)inwhich,followingBlyth
et al. (1988), an active cumulus cloud can still be viewed as a rising thermal with a lateral
entraining ascending cloud top. However, the condition that only undiluted air rises and
mixeswiththeenvironmentisrelaxed. Instead,therisingthermalexistsofdifferent mixtures,
rangingfromthemostbuoyantundilutedparcelstonearlyzerobuoyantmixtures. Onlywhen
a mixture becomes negatively buoyant it will decelerate, stay behind and eventually detrain
by evaporation.
Thismechanism is supported bykinematic observations. Aircraft observations of Tradewind cumulusbands off thecoast of Hawaii wereanalyzedby Raga etal. (1990).Foractive
clouds below the inversion they found that vertical velocities were almost exclusively positive. Only above the inversion equally strong downdrafts were observed. Similar results
werefound by Jonas (1990)who studied smallmaritime cumulus cloudsovertheNorth sea.
Traverses through active cumuli showed organized updrafts in the clouds with only a thin
shell of downdrafts of around 2m/soutside theclouds. Thevaluesof 9; andqt inthe downdraughts werenot too different from the far field values at the observation heights. This led
totheconclusion thatthedescent aroundthecloud edgesis duetomechanical forcing rather
than penetrative downdrafts driven by evaporative cooling. These results are supported by
numerical simulationsof Klaassen andClark(1985).
Suchanintermittententrainingthermaldoesnotsuffer from theWarnerparadox(Warner,
1970b) since thecloud top is determined by the undiluted parcels while other parcels dilute
thecloudbylateralentrainment. Itisqualitativelyinagreementwiththeobservedkinematics.
The existing conceptual mixing models are of very diverse nature, ranging from lateral
mixing models (Arakawa and Schubert, 1974; Tiedtke, 1989; Kain and Fritsch, 1990; Hu,
1997) to episodic / cloud-top mixing models (Emanuel, 1991;Raymond and Blyth, 1986).
One particularly interesting class for modeling intermittently entraining thermals is formed
bythestochasticmodels(RaymondandBlyth, 1986;KainandFritsch, 1990;Emanuel,1991;
Hu, 1997).Themainconceptofmodelsofthistypeistheuseofawholedistributionofsmall
elements (parcels)with slightly differing properties.With suchadistribution itispossibleto
reproducethe intermittency.
Ouraim inthispaper is to setupa simplemultiparcel model of such an intermittent entrainingthermalasdescribedabove,andtotestwhetheritcanreproducethevariabilityofthe
joint-distributions oftemperature,moistureandverticalvelocity suchasdisplayedinFig.5.1.
Thebuoyantpartofthecloudensembleismodelledbyreleasinganensembleofparcels. This
requiresknowledgeofthemixingratebetween suchaparcelanditsenvironment. Inthenext
section we will present an attempt tofindan expression for themixingrate of an individual,
smallupdraughtparcel insidea cloud.

5.4 Theparcel model
5.4.1 Governing equations
Consider aparcel as a small constant volume of airwith afixedhorizontal areaAp and fixed
infinitesimal thickness dz, see Fig.5.2. Air is allowed to flow across its boundaries. The
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thermodynamic state of this parcel is described bytheliquid water potential temperature 0/,
thetotalwater specific humidityqt andthevertical velocityw. Allothervariables of interest
such asthepotentialtemperature 9,thevirtualpotentialtemperature 8V,liquidwater content
qi and specific humidity qv can allbederived from themoist conservedvariables 0/ and qt.
Thedynamicsof anyfield<|) € (0/,qt,w)can bewritten as
(5.1)
where «/,is horizontal velocity, V/, isthehorizontal divergenceoperator, and F$contains all
the sourcesandsinksofthefield (|>. Theaveragevalueofanypropertyoftheparcelis defined
as

—)p ={..)p=^jjA{..)dxdy

(5.2)

anditsboundary valueas

It = (..)„ = 1 I (..)dl

(5.3)

Lb JLb

whereLbdenotesthelength of theperimeter oftheparcel. Averaging(5.1) overtheareaA p
whichistakenconstantwithheightandtime,usingGausstheoremandassuming steady state
gives
1—-b dw§
-ufy +
dz ~F^P
where / l is theratioLb/Ap, and Ub is thelateral velocity component attheboundary of the
parcel which ispositive if thevelocity is pointed outward. With <|) = 1and no forcing, (5.1)

Horizontalslice,
areaA

Figure5.2 Amultiparcelviewonshallowcumulusclouds.Acloudisconsideredasagroupofrising
parcels,visualizedascylinderswithashadedhorizontal surface Ap.
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becomes thecontinuity equation and(5.4)reducesto
1
dw,
u + - ^ = 0.
I" b dz

(5.5)

Applying Reynolds averagingtothe fluxes

wp = w,V*+wp$p

(5.6)

«(j) =u"§" +Ub$b

(5-7)

and substituting (5.5)-(5.7)into (5.4)gives

/

//

=/
+"V3r
vdz +^ rdz-

///

IV

(5-8>

V

Thisbudget-equationforms thestartingpointof themodel.
Theleft hand sideof (5.8)consists offour terms. TermIstandsfor lateralinflow through
the parcel's boundaryduetoits vertical acceleration. Term IIrepresents thelateral turbulent
mixingacrosstheboundary. TermIIIistheverticaladvection ofparcel-meanproperties,and
finally term IV represents the vertical turbulent mixing within the parcel. In both terms I
andIIthe subscript bemerges,representing an averageovertheparcel's lateralboundary. In
ordertoobtainaclosed setofequationsfrom (5.8)intermsofparcel-averagedvariablesonly,
these boundary fields and boundary fluxes need tobe parameterized. This requires detailed
knowledgeoftheinteraction (mixing)between theparcel andits environment.

5.4.2 Parameterizing the mixing terms using LES
Finding the mixing-rate between cumulus clouds and the air surrounding them is one of
the major issues in parameterizing cumulus convection, and various parameterizations have
been formulated (Nordeng, 1994;Siebesma, 1998;Grant and Brown, 1999;Gregory,2001).
Direct cloud-measurements of lateral mixing in clouds are difficult to realize and therefore
very scarce. On cloud entrainment there is essentially only theresults of Raga et al. (1990)
who estimated the order of magnitude of the entrainment rate. In the last decades Large
Eddy Simulation (LES)modelshavebecomeanalternativetooltostudycumulus convection
(Sommeria, 1976;Beniston and Sommeria, 1981; Cuijpers and Duynkerke, 1993). Toevaluate the mixing terms in this parcel-model, LES results on shallow cumulus are used, such
as observed during theBarbados Oceanographic andMeteorological Experiment (BOMEX)
and the Small Cumulus Micro-physics Study (SCMS). For details of the LES runs see Appendix 5.A. Equation (5.8) will be treated term by term to determine which are dominating
andwhichcanbe neglected.
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Figure 5.3 Schematic vertical cross-section through a cumulus cloud, illustrating the concept of a
smallparcelofasizelpmuch smallerthanthehorizontal sizelc ofthetypical socalled 'top-hat'
anomalyin0(temperatureormoisture)associated withthecloudoverthepassiveenvironment.To
scaletheturn-overtimeofaparcel,theratioiscalculatedofclouddepthhe andtheverticalvelocity
ofthestrongestupdraft inthecloudwmax(z)(thickarrows)averagedalongitspath.
Firstly,theturbulent flux termIVin (5.8)isconsidered. Sincewearedealingwith small,
rising parcels we can safely make the well-known 'top-hat' approximation for the vertical
flux in (5.6),sothattermIVcanbe neglected.
Secondly, term I and IIhave to be treated. The parcel is to describe an in-cloud volume
of airmuch smallerthanthetypicaldimensionsof shallow cumulusclouds. Toparameterize
themixingprocessintermsofparcel-mean andenvironmentalproperties,the characteristics
of the air that this small in-cloud parcel entrains should be specified. To this purpose LES
cannotyetbeused,becausethetypicalpresent-dayhorizontalresolutionofLESistoolowto
adequately resolve the smallfluctuationsinsideindividual cumulus clouds. This also makes
itdifficult todetermine whichof thetwoterms IandIIis dominating inthemixingprocess.
To solve these problems, a more indirect method is applied, without exactly specifying
thepropertiesoftheairthataparcelentrains.Observational dataoftheconserved thermodynamic variables insideclouds obtained from horizontal aircraft-trajectories (see for example
Warner(1977)andJonas(1990))doshowawelldefined 'top-hat' anomalyfrom theenvironment with manyperturbations aroundit, asvisualized Fig.5.3. Theseperturbations represent
the turbulent mixing of air throughout the cloud. Although representing different processes,
the mixing terms I and II both involve a combination of a velocity scale, a A<>
| scale, and a
length scale. Wetherefore parameterize bothtermswith asingleexpression,intheform ofa
relaxation term,
. dw,

Qp-$b)-£ +yU'T
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Thisdilution-timescalexp isassumedtobeproportionaltotheeddy-turnovertime (Siebesma,
1998),whichistheratioof averticallength scale andavelocity scale.
Ideally we would like to determine these scales using cloud-observations, but as mentionedbefore,LESresults on shallowcumulus areused instead whichareresolved well. For
that reason we define some particular scales of whole cloud which are also applicable to a
small in-cloud parcel. For the length-scale we take the depth of the cumulus cloud hc in
which the updraught-parcel resides, see Fig.5.3. This is a measure of the vertical distance
that such a parcel could rise. For the velocity scale we take the cloud averaged maximum
verticalvelocity w M | ( : , correctedfor its cloudbase velocity:
1

= —/

/-ZO.c+^c

max[(w(x,y,z)-w{x,y,zo,c)]dz

(5.10)

We average the vertical velocity along the path of the strongest updraught in the threedimensional w-field of the cloud. Therefore, the ratio of cloud depth hc and this average
maximum velocity Wmox^ gives an estimate of the time the strongest updraught needs in
order to rise from cloud base to cloud top, given the sampled velocity field of the cloud.
Accordingly,theturn-overtime-scalex c ofthe strongestupdraught inthecloudis defined as
(5.11)

w

max,c

Cumulus clouds root in the subcloud layer as thermals, and consequently they already have
a vertical velocity atcloudbase. Theturn-overtime of thethermal at thatpoint isthe height
abovethesurface dividedbyitsverticalvelocityinthesubcloudlayer. Accordinglyxc isnonzeroatcloudbase. Inthecalculation ofthex c ofLEScloudsweusedtheheightof thecloud
hc as the length scale, which can be interpreted as the vertical extent of the whole thermal
(cloud + subcloud part) corrected with cloud base height. Therefore, to meet the boundary
condition of a non-zero x c at cloud base, the vertical velocity should also be corrected with
its cloudbasevalue,asis formulated in(5.10).
Many individual cumulus clouds are sampled in LES for their Wm^c and hc. To this
purpose the instantaneous 3Dliquid waterfieldand vertical velocityfieldof each cloud ata
certain moment are sampled. By using instantaneous fields we have no information on the
stageoflife of theclouds atthemomentof sampling: theycan stillrisefurther or stoprising
and dissipate. Nevertheless, by sampling enough independent, instantaneous clouds of all
possible sizes and life-stages, we get an effective relation between the depth of a cloud and
theaverageverticalvelocity ofitsstrongestin-cloudupdraught. After samplingmanyclouds
this converged in a well-defined relation, see Fig.5.4. It demonstrates that despite a small
increase with cloud-depth, xc is approximately constant for all clouds in both the BOMEX
and the SCMS case. This has some important implications for the mixing rate of a parcel
with itsenvironment,aswillbediscussed later.
Theturn-overtimex c inFig.5.4 is about 300s,andis much smaller than the typical lifetime of real cumulus clouds, which is observed tobe of the order 103s. The reason for this
isthatcloudsarecontinuouslyfed withairfrom thedrysubcloudlayerfor sometime,asthe
cloud isjust thevisiblepartof athermalwhichisrootedinthe subcloudlayerandwhich can
exist for some time. That determines the real life-time of a cumulus cloud, and is therefore
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Figure5.4 Ahistogramoftheaverageturn-overtime-scalet perclouddepthhe asdefined in(5.11).
BOMEXismarked by diamonds, and SCMSbycrosses. Thisfigureisbased on approximately
60.000 independent clouds per case, simulated with LES.The vertical resolution used in these
simulationswas40m. Notethatthenumberofcloudsperbintypicallydecreaseswithclouddepth
inashallowcumulusensemble,causingalowerqualityofthestatisticsforthelargervaluesofh^.
not equivalent to the turn-over time of a single updraught-parcel as defined here. The dilution time-scale xp is taken proportionaltotheturn-overtime-scale xc, using a dimensionless
constant of calibration r). Substituting (5.9) into (5.8) and neglecting terms IV and V gives
for$e{Qhq,}

^

=

_JL(^_$).

The same mechanisms of mixing are assumed for wp. This is not a conserved property,
andforcingshavetobeconsidered. Weassumethattheforcingintheverticalvelocitybudget
of a rising parcel is dominated by the buoyancy term. The vertical velocity equation then
consists of three terms, an advection term, a buoyancy forcing term and a dilution term.
Furthermore withw= 0weget
dwp _ r\ Bn
—'- + -£.
dz
1c
>V„

(5.12)

(5.13)

inwhichB„is thebuoyancy forcing,

*p= ^ ( e ? - e v ) .
Sincethevirtualpotentialtemperature9Visafunction ofqt and9;viatheliquidwatercontent
qi, (5.12) and (5.13) are coupled. Equations (5.12)-(5.14) together form the parcel model,
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whichpredicts thechangeof 9;, qt andwofaparcel with height.

5.4.3 Discussionofthemodel
Inmanycloud andplumemodelsthemixing (orentrainment)processisdescribed as
^

= -e(<t) p -^)

(5.15)

(Betts, 1975;Anthes, 1977;Tiedtke, 1989;Raga et al., 1990). Equation (5.15) is a simple
balance between vertical advection and lateral mixing. The fractional entrainment rate e is
theintensity ofmixingandhasthedimensionm~l, andcouldbeinterpreted astheinverseof
the vertical mixing-depth in which the excess of the rising element is diluted with an equal
mass ofenvironmental air. As afirstorderapproachitisoften takenconstant,but comparing
(5.15)to(5.12),instead of aconstantewe propose

e=^-L~J-.
t c Wp

(5.16)

Wp

Assuming a constant 8 means that the turn-over time-scale xc is inversely proportional to
the vertical velocity scale of the eddy. In other words, the constant mixing depth would be
reached in less time by faster parcels, but the intensity of mixing per vertical meter would
be constant. However, the definition of Tc in (5.11) used in this model appeared to be approximately constant inLES, see Fig.5.4. This means that e is not constant but is lower for
higherverticalvelocities,implyingalargermixingdepth. Thisrelation shouldbe interpreted
asfollows: theparcelrising faster through alayer with thickness Azis spendingless timein
it,andhasless timetointeract withthe surrounding air.
Thew^1 relation in(5.16)represents afeedback between themixingrateandthe vertical
velocity of the rising parcel. When buoyant parcels gain vertical velocity, their entrainment
rateisdecreased. Ittherefore canacceleratefurther, againdecreasingitsentrainment, and so
on. This mechanism tends to makefast parcels entrain less than slow parcels, and therefore
can be responsible for creating the largevariability observed in Fig.5.1. A constant entrainment rate would imply an essentially different mixing-behaviour without any feedback with
thedynamics.Thenatureofthisfeedback-mechanism willbediscussed inmoredetail inthe
numericalresults.
Similarly we can rewrite the vertical velocity equation (5.13) in a more familiar format,
by substituting thenewformulation (5.16)for theentrainmentratee:

\djdt =~ZWp2+Bp'

(5-17)

(Simpson and Wiggert, 1969;Gregory, 2001). It demonstrates how buoyancy is transferred
intokineticenergy.
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5.5 Amultiparcelapproach
5.5.1 Anensembleofparcels
Most operational convection schemes in GCMs are bulk models in the sense that they use a
singlefractional entrainmentratee,representativefor awholecloud-ensemble. Incontrastto
thosebulk-parameterizations,this model is valid forjust one smallrising volume of air. By
releasing a whole distribution of those parcels with slightly differing initial thermodynamic
states,itisattemptedheretoreproducetheprofiles andvariabilityof9;, qt andwofashallow
cumulus cloud-ensemble. The objective is to reproduce the cloudy 'tail' in the conserved
variable diagramin Fig.5.1.
Intheprevious section itisattempted tofindanexpressionfor themixingrateofasingle
parcelby using LES results toclosethemodel,which resulted in the dynamical feedback in
the mixingrate. All parcels in theensemblehaveto obeythe samebudget equations (5.12)(5.14). Consequently, eachparcelwill have aunique entrainment rateonly dependent on its
own vertical velocity,which inturnis dependent onbuoyancy as afunction of its conserved
variables. Therefore, the variability in the parcel-ensemble is only caused by the slightly
differing initialconditions,having abig impacthigherupinthe cloud-layer.
There are similarities between this multi parcel model and the scheme of Arakawa and
Schubert(1974),inthefactthateveryelement(orsub-ensemble)inacumuluscloud-field has
its owntypicalmixingrate. Howevertherearealsosomemajor differences. IntheArakawaSchubert scheme, a sub-ensemble represents all clouds of a certain radius. The mixing rate
of a sub-ensemble is inversely proportional to its typical radius but constant with height. In
contrast, thisparcel-model is formulated forjust one small volume of air with constant area
much smaller than acloud,with adynamical feedback inthemixingrate,which is therefore
notconstant with height.

5.5.2 Initialization and validationwithLES
It is interesting to apply the multi parcel model to a convective boundary layer which is
buoyancy-drivenfrom belowby surface fluxes. Inorderto studythebehaviourofthemodel,
it is validated with LES model results of shallow cumulus based on data from BOMEX and
SCMS. As stated before, a whole ensemble of slightly different parcels is to be released,
so initial distributions of the modelled variables Qi,qt and w are needed for initialization.
Because itisknownfrom LESthat so-called 'cloud-core' elements (elementswhichareboth
over-saturated and buoyant) are responsible for most of the vertical turbulent transport, it
is interesting to compare the model with those elements. Therefore the validation of the
model is limited to the cloud-layer only, and the parcel ensemble is initialized at the level
of maximum fractional core-cover (LMC) which is always located close to cloud-base in a
shallow cumulus regime. The initial distributions at LMC are obtained from instantaneous
fieldsof anLES simulation. The samenumberofparcels wereinitialized asthere were LES
grid-boxes inthecloud-coreat LMC.The fractional core-coverac (theratiobetween cloudcore area and total area) can also be calculated for the modelled ensemble at every level in
thecloud-layer,itbeingequaltothenumberofremainingparcelsdividedbythetotalnumber
of grid-points in the horizontal LES slice. In the BOMEX case, about 3%of all 1282 LES
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grid-points atLMCbelongedtothecloudcore.ForSCMS this wasabout4%.
For all parcels in the initial ensemble, the properties qt,Qi and w are integrated upwards
from LMC using (5.12)-(5.14). The integration stops when a parcel stops rising. For (|> in
(5.12)weusethehorizontally averagedprofiles ofLES. Anexplicitfinite-difference scheme
isusedfortheverticalintegration. Anall-or-nothingcondensation schemeisusedtocalculate
the liquid water content qi,p needed in (5.14). For further numerical details of the scheme,
seeAppendix5.B.Ateachheight,properties ofthemodelledparcels which are stillbuoyant
andover-saturated arecomparedtothecloud-coreof ahorizontalLES slice.
Thevalueofxc in(5.16)mightbecase-dependent,dependingonstability andotherpropertiesoftheenvironmentinwhichthecloudsrise. Butmostimportantly,%c is approximately
constantforallcloudsineachcase. Thisresultsinatotallynewconceptualmodel,forafeedbackwiththedynamicsisnowintroducedintheentrainmentrate. Ourmaingoalistocreatea
modelwhichcapturesthis importantfeedback, andtherefore thereisno sensein pinpointing
anexact valuefor theturn-overtimeatthispoint. Forx c wetake 300s. The proportionalityconstantr| isconsidered asacalibrationfactor heretoobtaintheoptimumresults. Thevalue
T|= 0.9 is used for BOMEX, andr\= 1.2 for SCMS. The results are presented in the next
section.

5.6 Numerical results
5.6.1 Profiles
Every parcel reaches a height where the mixing (sink) term becomes larger than the buoyancy (source) term in (5.13), so that the right-hand side becomes negative and the parcel
starts to decelerate. Eventually it falls out of the core (by definition) when it reaches zero
buoyancy. Many parcelsof initially different properties arereleased from cloudbase, andas
the elevation above cloud base increases, only the initially stronger parcels remain buoyant
and oversaturated, causing the decreasing fractional core coverac withheight (the subscript
c stands for core), see Fig.5.5a and 5.6a. The functional relation of the mixing rate with
the verticaldynamics makes thenumber of modelled core-parcels decrease reasonably with
heightfor BOMEX,butsomewhattoofast for SCMSinthelowerhalf ofthe cloud-layer.
Fig.5.5a also shows the approximately linearly increasing wc with height. The product
acwc isthecore-massfluxMc,whichlooks quitepromising inthe sensethatit isinthe same
orderof magnitudeasLES,andthatitdecreases withheight, seeFig.5.5b. This isnottrivial
because Mc is a product of two profiles, one increasing and one decreasing with height,
makingitsensitivetosmallchanges.ThefactthatMcdecreasesintherightorderfor BOMEX
indicates thatthemodelledensemblecontainsthechangingdynamical propertiesoftheLES
core.ForSCMS,thecombinationofatoolowac andatoohighwc resultsinalocalminimum
in the mass flux inthe middle of thecloud layer (seeFig. 5.6b), which was not observed in
LES
Thecore-averageentrainmentratee c of theparcel ensembleiscalculated with

X

-I"
&c,parcels — TT2-i ^ "

(J.1o)

" 1=1
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Figure 5.5 Dynamical properties of thecore of theparcel-ensemble andLESfortheBOMEX case, a)
The fractional cover a and vertical velocity w. b) The mass-flux M. c) The fractional entrainment
rate e. d) The conserved variables 9; and qt. e) Virtual potential temperature 0V. f) Liquid water
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for the horizontally averaged environmental profile of LES.LES stands for the LES results, and
parcels for theresults ofthemodelled parcel ensemble.
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wheree,istheentrainmentrateofanindividualparcel,andTVisthenumberofbuoyant,oversaturatedparcels atthatheight. Note that every averageof theparcel-ensemble is calculated
with thismethod. Incontrast,e c inLESiscalculated indirectly,withhelpof(5.15):

t-c,LES =

^

(5.19)

(4»c-4>)

(see Betts, 1975; Anthes, 1977; Tiedtke, 1989; Raga et al., 1990). This definition does
not necessarily yield a positive value. Despite the different method of calculation, £c,parceis
matches £C,LESinthebulkof thecloud-layer, seeFig.5.5c and 5.6c. Apparently the dynamicalfeedback inthe entrainment-rateof theindividual parcels works goodenough tocreatea
distribution of entrainment rates of whichtheaverage iscloseto EC,LES- Inpreviousstochastic models, these distributions of mixing rates where often imposed (Raymond and Blyth,
1986;Kain and Fritsch, 1990;Emanuel, 1991;Hu, 1997),while here it changes with height
dependentonthechangingdynamics. Theparameterizations ofGrantandBrown (1999)and
Nordeng (1994) do introduce feedbacks in the entrainment rate, but they describe a whole
cloud-ensemble atonce,andarenot stochastic.
Onlyclosetocloud-baseandtheinversiontheentrainment-profiles ofLESandtheparcelensemble differ, which isjust a result of the different method of calculation. In the Tradewind inversion the vertical derivatives of the LES core-average 0/ and qt suddenly change
sign, seeFig.5.5dand5.6d, implyinganegativee c whencalculated with (5.19).This feature
intheqt and8/profiles isreproducedbytheparcel-ensemble,andthererepresentsastatistical
result of the sudden removal of weaker parcels from the ensemble by the stability of the
inversion. Bythis thecore-averages become dominated bythefew remaining parcels which
stayed moreorlessundilutedduringtheir ascentfrom cloud-base.
Theparcel-ensemblecanmaintainthemarginallybuoyantstateofthecloud-coreuntilthe
inversionforBOMEX,seeFig.5.5e.Comparingfigure5.5atofigure5.5f, weseethattheLES
liquid water content and the core-top height are both reproduced. Figure 5.6e demonstrates
thatinthe SCMScasethemodelledcoreistoobuoyant. Also,theexcessofthe core-average
conservedvariables istoolarge(Fig.5.6d),andtoomuchliquid waterispredicted (Fig.5.6f).
Toomanyweakparcelsdropoutoftheensembletoo soonintheascent from cloudbase,and
only a few undiluted ones remain which are responsible for the overestimated core-average
vertical velocity, buoyancy and liquid water, and also the minimum in the mass flux in the
middleof thecloud-layer whichisunrealistic.

5.6.2 Variability
Figure 5.7 shows aconservedvariablediagramoftheparcelensemblefor theBOMEXcase.
ItcanbedirectlycomparedtoFig.5.1. Themultiparcelmodelpredictsenoughparcelsinthe
cloud-coreatthisheight(seeFig.5.5a),theyarelocatedatthesamelocationasthetail formed
bytheLEScore-gridpoints,andtheparcelensemblealsoshowsthehighcorrelation between
qt and9; asobservedinLES.Thisresult illustrates thatthevariability ofthecloud ensemble
can be understood by the stochastic application of this parcel model. The model is able to
predict the thermodynamic variables of the strongest updraughts in the typical cloud-core
'tail' of aconservedvariablediagram of anLEScumuluscloudfield.
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Inthe model,thedynamical feedback intheentrainment rateis responsible for this. The
vertical velocity feedback causes faster parcels to entrain less than slower parcels. So the
qt and 9; of the former do not change much, while the latter are diluted heavily towards
the environmentalvalues,andthedistributions of qt and 8; of thecloud-core getwider with
height, seeFig.5.8. Inthis model,the passive environment <|) is theonly entrainment-source
for aparcel (see (5.12)),causing themodelled cloud-tail tobe narrowerthanLES.In reality
(and LES) there are many more possible sources, like passive cloud air, downdraught air
(Jonas, 1990)andairfrom neighbouring cloud-points.
This increase of the width of the cloud-core distributions with height in the modelled
parcel-ensembleisdeterminedbytheintensity ofthedynamicalfeedback inthemixingrate.
This process is demonstrated in Fig.5.8. Two different simulations are shown, one with a
constant entrainment rate e for all parcels and one with a constant turnover time-scale t c .
In case of aconstant%c, thewidth of theLES cloud-coredistributions increases with height
from LMC, where it is still very small. The increase with height is somewhat too slow,but
the shapes oftheprofiles areat least similartoLES.Incontrast,thevarianceeven decreases
withheightwhen a constante isused, independentof itsvalue. Inthat case theparcels stay
together without scattering much. Therefore, the dynamical feedback is responsible for the
increasing variability ofthecloud-corewithheight.
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5.7 Conclusions and perspectives
In this study, an expression for the lateral entrainment rate of a small updraught-parcel is
presented. Themixingterms intheparcelbudgetequations arewritten in arelaxation form,
using a typical time-scale which appears to be nearly independent of cloud depth in LES.
This interesting result introduces a couplingbetween the entrainment rate and the dynamics
of theparcel,in that faster parcels have a lowerintensity of mixing. This makes the mixing
process sensitivetothechangingpropertiesof theparcelasitrises.
These budget equations for a single parcel are applied to a whole ensemble of small
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updraft parcels. Everyparcelismodelled individually,andthusithasitsownuniqueentrainment rate, completely determined by its vertical velocity. Therefore, theproblem of finding
the distribution of entrainment rates in the parcel ensemble is reduced to finding the initial
distributionsofthemodelvariablesatthelevelofinitialization. Inthisevaluation,theparcel
modelis validated againstLESresults. Boththedecreasing fractional cover and theincreasing liquid water content with height of the LES cloud-core were reproduced, as well as the
theverticaldynamicsandmass-flux, thecore-averageconservedvariablesandthemarginally
buoyant state. The fractional entrainment rate of theparcel-ensemble is always of the order
of 10 _ 3 m _ 1 , a value found by Siebesma and Cuijpers (1995) and Grant and Brown (1999)
based onLESresults.
The parcel model predicts the thermodynamic variables of the strongest updraughts in
the cloud-coretailof aconserved variablediagram. Thehighcorrelation andthe increasing
variability with height of the characteristic cloudy 'tail' found in LES conserved variable
diagrams were also reproduced by the ensemble of parcels. It demonstrates that the typical
variabilityofthecloudensemblecanbeunderstoodbythemultiparcelmodelpresentedhere.
With knowledge of the variability, the total distributions of the conserved thermodynamic
variables atonelevelinthecloudlayercanbereconstructed. Thesecanbeusedin statistical
cloud schemes in GCMs to parameterize total cloud cover (Sommeria and Deardorff, 1977;
Cuijpers andBechtold, 1995).
What exactly causes the shortcomings in the SCMS case isyet unclear. Becausethe entrainmentrateisdependentontheverticalvelocityoftheparcel,themodelbecomes sensitive
for the vertical momentumequation. Here avery simplebudget equation (5.13)isused. But
in contrast to the thermodynamic variables, vertical momentum in clouds does not show a
cleartop-hataverageoverthepassiveenvironment(Fig.5.3). Thisisduetothehighincloudvariability of vertical momentum and the occurrence of downdraughts inside the cloud. The
LES results on the SCMS case indeed show vigorous convection featuring strong saturated
downdraughts. At second, other forcings like pressure perturbations and molecular dissipationthatcanactasasinkfor theverticalmomentuminclouds,arenotincludedinthemodel
for simplicity. Thus the relaxation-term represents all dilution processes in the wp-budget.
We expect that a more sophisticated vertical momentum equation will improve the SCMS
results.
In this experiment the model is validated on an LES cloud-layer only, and the parcelensembleisinitialized atLMC,inordertokeepthevalidation-procedureas simpleandclear
as possible. But the rising thermals represented by the cloud-core originate in the dry subcloud layer. Whenever alarge dry thermal is strong enough toreach saturation and getpositive buoyancy, it becomes an active cumulus cloud. If we assume that the functional relation for the entrainment rate, as found here for the cloud layer, is the same in the dry sub
cloud-layer,thenwecanextendthemodeldownwardstothelevelwheretheselargethermals
originate,thatisthesurface layer (BusingerandOncley, 1990;WyngaardandMoeng, 1992).
Bythisthecloud-layergetslinkedtothesubcloudlayer,andtheparcel-ensemblethenrepresents the upward transport in the wholeboundary layerby all thermals starting at the topof
the surface layer. The problem of finding the initial distributions is then moved from LMC
to this level. In this experiment we used distributions obtained from an LES simulation. To
becomecompletelyindependentofLES,joint-Gaussiandistributionsatthislevelcanbeconstructed (Wyngaard and Moeng, 1992) using surface layer similarity theory (Holtslag and
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Moeng, 1991). Such arisingparcel ensembleis interesting for usein convection schemes in
GCMsbecauseitcangivetheheightsofthecloudbaseandtop,andthefieldsofthe strongest
updraughts. This information is needed to close mass-flux convection-schemes (Siebesma,
1996;Tiedtke, 1989).Workinthisdirectionis stillinprogress.
The approximately constant turn-over time-scale resulting from LES is essential for the
character of the parcel model,because it directly leads tothe dynamical feedback in the entrainmentrate. LESis stillamodel,andobservationaldatacanandshouldbeusedaswell to
determinethebehaviourofthisturn-overtime-scaleforrealclouds. Thedepthandmaximum
velocity of individual clouds shouldbeknownfor this. At second, aqualitativevalidationof
the parcel model in the form of a stochastic test with observational data requires in-cloud
measurements of high-resolution: it is necessary to have measurements of the vertical profiles of the environmental moisture and temperature, the heights of cloud base and top, and
the distributions at enough levels in the cloud layer of temperature, moisture and vertical
velocity. The combination of these observations is scarce, especially the observational data
of the (initial) distributions form a problem. This is the reason to use LES fields instead
for this study,but we are pursuing to find suitable observations to test the model with. The
SCMS casehas somepotential because in-cloud measurements of turbulence by aircraft are
availablefor thiscase,incombinationwithrawinsondeprofiles andLandsat satellite-images.
The lateral inflow term I and the turbulent mixing term II in the budget equations for a
small in-cloud parcel were parameterized together in one relaxation formula, because no
detailed information is available to determine which of the two terms dominates in this
situation. Nevertheless it is interesting to study the nature of these two terms, especially
for parcels of largerdimensions which may represent cloud-average fields. Historically, the
boundary average §b in term I was often parameterized using an upstream method (Asai
and Kasahara, 1967;Tiedtke, 1989): replacing <))£ by <|) incase of inflow (acceleration) gives
the formula for the entrainment-rate of a whole cloud ensemble as formulated by Nordeng
(1994),whichis currentlybeing tested intheECMWF model. Bulk-models of this kind can
be used to simulate thebehaviour of cloud-average fields, and their potential use lies in the
application inconvection schemes.
Acknowledgements. WethankAad vanUlden, GeertLenderink andBert Holtslag for many
discussions on this subject. Peter Duynkerke kindly provided the SCMS data used in this
study. The LES results in this study were obtained using the supercomputer facilities of
theEuropeanCentre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in Reading, UK.We
thankthreeanonymousreviewersfortheircommentswhichsignificantly improvedthispaper.
ThisstudyhasbeensupportedbytheNetherlandsOrganizationfor Scientific Researchunder
Grant750.198.06.

Appendix 5.ALEScase description
Toclose the model, many LES clouds were sampled for their depth and maximum vertical
velocity, seeFig.5.4. AdetaileddescriptionoftheLESmodelusedherecanbefoundinCuijpers andDuynkerke(1993).TheBOMEX simulationsconsistedofavolumeof dimensions
6.4x6.4x3.0 km containing 128x128x75 grid-boxes, using time-step of 2 seconds. 5 simu144
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lations of 8hours were performed, of which the last 5hours wereused to sample all clouds
in the volume at every 5 minutes. This is considered to be a sampling rate low enough for
two subsequent sampled cloud-fields tobe independent of each other. Thisresulted in about
60.000sampled clouds. FortheSCMS caseavolumeof6.4x6.4x5.0 kmwas simulated with
128x128x125grid-boxes.Asmallertime-stepof 1 second, hadtobeusedinordertoprevent
numerical instability due to the large vertical velocities in the SCMS case. The same sampling rateof 5minutes wasused. Forthe validation of thestochastic parcelmodelin section
5.6,randomly choseninstantaneous 3DLESfields ofoneofthese simulationsare used.

Appendix 5.B Numerics
Tohandle the set of coupled equations (5.12)-(5.14)numerically, we used an explicitfinitedifference scheme ona staggered gridwithwp onthehalf levelsandtheconserved variables
qt and9; onthefull levels.Equation (5.12)thenbecomes
typMi = §p,k-tel\~c

) ($p,k~ <i>*)

w

( 5 - 2 °)

p,kJ

where wp<k is obtained by linear interpolation between thehalf levels k+ \ and k— j . It is
obviousthatinordertointegrate §p^, wehavetoknowwp atthesetwohalf levels. Sowp is
integrated first to half level k+ j , being a function of buoyancy and vertical velocity at half
levelk— J only,

( > W 2 = Kk-02~2Az (lWP*-k ~BP^) •

(5.21)

Thentheentrainment8canbecalculated onthefull levelk,bywhichwefinallycan integrate
qt and 9/ upward to k+ 1. Liquid water qi is calculated as a function of qt,®t and pressure
with an all-or-nothing condensation scheme, which means that the air within a parcel can
onlybe entirely over-saturated or entirely under-saturated. Weused an equidistant grid with
a smallvertical spacing of 5mtominimizenumericalerrors.
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Massfluxclosuresindiurnal
cyclesofshallowcumulus
Neggers,R.A.J., A.P.Siebesma, G. Lenderink andA.A.M.Holtslag. Submitted to theMonthly
WeatherReview,July2002.

6.1 Summary
Three closure methods for the mass flux at cloud base in shallow cumulus are critically examined for the difficult
case of adiurnal cycle over land. The various closures arediagnostically evaluated inalarge-eddy simulation (LES)
by sampling theirparameters duringthediurnal cycle. With these results inhand the impact of these closures onthe
development ofthecloudy boundary layerisstudied usinganoffline singlecolumn version ofaregional atmospheric
climate model.
Significant moistening occurs inthe subcloud mixed layer inthe first hours after cloud onset. Consequently, the
subcloud layer equilibrium (SLE) closure (Tiedtke, 1989) substantially overestimates the mass flux at cloud base.
Asaresult theboundary layerdeepens unrealistically rapid atthat stageinthe single column model. The adjustment
closure on the convective available potential energy (CAPE) based on the method of Fritsch and Chappell (1980)
can not deal with the very shallow cloud layer with small values of CAPE in the early hours. At the end of the
convective day the coupling of CAPE adjustment to the mass flux no longer holds, as cumulus convection is then
limited bythedecreasing surface fluxes. TheWclosure of Grant (2001) ispromising, asitreproduces thetiming of
both the maximum and the final decrease of the cloud base mass flux in LES.Apparently this closure catches the
coupling between the two layers at cloud base. As aconsequence the development of the thermodynamic structure
of theboundary layer inthe ID model strongly resembles that inLES.

6.2 Introduction
Mass flux models are widely used in convection schemes in operational general circulation
models (GCM), such as climate models and numerical weather prediction (NWP) models.
Thelarge-eddy simulation (LES)results ofSiebesmaandCuijpers (1995)onthesteady state
marine shallow cumuluscasebasedonBOMEX (Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment, see Holland and Rasmusson, 1973;Nitta and Esbensen, 1974) show that
the mass flux concept is capable of reproducing 80% of the vertical turbulent flux by the
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cumulus population. Although these results are encouraging, it is important to realize that
many situations exist in which the boundary layer is far from steady state. A good example
is a diurnal cycle associated with a cumulus topped boundary layer over land, for example
as described by Brown et al. (2002). The strong variation of the surface heat fluxes during
the daytimehours causes theboundary layer initially to grow inheightbytheheatingof the
mixedlayerandbytop-entrainmentintheinversion. Themoisturecontentofthemixedlayer
influences theonsetoftheclouds,aswell astheheightofthecloudbase. Strong fluctuations
of the temperature and the moisture content of the mixed layer are recorded in numerous
observations.
The non-steady state nature of developing boundary layers may cause serious problems
formassfluxschemesinsinglecolumn(ID)models. Asshallowcumuluscloudsareactually
the visible part of (over)saturated thermals which root deeply in the subcloud mixed layer
(LeMone and Pennell, 1976), the subcloud and cloud layers strongly interact (Ogura and
Cho, 1974). Therefore it is necessary that in a ID model somecoupling exists between the
cumulusmassfluxschemeandthesubcloudmixedlayer. Thiscouplingisrepresentedbythe
closureofthemassfluxmodelatcloudbase(Betts, 1973,1976),inwhichtypically boundary
layerparametersareusedtoestimatethecloudbasemassflux.Manydifferent modelsforthe
massfluxclosure have been formulated, often based on observations of marine steady state
cumulus fields. The question remains how the closures based on steady state cases perform
in the difficult non-equilibrium case of a diurnal cycle over land. Possibly related to this
issue are thereported problems of GCMs indealing with the timing of precipitation and the
triggering ofdeepconvectionovercontinentalregions (e.g.Maceet al., 1998).
Arangeofmassfluxclosuremethodsexists,forbothshallowanddeepconvection. Three
well-known andoften applied closures willbe studied inmoredetail. Based onbudget studies of several field-experiments (e.g. Augstein et al., 1973;Holland and Rasmusson, 1973;
Esbensen, 1975), the mass flux model of Tiedtke (1989) explicitly assumes the subcloud
mixedlayertobein steady state,whichimplies aconstantmoisturefluxthroughout thesubcloudlayer. Grant(2001)usesturbulentkineticenergyargumentstolinkthecloudbasemass
fluxto the convective vertical velocity scale of the mixed layer. In contrast to the previous
methods,closures fordeeperconvectiontypically usecharacteristics ofthecloudlayeritself.
Compared to shallow convection,deeperconvectionis drivenbytherelatively intense latent
heat release in the convective clouds, which favours such an approach. One example is the
Fritsch andChappell(1980)closure,whichassociatesthedestructionoftheconvectiveavailable potential energy (CAPE) of the cloud layer with the compensating subsidence induced
by the cumulus mass flux. Shallow cumulus often precedes deep cumulus on a convective
day,andforparameterizationpurposesitistherefore importanttoknowwhenthecloudlayer
isdeepenoughfor thistypeofclosuretoworkwell.
This study follows themethod of Siebesma and Holtslag (1996)of applying LES results
ina IDmodelandtostudytheirimpactonthedevelopmentoftheboundarylayer. Firstly,the
three mass flux closures mentioned above will be described in detail. Then the parameters
which appear in the various closures will be sampled during LES simulations of diurnal
cycles overland. This gives insight in thecharacteristics of each closure in such a situation.
Withtheseresultsinhandtheclosures areimplemented intheconvection scheme of Tiedtke
(1989)asembeddedinanoffline singlecolumnversionoftheRegionalAtmosphericClimate
Model (RACMO, see e.g. Lenderink and Siebesma, 2000). In contrast to the LES runs, the
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closures then affect thevertical transport andhencethe(thermo)dynamicsofthe developing
boundarylayer. Theirimpactisstudiedinasensitivity test.
The mass flux closures are described in Section 6.3. The cumulus cases and the LES
results are described in Section 6.4. The RACMO ID results are presented in Section 6.5.
Thefinaldiscussion andconclusiveremarks canbefound in Section 6.6.

6.3 Massfluxclosuresat cloud base
Applying the top-hat approach to the turbulent vertical flux of a conserved variable § £
{Qi,qt} results inthewell-knownmass flux equation (Ooyama, 1971;Betts, 1973),
wY«Mc((fc-^

(6.1)

wherethemassfluxMcisdefined as
Mc=acwc.

(6.2)

Here w is the vertical velocity, and the accent ' denotes a perturbation from the horizontal
mean (denoted by the over-bar). The superscript c stands for the horizontal average over
the cloud core,defined as the fractional areaac which is both (over)saturated and positively
buoyant. Equation (6.1) is the starting point of the mass flux model of Tiedtke (1989). In
ordertoclosethemassflux model,aclosureatcloudbasehastobeformulated. Threebasic
methods willbedescribedinthenext paragraphs.

6.3.1 Thesubcloudlayerequilibrium closure
Thefirstmassfluxclosureevolvedfrom theoutcomeofaseriesofcumulusfield-experiments
intheoceanicTrade-windregioninthepast(BOMEX,ATEX).Budgetstudiesbasedonsuch
datasets (Augstein et al., 1973;Holland and Rasmusson, 1973;Ogura and Cho, 1974;Esbensen, 1975)have shown thatthemoisture-tendency inthe subcloud layer (SL)is typically
negligible. This implies that the moisture flux at cloud-base is equal to the moisture flux at
thesurfacepluslateraladvectionatthesidesofthedomain,asituationreferredtoasmoisture
convergence(Kuo, 1965,1974;Tiedtke, 1989). Applying (6.1) atcloud base and neglecting
lateral advectionatthe sidesfor themomentthengives
Mcb = A ™
(<ft-%)b

(6-3)

whereqt isthetotalspecific humidity. Thesubscriptbindicatescloudbaseandsthe surface.
Similarly,themoist static energyhcanbeused inthisclosure,whichcombines theheat and
moisture fluxes,
Mb= „ .

£ •

(6-4)

where
h= cpT +gz+Lq,

(6.5)
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and
{Wh!)s = cp (W&)s +L {Wjt)s.

(6.6)

Here T stands for the temperature, g for the gravitational acceleration and z for the height
abovethe surface. Theconstant cp isthe specific heatofdry airatconstantpressure andLis
the specific latent heat of the phase change between water vapor and liquid water. Equation
(6.4)isusedfor shallowconvectioninthecurrentGCMoftheEuropeanCentreof Mediumrange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, see Gregory et al., 2000), as well as the RACMO ID
offline model used in this study. For convenience (6.4) is referred to as the subcloud layer
equilibrium(SLE)closure.
This closure assumes thatMbis totally controlled bythe equilibriumbudget of moisture
or static energy in the subcloud layer. In this view the interaction between the two layers
at cloud base is a result of forced convection, in which the overshooting thermals from the
subcloud layer which become clouds control the massfluxat cloud base. The advantageof
such an approach is that the mass flux at cloud base is directly linked to the surface fluxes,
which are given parameters in a convection scheme. However, when a part of the surface
input of moisture and heat is deposited in the SL, the flux profiles decrease with height.
ConsequentlythemassfluxatcloudbasewillbeoverestimatedbytheSLEclosure. Acritical
testistherefore itsapplicationtothenon-equilibriumcaseofadiurnalcycleoverland,which
is characterized by significant moisture and temperature tendencies in the boundary layer
duringtheday.

6.3.2 CAPE adjustment
IncontrasttotheSLEclosure,theadjustment closureisbasedontheassumptionthatthe flux
atcloud baseistotally controlled bytheconditionsinthecloud layer. Thequasi-equilibrium
assumption states that any instability created by the slow changing large-scale forcings is
quickly destroyed by fast process of cumulus convection (e.g.Arakawa and Schubert, 1974;
Randall et al., 1997). Adjustment schemes associate a typical relaxation timescale with this
process,relaxingthesystemtowardsacertain reference state (e.g.Manabeetal., 1965;Betts
and Miller, 1986a,b). For a more elaborate review of closures based on this method see for
instanceEmanuel (1994).
Thereference statecanbeformulated intermsofthevirtualpotentialtemperature,which
is also used inthe definition of the convective available potential energy (CAPE) of acloud
layer,

CAPE=J^(ecv-¥v)dz.

(6.7)

Here z, is thetopof the cloud layer, 0V is the virtualpotential temperature, of which ©^ is a
reference value. 0£represents theprofile of amoist adiabatically rising in-cloudelement. 0V
is the horizontal mean, which is chosen to be the reference state. The adjustment principle
using CAPE isexpressedinterms oftherelaxation formula
dCAPE

-dT

CAPE
=

—T>

where x is the typical time scale associated with the adjustment process. It is the typical
time-scaleoftheconversionoftheavailablepotentialenergyintokineticenergybythecloud
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ensemble. Arakawa and Schubert (1974) estimated the order of magnitude of x at 10 3 —
104sec,basedonthemodeledscenariooftheconvectiveadjustment ofatypical conditionally
unstablecloudlayernotmaintainedbylarge-scaleforcings towardsneutrality.When applied
in GCMs the precise value of x is chosen somewhat freely. Nordeng (1994) suggested a
timescale of onehour,whichis alsoused inthis study. Inthepenetrativeadjustment scheme
of Betts andMiller (1986a,b)arelaxationtimescale of twohoursisused,for adiscussion on
this subject seeBetts (1997).
The closure developed by Fritsch and Chappell (1980) links the adjustment of CAPE to
the convective overturning invoked by the cloud ensemble. Based on this approach is the
closure applied by Nordeng (1994) to deep convection in the ECMWF model (Gregory et
al., 2000). The convective heating and drying is assumed tobe dominated by compensating
environmental subsidence, as the updraft and downdraft of the cloud ensemble is assumed
to be in steady state (Tiedtke, 1989). Compensating subsidence acts to destroy CAPE by
affecting theenvironmental profiles,

MC
d&\
w)
~~McdQ
tz

and
»„A

(d%\
~A4cMt
m
*Mc
t-

(6 9)

-

Consequently thetendencyof CAPEin(6.8)canbewritten as
„ fz<T]gd<K

hCAPE

-«£••
" h 6»&

ft

dz,

(6.10)

wherer)isthenormalized mass flux,
Mc(z)
Incombination with (6.8)this gives

Mb = CAPE ( f*i\g

dQv \

—UifiH •
/

(6 12,) ^
t

-

t

//

TermIin(6.12)representstherequiredbreakdown-ratetofully destroytheexistingCAPE
in time x, while term II is the inverse of the normalized potential breakdown-rate, being a
function of the lapse rate of the environmental virtual potential temperature. Accordingly,
the CAPE adjustment closure gives the mass flux at cloud base which is needed to break
downtheexistingCAPEbycompensating subsidenceinagiven adjustment time-scalex.

6.3.3 Convectivesubcloudvelocityscales
A third method for mass flux closure is to relate the mass flux activity at cloud base to the
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) in the SL. This idea is based on the fact that the clouds are
actually the visible parts of fhermals which root deeply into the dry SL (LeMone and Pennell, 1976). Theserising fhermals first have topass through a shallow stable layer at the top
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of the SL before they become positively buoyant at their level of free convection. Accordingly,thekinetic energy anddistribution of thesecondensing thermalsatthatheightbearthe
'fingerprint' oftheturbulence intheSL.
Following (6.2),themassfluxatcloudbase is defined astheproduct of thecore fraction
andthevertical velocity atthat height,
Mcb=acbwcb.

(6.13)

Thenext stepis toparameterize thetwo variables ontherighthand sideusing SL characteristics. The most appropriate candidate for scaling wcb is the free convective vertical velocity
scaleof theSLw*ub(Deardorff, 1970a)defined as
i

gZb

^

J

<* = (^ (HW V ),J ,

(6.14)

whereib isthedepthof theSL,0Vistheaveragevirtualpotentialtemperature oftheSL,and
{w'%)s is thebuoyancyfluxatthe surface.
w*ub onlytakesintoaccount thevertical component oftheTKEinthe SL,whileinhighshear situations thehorizontalfluctuationsmay also contribute significantly. Inthoseconditions somecombination of w*and u* maybeusedinthedefinition ofthe subcloud turbulent
velocity scale (e.g. Moeng and Sullivan, 1994). Also, in deeper convective situations the
relatively massive latent heat release in the clouds and the occurrence of precipitation may
seriously affect the turbulence in the SL, as is indicated by the occurrence of gusts in the
vicinity of the deepcumulus clouds. Forthose situations one could include some deep convective velocity scale in the scaling of wcb,based on cloud layer properties such as CAPE.
This combination in fact represents a superposition of the two different closure-principles
described before, the one controlled by the subcloud layer and the other by the cloud layer.
Summarizing theseoptions gives
w*ub

low shear

/«*.«;*)

highshear

. f(w*sub'u*sub>w*cioud)

(6.15)

deeper convection

Thecentralquestion ofthis studyishowthevariousclosuresperform inatypical diurnal
cycle of shallow cumulus, characterized by relatively low shear values and the absence of
deepconvection.Accordinglyherewb willbescaledwithw*ub only,andtheothertwooptions
in(6.15)for deeperconvectionandmoreintense shearremain subjects for further study. The
scalingofwcb withw*ubwillbeevaluatedusingLESresultsonthediurnalcycle,duringwhich
w*sub variesconsiderably duetothechanging surface buoyancyfluxandcloudbase height.
Next the corefraction ab in (6.13) needs consideration. The LES intercomparison study
by working group 1of GEWEX (Global Energy and Water-cycle Experiment) Cloud Systems Studies (GCSS) on the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) case (Brown et
al., 2002) showed that the maximum cloud fraction typically decreases during the existence
of the cloud layer in such a diurnal cycle. The impact of this decreasing cloud fraction on
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Mbcantherefore besignificant. When (6.13)isusedina ID modelonecould therefore consider to use a parameterized cloud fraction for ab, which in most ID models is calculated
in acloud scheme. The RACMO ID model in this study uses the statistical method of Cuijpers andBechtold (1995).Thecloud fraction NCB^ isformulated intermsofthe normalized
saturation deficit,
A^BM = / l — l,

(6.16)

wherethesaturationdeficit sisdefined as
s = qt-qsat,

(6.17)

and o2s is its variance. Chaboureau and Bechtold (2002) have extended (6.16) for all cloud
typesandevaluateditsperformance fordeepcumulus. Ithassofarnotbeentestedfor diurnal
cyclesof shallow cumulus overland.
Equation (6.13)can nowbewrittenas
Mcb = KiVCB95Yw;„fe

(6.18)

where y is a factor of proportionality between w*uh and wch,and K a factor to account for
the difference between cloud fraction and core fraction. When applied in a ID model the
inclusionoftheparameterizedcloudfraction inthemassfluxclosureintroducesaninteresting
extra feedback between the shallow convection scheme and the cloud scheme. The core
fraction isnowneededtocalculatethemassflux. Themassflux schemeproducesdetrainment
rateswhichinturnareusedinsomecloudschemes. Thestatisticaltypecloud schemesbased
on (6.16) require some parameterization for o,. The variance equation for Gs includes a
production term which is a function of the moisture and heat flux, which in RACMO ID
are parameterized using the mass flux approach (Lenderink and Siebesma, 2000). Hence
bothclasses of cloud schemes arelinked tothemass flux scheme. Thisfurther intertwining
of cloud- and convection-scheme may be realistic, but it is unknown how this affects the
numerical stability ofthe IDresults.
ThecouplingofMbtow*sub wasfirst proposedbyGrant (2001),usinga simplified budget
equation for theTKEinthe SLto arriveat
Mcb = r\w*ub.

(6.19)

Thisequationactually statesthatthefluxofTKEatcloudbaseisequaltothebuoyantproductionminusviscousdissipation ofTKEintheSL.Thefactorr| isafunction oftheratioofthe
surfacetocloudbasebuoyancyfluxandtheviscousdissipationrate. Conditionalsamplingin
LESinseveraldifferent shallow cumuluscasesgaver| = 0.03.Looselycomparingthis value
to (6.18), one may interpret the factor 0.03 as a typical value for the core fraction at cloud
base in shallow cumulus. This would suggest some relationship between core fraction and
the TKE budget in the SL. However this is yet a simplistic view, as the factor r| represents
manyassumptionsand scaling factors. Nevertheless,as(6.18)and(6.19)havesuchasimilar
form they willbeevaluated alongside each otherduringthediscussion oftheresults.
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6.4 Casedescriptions and large-eddy simulation.
6.4.1 Cases
The cases representing the diurnal cycles are described here. The first case is based on the
development of shallow cumulus over land as observed on June 21st, 1997 at the Southern
Great Plains site in Oklahomaof theAtmospheric Radiative Measurement (ARM) program.
Thiscasehasbeendesignedforanintercomparison studybyGCSSworking-groupI,andwas
later also used in the European Cloud Systems (EUROCS) project. It is described in great
detail byBrown et al. (2002). A diurnal cyclewas observed in acumulus topped convective
boundarylayeroverland. Radiosonde soundings,surface flux measurementsandcloudradar
observations were made on this day. The surface heat fluxes make a full cycle from very
low values at dawn topeak values at mid-day and back again. It is expected thatthis causes
problemsformanyclosures,asthemassflux atcloudbasemayconsequentlychangeintime.
The ARM case is therefore a suitable, critical testcase for the purpose of this paper. The
structureofthecloudlayer oftheARM caseinLESisplottedinFig.6.1a.
Thesecondcasealsodescribesadiurnalcycleoverland,asobservedduringtheSmallCumulus and Micro-physics Study in August 1995 at Cocoa beach, Florida (SCMS). An LES
case was constructed based on radiosonde soundings, measurements of the surface energy
balance,temperature and moisture, and aircraft measurements insidetheclouds (Neggers et
al.,2003a). Generally speakingthiscasecloselyresemblestheARMcase,buttherearesome
subtle differences. It is somewhat moister than the ARM case, featuring a relatively high
cloud cover with a peak value of 41% shortly after cloud onset. The cloud layer in SCMS
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Figure6.1 Thetime-seriesoftheheightsofcloudbaseandcloudtopinLESfora)theARMcaseand
b)theSCMScase. Theheightoftheminimumbuoyancyfluxisalsoshowntoindicatetheheight
of themixed (subcloud) layer. LocaltimelagsUTCtimeby5hoursintheSCMScase(Florida)
andby6hoursintheARMcase(Oklahoma).
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deepens relatively rapidly compared to the ARM case, due to the conditional instability already present at theheights where the clouds first develop (seeFig.6.1b). Finally,the mean
horizontal wind wasmuchweakerinSCMS,whichmakesitalowwind-shearcase.
Thebasiccharacteristics and setupof thesetwocasesarequite similar. Therefore, we focusthepresentation oftheresultsontheoutcomeofoneparticularcaseonly. Tothis purpose
wechoose theARM case,asitis atthis momentthebest knownandmost documented case
of the two. In addition the SCMS case will primarily be used as a supplemental testground
for the closures, to evaluate the universality of the results on the ARM case at some vital
pointswherethetwocases differ.
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Figure 6.2 Thecloud base massfluxin the ARMcase as predicted by a)the SLEclosure andthe
CAPEadjustment closure,andb)thetwoversionsofthew* closure,basedonparameterssampled
duringtheLESrun.ThecloudbasevalueofthecoremassfluxinLESisplottedfor reference.
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Figure6.3 Verticalprofiles ofthehourly averaged totalmoisturefluxduringthediurnalcycleofthe
ARMcaseinLES.

6.4.2 LESresults
LES isused to evaluate theperformance of thisrange of closures in thetwo cases described
above. Thediurnalcycleisacritical testfor theseclosures,as duringtheday the parameters
onwhichtheclosuresarebasedmaychangesignificantly. Time-seriesoftheseparametersare
derivedbysamplingthesimulatedcloudfields duringthewholesimulation. The performance
of theresulting massfluxclosures is evaluated bycomparing theparameterized massfluxat
cloudbasewiththeactualvaluesampledinLES.Thisshouldimmediatelyrevealthepossible
conceptualshortcomingsoftheclosures. Astheclosuresaredesignedtopredictthemassflux
of the active transporting updrafts in the cloud layer, we choose to compare the closures to
themassfluxofthecloudcoreinLES.
Figure 6.2a shows thetimeseries ofthemassfluxatcloudbase asresultingfrom the SLE
closure andtheCAPE closure. The SLEclosurepredicts toohigh values of the massfluxat
cloud base during the first hours after cloud onset. Figure 6.3 offers a closer look into the
moisture tendencies due tovertical transport in LES during thediurnal cycle. Itis clear that
in the period of over-prediction ofMcb the SL experiences ongoing moistening. It is evident
that assuming the SL to be a constant moisture-flux layer does not hold in this period. A
significant part of the surface input of moisture is deposited inthe SL,andconsequently the
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Figure 6.4 The evolution during the ARM case of the required breakdown-rate and the potential
breakdown-rate of CAPE in LES.The terms correspond to term I and II of equation (6.12)respectively.
use of (w'h')s in (6.4) is an overestimation for the actual total flux at cloud base (w'h')b.
As a result the mass flux at cloud base is overestimated. Later on the day theflux-gradient
in the SL in LES is much smaller, and consequently the SLE closure performs better. The
significant overestimation of the cloud base massfluxby this closure in the early hours will
cause toovigorous verticaltransport intothecloud layerwhen applied ina ID model.
TheCAPEadjustment closuregivesaverysmallmassfluxatcloudbaseintheearlyhours
after cloud onset. This results from theratio of the required breakdown-rate to the potential
breakdown-rate in (6.12) being relatively small at that stage, due to the small CAPE values
of theshallow cloud layer, seeFig.6.4. Apparently,tobreak downall CAPE intimex onlya
smallmassfluxisneeded at this stage,but nevertheless theactual massfluxinLES is much
larger. This indicates that the clouds are forced from below, being overshooting thermals
drivenby the subcloud layer turbulence. Later ontheday (after 20:00UTC) thecloud layer
has deepened considerably (toabout 1km)andcontains much moreCAPE. Atthis stage the
situation isreversed,asthevaluepredictedbytheCAPEclosureisnowlargerthanthe actual
cloud base mass flux in LES.Although the cloud layer has enough CAPE to support moist
convection, the mass flux at cloud base is now limited by the weakening convection in the
subcloud layer, due to the decreasing surface fluxes. The rising thermals are simply less
and less capable of reaching their level of free moist convection in the first place, and the
connectionbetween thecloudlayer andthe subcloudlayeris lost.
Incontrast totheprevioustwoclosures,thetwoversions of thew* closurepredict cloud
base mass fluxes which are in phase with LES (see Fig. 6.2b). The maximum mass flux
occurs at therighttime,and thecollapse of thecloudmassfluxattheend of theday is also
captured. ThereasonforthisisillustratedbyFig.6.5,whichshowsthatthecloudcoreaverage
verticalvelocityatcloudbasewcb assampledinLESscalesratherwellwithw*ub, especiallyin
the SCMS case. Apparently theturbulence inthe SLreally doescontrol thevertical velocity
at cloud base. Based on these results we assume vss 1in (6.18). Figure 6.6 illustrates that
the decreasing cloud fraction with time in LES is captured by the parameterization NCBgs,
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Figure 6.5 Theconditionally sampled vertical velocity of thecloud coreatcloudbase,andtheconvectiveverticalvelocityscaleofthesubcloudlayerw*. Panela)showstheARMcase,panelb)the
SCMScase.
although the early maximum is under-predicted by a factor 2. This is interesting enough,
but nevertheless these values are still within theobserved scatter in theresults presented by
Chaboureau and Bechtold (2002) using CRM results on a diurnal cycle of deep cumulus
observed attheARM SGP site. Based onFig.6.6weassume K= 0.3.
Figure6.2b showsthatthedifferences between (6.18)and (6.19)areonly small. Aminor
shortcomingofthe0.03w*ufcversion isthatitmissestheslowincreaseofthecloudbasemass
flux in LES in the early hours after onset. This is due to the fact that the turbulence in the
subcloud layer is already well-developed while the cloud layer is still very shallow. The
advantageof (6.18)is thatitincludesthecloudfraction, whichsuppressesMcb for sometime
after cloudonset. Ideally aparameterization for thecorefraction shouldbeusedtoavoid the
useoftheratherad-hocfactor K= 0.3,but such aparameterization hasyettobe developed.
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Figure 6.6 Thecloud- andcore-fraction atcloudbaseinLES,andthestatisticalparameterizationof
Cuijpers andBechtold(1995).

6.5 Singlecolumn model results
6.5.1 Descriptionofthemodel
The three closures are implemented in the convection scheme of the off-line RACMO ID
model. IntheLES analysis described intheprevious section thetime-series ofMy,predicted
by the various closures are only diagnostic: they show what the closures predict given the
parameters asthey areinLES atthat moment. Incontrast, inthe IDruns theclosures affect
thedevelopmentofthe(thermo)dynamicstateoftheboundarylayer. Theunderlyingphysical
causes for the typical behaviour of the various closures are already analyzed and discussed
in Section 6.4. This sectionfocuses onhowthedevelopmentoftheboundary layerinthe ID
model is affected by thevariousclosures.
A description of the RACMO ID model is given by Lenderink and Siebesma (2000).
The model consists of a dry turbulence scheme for mixed layer transport using aTKE mixing length (Lenderink and Holtslag, 2002),themass flux convection scheme for cloud layer
transport of Tiedtke (1989),and a statistical cloud scheme based on theparameterization of
Cuijpers and Bechtold (1995). Firstly theturbulence scheme is executed, distributing moisture andheat fluxes atthe surface overthemixed layer. Theturbulence scheme overlaps the
massflux schemeatcloudbase. Subsequently theclosureforthecloudbasemassflux iscarried out, after which the mass flux profile is calculated in the convection scheme. The fixed
entrainment and detrainment rates e = 2xl0~ 3 m _ 1 and 8= 2.7xl0~ 3 m _1 are used as suggestedby Siebesma andCuijpers (1995),found tobeappropriatein ID contextby Siebesma
andHoltslag (1996). Inthe mixed layer, the mass flux is settoincrease linearly with height
towards its cloud base value. Abovecloud top, anyremaining mass flux is forced to zeroin
a massive detrainment layer following an exponentially decreasing profile with height. The
massfluxisalsousedinasimplified diagnosticvarianceequationfora jtocalculatethecloud
fraction using (6.16)(Lenderink and Siebesma, 2000)
For the SLE closure, the h-flux at cloud base is estimated by integrating with height all
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tendencies intheSL,
Mb{hc-h)b =
[ \ L S ^ +Frad-^±)dZ.

(6.20)

wherethesubscriptturbindicatesthefluxbythedryturbulencescheme,LSadvisthetendency
dueto large scale forcings, and Frad is the tendency due toradiation. The result of (6.20)is
the surface flux plus forcings minus the small flux of the still active turbulence scheme at
cloud base. NotethattheARMcaseisknownfor itsrelatively smalllarge-scaleforcings, by
whichthe surface fluxes dominatethetotalforcing ofthe system. Inthatlimit (6.20)reduces
to (6.4) (not accounting for the small dry turbulence flux at cloud base), w*can easily be
calculated from the surface buoyancy flux and themixed layer height. If the cloud fraction
is used in the w*-closure its value at the previous time step is used. The CAPE adjustment
closure alsousesthevaluesoftheprevioustimestepinordertocalculatethetermsin(6.12).
If no shallow convection occurred at theprevious time-step, aminimum valueof O.Olm/sis
assumed forMb.
The simulations are performed on a vertical grid of 40 levels covering the lowest 4km
of the atmosphere, which results in about 7 levels in the cloud layer. The time-integration
step is 60s. The surface fluxes where prescribed, as where the other forcings and the initial
conditions,using exactlythe samesettings asintheLESruns.

6.5.2 Results
Figure6.7showsthetime-seriesofthecloudbasemassfluxduringtheARMcaseinRACMO
ID. Comparing these to Fig.6.2 illustrates that in general the RACMO ID results resemble
thecorrespondingdiagnostictestsinLES.Forexample,theSLEclosurepredictsacloudbase
massfluxwhichisthreetimestoolargeintheearlyhours.Figure6.8showsthecorresponding
flux profiles of heat and moisture at two moments in the diurnal cycle. At 17:30UTC the
SLE closure per definition predicts an almost constant moisture flux in the subcloud layer,
while accordingtoLES it should bemoistening considerably. As a consequencemost of the
surface moisture flux istransported into the cloud layer and theinversion, where it causes a
too rapidly deepening cloud layer, see Fig.6.9a. The resulting intense massive detainment
by the mass flux scheme in the inversion causes the SL to heat up too rapidly compared to
LES whichcausesthecloudbasetorisetoofast, seeFig.6.9a. At22.30UTCwhenthecloud
layerisfully developedthesituationisreversed,astheheatandmoisturefluxesatcloudbase
arenowtoo small.
Theapplication oftheCAPE adjustment closureinRACMO IDresembles its evaluation
inLES,asthemassfluxatcloudbaseshowsthesame,increasingtrend. Figure6.7aillustrates
thatfirstMbistoo small, butas the CAPE of thedeepening cloud layer increases intime so
does Mh, and is significantly over-predicted in the final hours. Figure 6.8d shows that the
resultingtoolargemoisturefluxatcloudbasecausestoointensedryinginthesubcloudlayer.
The rise of cloud base with time in LES is reproduced by the closure, which results from
the fact that the order of magnitude of the predicted mass flux at cloud base is comparable
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to LES. Apparently the adjustment timescale xof one hour works reasonably well for this
situation.
Both versions of the w*-closure predict the maximum cloud base mass flux at the right
time,andalsoreproducethecollapseofmassfluxtransportattheendoftheday,seeFig.6.7b.
Theflux profiles inFig.6.8a and6.8b showthatthisclosurealsoreproducestheinitial moisteningandsubsequentdryingoftheboundarylayer.Theonlyproblemwiththe0.03w* version
occurs in the first two hours, where the convection scheme is already active inRACMO ID
butthecloud scheme isnot. Theinclusion oftheparameterized cloud fraction inthe w* closureinstead of theconstantfactor 0.03prevents mass flux activity withoutclouds. However,
it then slightly overestimatesMcb in thefinalhours of the cloud layer. This is caused by the
parameterized cloud fraction, which does not show the typical decrease with time of LES
(see Fig.6.10). The diagnostic test in LES discussed in the previous section showed that in
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principlethismethoddoespredictadecreasingcloudfraction, giventherightparameters (see
Fig.6.6). Whether the estimate of the saturation deficit average or its variance does not developcorrectlywithtimeinRACMO.Thus,improvingtheparameterizationofthe saturation
deficit remains a subject for further research.
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6.6 Summary and conclusions
Inthisstudythreetypesofmassfluxclosurearecritically examinedfor simulateddiurnalcyclesofshallowcumulusoverland. Itappearsthateachtypeofclosurehasspecific advantages
anddisadvantages whenapplied in anoperational convection scheme.
The SLE closure can not deal with significant moisture and temperature tendencies in
the subcloud layer. Assuming the SL to be a constant flux layer leads to unrealistic intense
vertical mixing,resulting inatoorapidly deepening cloudyboundarylayer. Thismighthave
serious implications. For example, an outstanding issue in many GCMs is the timing of
convection overland. Forexample,acomparisonof ECMWF modelresults tothe measured
hydrometeor-occurrenceattheARM SGPsitebyMaceetal.(1998)showedthattypicallythe
modelpredictstheonsetofdeepcloudeventstoosoon. Asdeep(precipitating)convectionin
diurnal cyclesis often precededby shallow convection earlier ontheday,it is likely that the
developmentoftheshallowcumuluscloudlayerintimeatleastpartiallydeterminestheonset
ofdeepconvection. AtoorapidlydeepeningcloudlayercausedbytheSLEclosuremightbe
oneof thereasons for theearly triggering. Ontime-scales much longerthan a single diurnal
cycle, a continuously overestimated intensity of the vertical mixing in and the deepening of
theboundarylayersoverlandmayaffect thethermodynamicsandcirculationintheoverlying
free troposphereinGCMs.
TheCAPE adjustment closure fails toreproducethedevelopmentof thecloud basemass
fluxin time in LES. In the first hours the small CAPE makes the closure predict a smaller
massfluxthan observed inLES,which indicates that atthat stagethecumulus convection is
stillforcedbythesubcloudturbulence. Incontrast,inthelaterhoursthelargevaluesofCAPE
leads toanover-estimation ofthe massfluxatcloudbase,indicating thatthecloud-subcloud
interaction gets limited by theweakening subcloud convection duetothedecreasing surface
energyfluxes.SummarizingtheseresultswemayconcludethattheCAPEadjustment closure
has seriousproblems inadiurnal cycleof shallow cumulus. Toworkwell,thisclosure needs
acloud layer with considerable amounts ofCAPE ontopofawell-developeddry convective
layer driven by surface energy fluxes. Its use lies therefore in the parameterization of deep
convection.
The closure based on the convective velocity scale w* (6.18)is most promising as it reproduces the evolution in time of the cloud base mass flux in LES. Apparently this closure
catchesthecouplingwhichexistsbetweenthetwolayersatcloudbase. Asaconsequencethe
development of thethermodynamic structure of theboundary layer inRACMO ID strongly
resembles that in LES. Including the parameterized cloud fraction in this closure prevents
moist convection without clouds in the ID model, but its success obviously depends on the
skillofthecloud fraction parameterization.
The evaluation of the three closures shows that in general two basic approaches exist in
modeling thecloud-subcloud interaction,namely dominationby subcloudturbulence versus
domination bythemoist convectiveprocesses inthecloud layer. Foradiurnal cycleof shallow cumulus, the coupling of the mass flux activity at cloud base to the subcloud turbulent
velocity scaleclearly gives thebest ID results. The question is if the strict relation between
subcloud TKE and vertical velocity at cloud base still holds for high shear conditions or
significantly deeper cloud layers, where the cloud dynamics is expected to play a more significant role in the cloud-subcloud interaction. Tothat purpose other relevant scales can be
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included in the parameterization of the cloud base vertical velocity, such as u*and w*loud.
Theformulation and evaluationof this concept isasubject for further research.
The mass flux closures were evaluated for a controlled diurnal cycle with no large
forcings other than the surface fluxes. The results show that the impact of the mass flux
closure on the development of the boundary layer is significant. Therefore, the next step
should be to implement these closures in a full three-dimensional GCM simulation. This
gives insight in the impact of the closure on the horizontal circulation, cloud fraction and
precipitation,theradiativebudgetandultimately theclimatology. Sucha sensitivity test isin
preparation aspart of aplannedEuropean Cloud System (EUROCS) intercomparison on the
Hadley cycleintheNorthern Pacific.
Acknowledgements The LES results in this study were obtained using the supercomputer
facilities oftheEuropeanCentreforMedium-rangeWeatherForecasts(ECMWF)inReading,
UK.This studyhasbeen supportedbytheEuropeanCloud Systems (EUROCS) project, and
bytheNetherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO)underGrant750.198.06.
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ConclusionsandOutlook
In this thesis the role of shallow cumulus cloud populations is examined in establishing and
maintaining the turbulent transport of momentum, moisture and heat throughout the cloudy
boundary layer. Tothis purpose, first the typical variability of shallow cumulus is assessed
from different angles, in order to eventually capture its main characteristics in parametric
formulations. Subsequently the results are put in a wider context by evaluating the nature
of the coupling between clouds and the characteristics of the subcloud mixed layer. The
methodofresearch isprimarilybased onlarge-eddy simulation (LES),its representativeness
inproducingrealisticshallowcumuluscloudfields beingbackedbeforehandbyanevaluation
ofLESresults against cloudmeasurements obtained during anexperimentalfieldcampaign.
In this chapter the main results are summarized and their implications for boundary layer
research are discussed.

7.1 Comprehensive summary
Large-eddy simulation results on shallow cumulus convection are directly evaluated against
detailed cloud observationsinChapter 3,using aircraft-measurements of the Small Cumulus
Microphysics Study (SCMS) as well as high-resolution Landsat images. The results show
that giventhecorrect initial andboundary conditions theLES concept is capable ofrealisticallypredictingthebulkthermodynamicpropertiesoftemperature,moistureandliquidwater
contentofthecumuluscloudensembleasobservedinSCMS.Furthermoretheverticalcomponent of the in-cloud turbulent kinetic energy and the cloud size distribution in LES were
in agreement with the observations. Several hypotheses which make use of conditionally
sampledfields weretestedontheSCMS data. Themagnitudes andthedecreasewith height
of the bulk entrainment rate following from the SCMS data confirm the typical valuesfirst
suggested by Siebesma and Cuijpers (1995) using LES results on BOMEX. An alternative
formulation of the lateral entrainment rate as a function of the liquid water content and the
mean lapse rate agrees well with the original form based on the conserved variables. Applying the simplified equation for the cloud vertical velocity (Simpson and Wiggert, 1969)
tothe aircraft-measurements results in areasonably closedbudget. Theseresults support the
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credibility of cloud statistics asproduced byLES ingeneral, and encourage its use as atool
fortestinghypothesesanddevelopingparameterizationsofshallowcumuluscloudprocesses.
The geometrical variability of shallow cumulus cloud populations is assessed in Chapter
4bymeansofcalculatingcloudsizedensities. Wefindapower-law scalingatthesmallcloud
sizesandthepresenceofascalebreak. Thecorrespondingfunctional parametershavevalues
which are typical for observed populations. The scale-break size appears to be the relevant
length-scale tonon-dimensionalizethecloud size,asthis causes adata-collapse of the cloud
size densities over several different cumulus cases. These findings suggest that a universal
functional form exists for thecloud size density of shallow cumulus. Abetter understanding
ofthescale-break sizeisessential for for acompletedefinition thisfunction. The scale-break
co-determinesthecloudsizedensity,anddefines theintermediatedominatingsizeinthemass
fluxand cloud fraction decompositions. Itsintermediate position between the largest clouds
and the grid-spacing in LES implies that the clouds which do matter are resolved well by
LES.
InChapter 5the (thermo)dynamic variability of shallow cumulus is visualized by means
ofconservedvariablediagrams,showingthejointpdfs oftheconservedthermodynamicvariables and (vertical) momentum. This approach inspired the formulation of a multi parcel
model, meant to at least partially reproduce thejoint pdfs. A new conceptual model for the
lateral mixing of such an updraft-parcel is presented, based on an adjustment time-scale for
the dilution of the excess of the conserved properties of this updraft parcel overits environment. A statistical analysis of many LES clouds showed that this adjustment time-scale is
constant in all clouds, which implies alateral mixing rate which is inversely proportional to
the vertical velocity. This dynamical feedback between thermodynamics and vertical momentum is shown to be capable of reproducing the cloud population-average characteristics
as well astheincreaseof thein-cloudvariances with height.
Chapter6dealswiththecloud-subcloudcoupling,whichmanifests itself inmany aspects
of shallow cumulus topped boundary layers,not in thelast place in the turbulent variability.
The parameterization of the transport properties of the simplified top-hat pdf is expressed
in the mass flux model, of which the closure at cloud base represents this cloud-subcloud
interaction. Three closure methods for shallow cumulus are critically examined for the difficult case of a diurnal cycle of shallow cumulus over land. First the various closures are
diagnostically evaluated inalarge-eddy simulation ofadiurnalcycle. Subsequently they are
implementedinanoffline IDmodeltostudytheirimpactonthedevelopmentofthemodelled
cloudyboundarylayer. Significant moisteningoccursinthe subcloudmixedlayerinthefirst
hoursaftercloudonsetinLES,whichmakestheboundary-layerequilibriumclosure(Tiedtke,
1989) substantially overestimate themassfluxat cloud base. As aresult the boundary layer
deepensunrealisticallyrapidatthatstageinthesinglecolumnmodel.Theadjustment closure
on the convective available potential energy (CAPE) of Fritsch and Chappell (1980) fails at
the early andfinalstages of the diurnalcycle,when thecloudbase transportis controlledby
subcloud layer properties. The subcloud convective velocity scale closure of Grant (2001)
is promising, as it reproduces the timing of both the maximum andthe final decrease of the
cloud base massfluxin LES.Apparently this closure catches the coupling between the two
layers at cloud base. As a consequence the development of the thermodynamic structure of
theboundarylayerinthe IDmodel strongly resembles thatinLES.
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7.2 Perspectives
7.2.1 Thecurrent stateofcumulus representations
The ongoing evaluation of the skills of present-day GCMs against global observations reveals major discrepancies between models and measurements in certain critical situations in
which boundary layerclouds areinvolved. Theresults of the Atmospheric Model Intercom(•)
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Figure7.1 Zonally averaged variables simulatedbytheAMIPmodelscompared toobservations, a)
The outgoing longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere compared to NCEPdata, andb)
thetotalcloudinesscomparedwithobservationsfromISCCPfor 1983-1990.Theobservationsare
plottedasablackline,theparticipatingmodelsasgreylines.FromGatesetal. (1999).
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parisonProject (AMIPI)showthatalthoughtheaveragelarge-scaleseasonaldistributionsof
pressure,temperature,circulation andradiative transfer arereasonably close tothe available
observations,thetotalcloudinessissimulatedratherpoorly (Gatesetal., 1999),asillustrated
by Fig.7.1. This is remarkable, as the cloudiness plays such a vital role in the important
globalradiativetransfer budget(Fouquartetal., 1990;Ramanathan etal.,1995).
Evaluation studies also take place for single GCMs or for only a few key-variables. For
example,DuynkerkeandTeixeira (2001)comparedECMWF Re-Analysisresults (ERA, see
Gibsonetal., 1997)toobservationsofstratocumuluslocatedoffthecoastofCalifornia during
the FIRE I experiment. They conclude that typically the predicted optical cloud thickness
is overestimated and the cloud cover and liquid water path are underestimated. Mace et
al. (1998) also evaluated ERA results, this time against the hydrometeor occurrence at the
ARM SGP site asmeasuredbyacontinuously operating cloudradar. Theyconcludethatthe
model shows goodskillinpredictingtheverticaldistribution ofcloudsandprecipitation,but
that the onset of deepcumulus is predicted too early and the cloud depth is overestimated.
Theseevaluationscan alsobecarriedoutfor otherboundarylayerproperties,for example as
measuredbyfixedmeteorological surface-stations (e.g.Matheret al., 1998).
These results show that many important boundary layer cloud characteristics are still
poorly reproduced inGCMs. LES models are widely usedtodevelop and test suchparameterizations,andaccordinglytheseresultshaveinspiredaseriesofintercomparison studies for
bothLES andSCMmodels. TheLESintercomparisonstudiesassessedthecapabilityofLES

Figure7.2 TimeseriesofthemaximumcloudfractionduringtheARMcase,aspredictedbythemodels
participatingintheEUROCSSCMintercomparisononthediurnalcycleoftheARMcase.TheLES
resultsareplottedasablackline,theparticipatingmodelsasgreylines.
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in reproducing convective cloudy boundary layers, see Section 2.2.2. The resulting numerical simulated fields then supported theevaluation of the performance of (semi-)operational
SCM models for the samecases. The SCMintercomparisons asdescribedby Bechtold et al.
(1996) and Duynkerkeet al. (1999) were dedicated to stratocumulus. The intercomparisons
on shallow cumulus (Siebesmaetal.,2002;Stevenset al.,2001;Brown etal.,2002)wereall
combined LES / SCM studies. These evaluations further revealed the behaviour of current
boundary layer ID schemes for these difficult cases. Forexample,Figure 7.2 illustrates that
the SCM models participating in the European Cloud Systems (EUROCS) intercomparison
onthe diurnal cycle of shallow cumulus overland (Lenderink et al.,2002) more or less fail
collectively in reproducing the onset and area fraction of cumulus clouds. It is evident that
significant improvements can stillbemadeinboundarylayer cloud parameterizations.

7.2.2 Contributions and implications
The variouscumulus case studiesreferred tointhisthesishavealready ledtoabetter understanding of this boundary layercloudregime. Quantitative and qualitative descriptions now
existof convectionandturbulence inarangeofdifferent observed situations (e.g.Schumann
and Moeng, 1991a,b;Wyngaard and Moeng, 1992; Grant and Brown, 1999). The advective mass flux scheme hasbeen shown tocapture thebulk of thecumulus vertical transport,
whichhasleadtoitsapplicationinoperational IDschemesalongsidetheolder diffusive-type
schemes (e.g. Tiedtke, 1989; Siebesma and Cuijpers, 1995; Siebesma and Holtslag, 1996;
Gregory etal.,2000),The typeof statistical cloud schemes is growingevermorepopularin
the ID modelling community, after its potential has been shown to realistically predict the
cloudfraction for mostcloudregimesintheboundarylayer(SommeriaandDeardorff, 1977;
Cuijpers and Bechtold, 1995;Chaboureau andBechtold, 2002). Theresearch presented and
discussedinthisthesismustbeseeninthecontextoftheserecentdevelopments.Theemphasisliesonthedynamicsofshallowcumulusconvection,thedescriptionofits thermodynamic
andgeometric variability, andthe interaction of cloudpopulations withtheplanetary boundarylayer. Inthis sectionthemeaningofthemainresultswillbediscussed, aswellasthenew
questions raisedby them.
The results of Chapter 3 and 4 indicate that the shallow cumulus cloud populations
as resolved by LES at present-day resolutions are realistic, both in a geometrical and
(thermo)dynamical sense. The typical bulk lateral entrainment rates as found by Siebesma
and Cuijpers (1995) using LES are supported by the aircraft-measurements during SCMS.
These findings justify the use of these mixing parameters in shallow cumulus mass flux
schemes (e.g. Siebesma and Holtslag, 1996). Furthermore, the evaluation of the cloud size
statistics in Chapter 4 shows that LES produces realistic cumulus populations. This analysis on population statistics supplements the results on individual cloud geometry inLES by
Siebesma and Jonker (2000), whoreported that the fractal dimension of cumulus clouds in
LESresemblesthatofnaturalcloudsasreportedbyLovejoy (1982).Tosummarize,theseresultsadvocatetheuseofLESinstudyingproblemsinwhichtheirregularityand distribution
of cumulus populations play a role, such as the radiative transfer properties of these cloud
fields.
Oneof themainthemes of this thesis is theimportantroleof theinteraction between the
cloud and subcloud layer in shallow cumulus convection. The interaction manifests itself in
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the verticalfluxesof heat and moisture at cloud base (Nicholls and LeMone, 1980)and the
cloud base mass flux (see Ogura and Cho, 1974;Betts, 1976). Accordingly, the closure of
the massfluxmodel atcloud base should capture thetypical development of this interaction
in time. This is essential for reproducing the establishment (triggering) and maintenance of
shallow cumulus in ID models, andfor thetiming of transitions to and from other boundary
layercloudtypes.Nevertheless,thestudyonthediurnalcycleof shallowcumulusinChapter
6 showsthatespeciallyduringsuchchangingconditionsmanyexistingmassfluxclosuresare
unreliable. Theclosurebased onthe subcloudconvectivevelocity scalew*ub isan exception,
as it captures the development of the cloud base transport in time. It is evident from these
results thatfurther developmentandrefining onthistypeofclosure is promising.
The study on the geometrical variability of shallow cumulus in Chapter 4 shows that the
size statistics of cumulus cloud populations are also affected by the cloud-subcloudinteraction. The size of the scale-break in the cloud size density and the related dominating size
in the cloud fraction and mass flux decompositions varies over the range of shallow cumulus cases,butis shown tobe the relevant parameter for reducing thecloud size pdf problem
to the formulation of one scaled universal function. Therefore it is important to understand
what actually controls this scale break size. Perhaps the two distinctly different regimes of
the density above and below the scale-break represent two different physical processes, as
was already suggested by Joseph and Cahalan (1990). The / _ 1 70 powerlaw scaling for the
smallclouds (below the scale-break) mightpoint at someturbulent decayprocess,for example the breakdown of large clouds into smaller ones. In turn, the large cloud sizes and the
scale-break size might be controlled by the process which also determines the size of large
coherent structures in the dry convective subcloud layer. Cahalan and Joseph (1989) suggested it wasrelatedtothesizeofthelargest convectivecellallowedtoexistintheboundary
layer, set by the BL height. A different view is suggested by the results of (Jonker et al.,
1997, 1999a,b), who find that spectra of moisture in the boundary layer get dominated by
meso-scalesastimeprogresses. Nicholls andLeMone (1980)analyzed aircraft observations
duringGATE,andreportedthatthesubcloud spectraofqand T ina shallowcumulustopped
boundary layeraredominated by low-frequency meso-scalefluctuations.Thedominationof
the spectrabythese scalesmight wellcontrolthe sizeofthescale-break. Furtherresearchon
this subject isinprogress.
Themultiparcel model asformulated and tested inChapter 5deals with the parameterizationofthe(thermo)dynamicvariabilityof shallowcumuluscloudsbymodelinga distribution of slightly different updraft parcels. It therefore belongs to the class of models known
as the buoyancy sorting and episodic mixing models (e.g.Raymond and Blyth, 1986;Kain
and Fritsch, 1990;Emanuel, 1991; Hu, 1997;Zhao and Austin, 2002). The most innovative
aspect oftheparcelmodelisthefeedback betweenentrainment anddynamics,whichincontrast to a fixed mixing rate reproduces thejoint pdfs of humidity temperuture and vertical
velocity in the cloud layer. The model was shown to give reasonable results for two different cumulus cases,but for it to work in all situations the model should be equipped with
a satisfying closure of the initial pdfs. Especially these pdfs are heavily controlled by the
cloud-subcloud interaction, as indicated by numerous observations of subcloud convective
plumes inthepresenceoffair weathercumuli(Lenschow, 1970;LeMoneandPennell, 1976;
Nicholls and LeMone, 1980). Chapter 6 shows that the nature of the cloud-subcloud interaction is not in steady state but significantly changes in time. The closure of the cloudbase
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joint-pdfs inthesetypeof modelsis still anoutstandingissue.
The combination of the parameterization of the (thermo)dynamic and geometrical variabilityformsthebasisofso-calledspectralmodelsforcumulusconvection.Typicallyinthese
models a decomposition is made of the total convective transport as a function of a certain
wavelength, which can for instance bethe cloud size (e.g.Arakawa and Schubert, 1974). A
keyproblem inthis classof models isthevalidation of theformulations against observations
in natural clouds. There is yet little observational evidence for the important parameters in
thesemodels,likethecloud sizedependenceoftheexcess-valuesofconservedvariablesover
the environment and the mixing rate. The recent high-resolutions of simulated cloudfields
by LES models might provide an alternative dataset to evaluate these parameters, assuming
that these numerical simulated fields are realistic. Any first or second order statistical momentof singlecloudscaneasilybecalculated from thesefieldswhenthespatialresolutionis
high enough to have a sufficient number of points inside each cloud. A first attempt in this
direction was made in Chapter 5 by calculating the typical turn-over/adjustment time-scale
of cumulus clouds as a function of cloud height. The next step is to calculate the cloud size
densitiesofthe(mass)fluxes andentrainment/detrainmentrates.Thisapproachisasubject for
further research.

7.2.3 Future developmentsinconvectivecloudmodeling
The feedback mechanisms between the large scalecirculation and (cloudy)boundary layers
in the coupled ocean-atmosphere system have been recognized as a key issue in numerical
weather and climate prediction. It has been reported that different boundary layer schemes
often leadto significant differences inthemodeledgeneralcirculationandresolved variability ofthe atmosphere (e.g.Tiedtkeetal., 1988;Slingo et al., 1994;Nordeng, 1994;Gregory,
1997). As ID-modelsinGCMsarecontinuously subject tochangesandimprovements,evaluation oftheir impactontheresolvedcirculation remains necessary.
Although seemingly paradoxical, the ever increasing spatial and temporal resolutions
of numerical GCMs might one day cause new problems, as certain convective processes
will become resolved which are currently parameterized. Examples are meso-scale convective complexes and severe thunderstorms. This may require reformulation of the associated parameterization-schemes, because as a consequence the typical SGS length-scales
will have to be adjusted. The representation of these systems will then become resolutiondependent. An alternative approach to SGS modeling is offered by the new concept of
super-parameterization,which standsfor theuseof2DcloudresolvingmodelsinsideGCMgridboxes in order to represent the SGS processes (Grabowski and Smolarkiewicz, 1999;
Grabowski, 2001;Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001). An advantage of this approach is that
alargepartoftheunresolvedrangeof subgrid scalesis explicitly resolved.
Thereported problems with current representations of convection stimulate the development of unified schemes. These SGS models may cover a range of unresolved scales and
arecapableofrepresenting morethan oneconvectivecloudregime. Thisdemands arealistic
modeling of the occurrenceof aswell astransitions between thevarious scales andregimes.
Nevertheless the current representation of these characteristics in GCMs has been reported
to be rather unreliable. For example, Jacob and Siebesma (2002) show that improving the
'trigger'-function for convection has a profound impact on the distribution of different con173
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vectivecloudregimesandhencethemodelclimateoftheECMWFGCM.Thenatureofmany
transitions isnotfully understood,andefforts aremadetoincreaseourunderstandingonthis
subject (e.g.BrethertonandWyant, 1997;Stevens,2000).Alsorelevantinthisrespectarethe
evaluations of the limits of applicability of existing parameterizations, such as the study of
mass flux closures indiurnalcycles inChapter 6ortheevaluation ofthe mass flux approach
for deepconvection bySwann (2001).
Higher-order closure methods have received much attention recently, as they allow for
a more sophisticated representation of small scale processes in bulk schemes. In turbulent
boundary layers the transport, mixing and cloud processes are often dominated by the tails
of the distributions of the (thermo)dynamicvariables. Accordingly, aqualitative description
and modeling of theseprocesses therefore requires the knowledge of at least several higher
statistical moments of these distributions. There are severalrecent examples of higher order
schemes. The model of Lappen and Randall (2001a,b,c) combines a higher order closure
scheme with amass flux closure modelfor theparameterization of dryconvection, stratocumulusandshallowcumulusconvection. DeRoode andBretherton (2002) studiedthe second
momentstatistics oftheverticalvelocityinsidecloudsandcalculated massfluxbudgets. Statistical cloud schemes require the parameterization of the variance of the saturation deficit
(SommeriaandDeardorff, 1977).
Finally a few words on the role of LES in boundary layer meteorology. In conjunction
with thefurther evolution of supercomputers,therange of atmospheric scales asresolvedby
LESwillexpandatbothendsofthespectrum. Thenextgenerationofcloudresolvingmodels
will explicitly resolve cloud dynamics and mixingprocesses at very small scales (Stevenset
al.,2002).This would makeLESincreasingly suitablefor simulating morestable situations.
Also, the highly detailed simulated cloud populations can be used for studying the radiative
transfer propertiesofshallowcumulus,forexamplebyusingMonteCarlomethods (Marchuk
et al., 1980). On the other end, increasing the dimensions of simulated domain and including cloud micro-physics upgrades LES towardsmeso-scalemodels. The complete spectrum
of motions from turbulent micro-scales up to convective meso-scalesis then resolved. This
range of scales covers the transition between shallow and deep convection as discussed before. Asaconsequence,anupgradedLESwillbeauseful platform tostudythenatureofthis
process.
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SymbolsandAcronyms
Acronyms
ID model
AMIP
ARM
ASTEX
ATEX
BOMEX
Ci
CRM
Cu
CuNi
ECMWF
ERA
EUROCS
GASP
GCM
GCSS
GEWEX
IPCC
IR
ISCCP
ITCZ
KNMI
LCL
LES
LFC
LMC
LNB
LS
LZB
NASA
NCAR
NWP

Singlecolumn model
Atmospheric ModelIntercomparison Project
Atmospheric RadiationMeasurement program
Atlantic Stratocumulus Experiment
AtlanticTrade-wind Experiment
Barbados Oceanographic andMeteorological Experiment
Cirrus
Cloud resolving model
Cumulus
Cumulonimbus
EuropeanCentre for MediumRangeWeather Forecasts
ECMWF reanalysis
EuropeanCloud System studies
GlobalAtmospheric Sampling Program
Generalcirculation model
GEWEX Cloud System Studies
GlobalEnergy andWater-cycle Experiment
IntergovernmentalPanelonClimate Change
Infra red
InternationalSatelliteCloudClimatology Project
Intra-tropicalconvergencezone
RoyalNetherlandsMeteorological Institute
Lifting condensation level
Large-eddy simulation
Levelof free convection
Levelof maximumcorecover
Levelof neutralbuoyancy
Large scale
Levelof zerobuoyancy
NationalAeronautics &Space Administration
NationalCenter for Atmospheric Research
Numerical weather prediction
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PBL
PVM
RICO
SCM
SCMS
SGS
ShCu
SCu
SST
TKE
UTC
UV

Planetary boundary layer
Particlevolume monitor
Rain InCumulus overtheOcean (experiment)
Singlecolumn model
Small CumulusMicrophysics Study
Subgrid-scale
Shallow cumulus
Stratocumulus
Sea surface temperature
Turbulentkinetic energy
Coordinated universaltime (alsoknownasGreenwichmean time)
Ultra violet

Symbols
a?
A
Ac
Ac

ac
a

P

BP
C
CAPE
(c-e)
cp
&xAyAz

So
8C
8q
D
Zijk

e
£

ec
e«
Ew

E
e
192

cloud sizedecomposition of the
projected cloud fraction
area
cloud area
projected cloud area
cloud fraction
vertically projected cloud fraction
(shaded cloud fraction)
parcel buoyancy
ratioof thespecific gas constants
of dryandmoist air
convectiveavailablepotential energy
netcondensation rate minus
netevaporation rate
specific heat capacity for dry air
atconstant pressure
discretization sizes
Kroneckerdelta
fractional bulklateral detrainmentrate
heatperunitmass addedtoa
thermodynamic system
bulklateraldetrainment rate
alternatingunit tensor
turbulent dissipation rate
fractional lateralentrainmentrate
bulk(population average)
laboratory plume
updraft-parcel model
bulk lateral entrainment rate
turbulentkinetic energy

[m2]
[m2]
[m2]
[%]
[%]
[ms" 2 ]
0.61
[m 2 s"2]
[kg k g - 1
1004Jkg
[m]
[m" 1 ]
[J kg" 1 ]
[s" 1 ]
[m2 s" 3 ]
[m" 1 ]

[s- 1 ]
[m2 s" 2 ]

K"

SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS

*•
/

r
Td

rm
r,
8
h
I
k
Ke

kd
£
L
LxjLyiLz

Lb
LH
LStsf

I
V
M
mv
mt

N
V

N
nh

n

p
PO

e*
q
Is
%
qi
<lv

p

tendency of$dueto remaining
forcings (radiation, precipitation)
Coriolisparameter asa function
oflatitude§
lapserateof0V
dry adiabatic
moist adiabatic
capping inversion
gravitational acceleration
depth
indicatorfunction inconditional sampling
wavenumber
energyproducing scale
dissipating,molecular scale
cloud size
specific latentheat ofthephase change
between watervapourandliquid water
domain sizes
parcelperimeter length
surface latentheat flux
tendency of§dueto advectionby
thelarge-scalewinds
length
cloud sizedecompositionof
theverticalmass flux
mass flux
massof water vapourinaunit
volumeof air
total mass of aunitvolumeof air
cloudsizedensity
kinematic viscosity
numberof clouds
horizontalunitvector
Exner function
atmospheric pressure
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specific gasconstantfor dryair
specific gasconstantfor moist air
relative humidity
Bowen ratio
variance (second statistical moment)
surface sensibleheatflux
time scale
potential temperature
liquid waterpotential temperature
virtualpotential temperature
reference virtualpotential temperature
equivalentpotential temperature
temperature
virtual temperature
time
specific volume
wind vector
meanwind vector
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convectivevertical velocity scale
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height of cloudbase
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Wolken vervullen een belangrijke functie in het klimaat op aarde. Ten eerste spelen ze bijvoorbeeld een niet te verwaarlozen rol in de globale energiehuishouding vande atmosfeer,
vanwegehuneffect ophetspectrumvandestealingdiedeatmosfeerbinnenkomtenweerverlaat. Enerzijdsreflecteren enabsorberenzeultraviolette(zonne)straling,anderzijdszendenze
infrarode stealinguitafhankelijk vanhuntemperatuur. Tentweedewordteenbelangrijk deel
vanhetverticaaltransportvanvocht,warmteenmomentumindeatmosfeer geassocieerdmet
desterkeverticalewindenbinneninbepaaldetypenwolken,ookwelconvectievewolkengenoemd. Deze wolken gaan vaak gepaard met hevige neerslag, en spelen een belangrijke rol
indewatercyclus opaardeevenalsintropischegrootschalige luchtcirculaties.
De atmosferische grenslaag is gedefinieerd als de onderste paar kilometer van deatmosfeer diedirectwordenbeinvloeddoorhetoppervlakvandeaarde. Indielaagvindtdedirecte
uitwisseling plaats van vocht en thermische energie tussen atmosfeer en het aardoppervlak.
Tevens worden in die laag de winden afgeremd door de ruwheid van het aardoppervlak,
gevormd door bergen, bomen, en andere obstakels. De luchtwervelingen die hiervan het
gevolg zijn worden ook wel turbulentie genoemd. Een tweede bron van turbulentie is het
opwarmen overdagvandeluchtdoorhetaardoppervlak. Dezerelatief warmeluchtis lichter
danzijnomgeving,enzalalsgevolgdaarvangaanstijgen. Deturbulenteluchtmengtvochten
warmte naar groterehoogtes,enremtdeluchtsteomingenopdiehoogtes af. Ophet moment
dat deze turbulente wervels zo zijn afgekoeld dat ze condenseren, worden het cumuliforme
wolken. Dezewolken vormenhetbelangrijkste onderwerpvandit proefschrift.
Vanwege hun belangrijke rol in stralingsteansport en verticale menging is het essentieel
voor weers- en klimaatvoorspellingen om te weten waar, wanneer en in welke mate cumulus wolken voorkomen. Sinds enkele tientallen jaren worden numerieke modellen voor
de globale circulatie gebruikt voor weers- en klimaatvoorspellingen. Ondanks de stormachtige ontwikkeling van de supercomputers die gebruikt worden voor de tijdsintegratie van
deze modellen, zijn de spatiale en temporale resoluties nog steeds te laag om deze cumuluswolken op te lossen, voornamelijk vanwege hun typisch kleine afmetingen. Hun kracht
ligt dus voornamelijk in hun aantal, aangezien ze typisch voorkomen als hele ensembles in
grote aaneengesloten gebieden. Om hun effect en uitwerking op de globale circulatie en
energiehuishouding toch in de modellen te representeren is de techniek vanparameterizatie
ontwikkeld. Dit houdt in dat het effect van hele cumulus ensembles wordt samengevat in
sterkversimpeldeformuleringen,afhankelijk vaneenpaarrelevantemeteorologischeparameters. Vanwegedecomplexiteit vanditprobleem isalveelwetenschappelijk onderzoek aan
ditonderwerp gewijd.
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Incumulusparameterizaties inweer-enklimaatmodellen ishetgebruikelijk omturbulent
transport door cumulus wolken en de droge grenslaag daaronder apart te modelleren. Dit
leidt vaaktot ongewensteinteracties vandezetransportmechanismen indelagere atmosfeer.
De doelstelling van ditproject wastweeledig: teneerste hetbegrijpen en modelleren vande
uitwisseling vanluchttussendedrogegrenslaagencumuluswolken,tentweedehet quantificerenenmodellerenvandemengingvandiegeventileerdeluchtoverdewolkenlaag. Dedata
voorhetbestuderenvanditsoorteigenschappenvanturbulenteatmosferische grenslagen zijn
gegenereerddoorgebruiktemakenvaneennumeriekmodelmeteenzeerhogeresolutie,ook
welbekendalseenlarge-eddysimulation(LES)model. Hiermeededynamicavanwolkenexpliciet kan wordenuitgerekend. Verderis erookgebruik gemaaktvanin-situ waarnemingen
doorvliegtuigenalsmedevanremotesensingtechniekenzowelvanuitderuimte(satelliet)als
vanaf degrond(radar).
InHoofdstuk 3zijn wolkenveldenzoalsgeproduceerddoorhetKNMILESmodelkritisch
geevalueerd tegen waarnemingen gemaakt tijdens de Small Cumulus Microphysics Study
(SCMS).Dit meetexperiment vondplaats in augustus 1995 aan de oostkust van Florida, net
ten noorden van Cape Canaveral. Naast een serie van grond-instrumenten heeft het C-130
meetvliegtuig van the National Center of Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in vele wolken
metingen vericht van turbulentie en thermodynamica, en waren er tevens hoge-resolutie
Landsat satelliet foto's van het gebied beschikbaar. De resultaten van de vergelijking tonenaandatLESgoedinstaatisdegemiddeldeprofielen vanvocht,temperatuuren vloeibaar
water in de wolken te reproduceren. Verder zijn de verticale component van de turbulente
kinetischeenergie(TKE)binnendewolkenalsmededekansdichthedenvanaantalwolkenen
bedekkingsgraad alsfunctie vanhungrootteinovereenstemmingmetdewaarnemingen. Verscheideneparameterizatiesdiegebruikmakenvanwolkenvariabelen zijn getestopdeSCMS
dataset. De laterale entrainment snelheden afgeleid uit de metingen bevestigen de waarden
alsvoorgestelddoorSiebesmaandCuijpers (1995)opbasisvanLESresultaten. Degesimplificeerde verticale snelheidsvergelijking van Simpson and Wiggert (1969) blijkt een redelijk
gesloten budget tegeven.
Distributies van shallow cumulus wolken als functie van hun grootte zijn berekend in
Hoofdstuk 4 met behulp van LES. Verscheidene onderling verschillende situaties zijn gesimuleerd, en de resulterende characteristieken worden vergeleken met waarden afgeleid uit
observaties van echte cumulus velden. Om een eerlijke vergelijking mogelijk te maken
is exact dezelfde methode van berekenen gebruikt in LES als in de observationele studies die meestal gebruik maken van fotografie van grote hoogtes. Het blijkt dat de groottekansdichtheid van cumulus wolken afvalt met een universele machtswet van -1.70 tot een
bepaalde kritische grootte waarna hij sneller dan een machtswet afvalt. De wolkengrootte
horendebij dezebreuk in schaling heeft een orde van grootte van 1km, maar is zeker nietuniverseel en verschilt significant per situatie. De bovengrens van deze schaling is echter
een relevante parameter in een dimensieloze universele functionele vorm voor deze kansdichtheid. Dedominerendewolkengrootteindebedekkingsgraadwordtrechtstreeks bepaald
door deze schaalbreuk. Het blijkt tevens dat veel kleinere wolken erg weinig bijdragen aan
detotaleverticalemassaflux indewolkenlaag.
Detypischevariabiliteitvancumuluswolkenpopulatiesindethermodynamischegrootheden zoals vocht en temperatuur is onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 5. Een nieuwe parameterizatie
voorcumulus convectie is ontwikkeld, diebestaat uit een distributie vankleine, opstijgende
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luchtvolumes. LESresultaten zijn indirectgebruiktomdelateralemengingvanzo'n volume
teparameterizeren. Eentypischerelaxatie-tijdschaal isgebruiktvoorhetmengproces,en zijn
waardeisbepaalduiteenevaluatievandecharacteristiekeomlooptijd vaneencumuluswolk.
Hetblijkt datdietijdschaal redelijk constantisvoorallewolken,watinhouddatdeintensiteit
van menging omgekeerd evenredig is met de verticale snelheid van het volume. Dit brengt
een dynamische feedback tot stand: de dynamicabeinvloed de intensiteit van menging, dat
op zijn beurt weer de thermodynamische staat van het volume beinvloed, die op zijn beurt
weer terugkoppelt op de dynamica. De vergelijking van het model met LES geeft aan dat
het in staat is om de afnemende bedekkingsgraad met de hoogte, de ensemble-gemiddelde
(thermo)dynamica en massaflux, debijna-neutrale buoyancy en detypische variabiliteit van
ondiepecumulusveldente reproduceren.
Tenslotte isdeinteractie tussen decumulus wolkenlaag en dedroge grenslaag daaronder
onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 6. Drie methoden voor de sluiting van het massa flux model op
wolkenbasis worden kritisch geevalueerd voor demoeilijke situatie vaneen dagelijkse gang
vancumulusbovenland. Debetrokkenparameters worden eerstdiagnostisch gesampledtijdens een simuleerdedagelijkse gangmetbehulp vanLES.Dit laatzienwaar welkemethode
inprincipegeengoedesluitinggeeft. Vervolgenswordtdeimpactbestudeerdvandezemethodesopdeontwikkelingvandegrenslaagineeneenkoloms-versievanhetRegionaalAtmosferisch KlimaatModel(RACMO).Hetblijkt datdemethodegebaseerdop vochtconvergentie
geenrekeninghoudtmetsterkevochttendenzenindegrenslaag,waardoordemassaflux sterk
wordt overschat. De methode gebaseerd op de relaxatie van convectieve potentiele energie
(CAPE) kan niet overweg met situaties waarin de cumulus convectie sterk wordt gedomineerd door de turbulentie in de droge grenslaag. De methode gebaseerd op de turbulente
kinetische energieindedrogegrenslaagtenslottereproduceertweldewaargenomenevolutie
vandemassaflux opwolkenbasis metdetijd. Alsgevolghiervangeeft dezesluiting debeste
resultaten inheteenkolomsmodel.
De doorgaande validatie van globale weer- en klimaatmodellen met waarnemingen
toont aan dat in veel situaties de eigenschappen van de atmosferische grenslaag niet goed
zijn gerepresenteerd. Vooral wat betreft lage convectieve bewolking is het duidelijk dat
de bestaande parameterizaties voor belangrijke meteorologische variabelen zoals de bedekkingsgraad en de verdeling van verschillende typen lagebewolking niet altijd even goed
overeenkomenmet de beschikbare observaties. Fouten in de representatie van deze eigenschappen kunnen enorme gevolgen hebben voor de gemodelleerde circulatie en klimatologie. Het is duidelijk dat verder onderzoek en ontwikkeling noodzakelijk is op dit gebied.
De resultaten in dit proefschrift hebben daar in die zin aanbijgedragen dat a) de thermodynamischevariabiliteitendepopulatiestatistiek vancumuluswolkenveldenverderinkaartis
gebracht en gequantificeerd in nieuwe parametrische formuleringen, b) de interactie tussen
wolken endedrogegrenslaag ineen typischedagelijkse gangbovenlandis geanalyseerd en
gekarakteriseerd aandehandvandemassaflux opwolkenbasis,enc)isaangetoonddatLES
modellen representatievecumulus wolkenpopulaties simuleren.
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